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Preface 
 

Elsa spent the last winter at Frank Lake, Alberta. She spent the previous winter there too. 

She was injured—no one knows how. But she could not fly well enough to migrate with 

the other pelicans. 

 

Let’s back up a bit. What and who is Elsa? Elsa is an American white pelican. I began 

calling the pelican Elsa, when a friend of mine, Jeanne Burnham, commented that she 

thought of the pelican as having that name—from the name of one of the main characters 

in the movie, Frozen. We have no idea as to Elsa’s gender. But, it just seemed to Jeanne, 

and to me, that the name, Elsa, and the female gender, were fitting.   

 

I wasn’t paying any attention to Elsa in 2020. In fact, with the COVID-19 virus 

rampaging through countries around the world, I decided to minimize going out 

anywhere. I didn’t go to Frank Lake, where Elsa was trying to survive, all through the 

winter. I didn’t even know that she was there until I finally paid a visit to Frank Lake in 

March 2021. In early April, after other pelicans had returned from their southern winter 

retreats, I soon lost track of Elsa.  

 

In November 2021, when I decided to walk from the locked gate at Frank Lake into the 

conservation area, I saw that there was again a lone pelican there. There were also several 

double-crested cormorants. None of those birds should have still been there, because they 

usually migrate south in October or November. The pelican was having some trouble 

flying, and one of the cormorants was not able to fly at all. 

 

I took many photos of the pelican we now call Elsa. I took a few photos of the 

cormorants too. I posted some of my photos, as I’ve posted other bird photos, in the 

Facebook group, Alberta Birds. It was soon evident that hundreds of Alberta Birds 

members were interested in reading my stories about the lone pelican—as well they 

seemed to enjoy viewing my photos of our encounters. I was curious about how the 

pelican would fare, as it became colder. I decided that I would begin to regularly monitor 

and report on how the pelican was doing. I wondered about the cormorant too, when it 

became clear that the two of them would have to tough it out together in a Frank Lake 

winter. 

 

Elsa, as Jeanne and I called her, seemed to be able to do what she needed to do to survive. 

There were fish in the lake, and I knew that there would continue to be open water even 

when it got very cold. A pipeline, with streams from the Highwood River, the nearby 

Cargill plant, and the High River Wastewater facility, flow continuously into that part of 

the lake. Elsa was able to snuggle into her feathers on a protective island. 

 

I decided that the cormorant should have a name too. I thought of the movie, Casablanca, 

in which a woman named Ilsa implored a bar pianist named Sam to play “As Time Goes 

By.” Sam seemed to be a fitting name for the cormorant. He appeared to be doing OK 

initially. But it became clear as winter took hold that he could not employ the survival 

measures that Elsa had at her disposal. Instead of snuggling into his feathers, he would 

usually stand straight up—and try to flap his wings, ineffectually. He had fish and 

protection from most predators, but he wasn’t able to fly at all, and he couldn’t keep 

warm the way that Elsa could. Unfortunately, Sam couldn’t be found one day. 
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Elsa kept doing what she needed to do, month after month. And I continued to check on 

her and her environment several times a week. Every day I went, it was necessary to walk 

about 15 minutes on a gravel road and another 10 minutes or so across a field. In good 

weather, that’s not much of a problem. But, as winter progressed, it became more and 

more difficult to continue with my visits.  

 

I had to continue, because many Alberta Birds members relied on my reporting of how 

Elsa was doing. And I felt compelled to offer her encouragement from the sidelines, and I 

felt that I needed to report my visits to see Elsa to our members. When she went missing 

for several days, it hit me and Elsa’s followers quite hard. I understood from Greg 

Wagner, the Caretaker for Frank Lake, that Elsa vanished suddenly during the previous 

winter too. He said that he had seen her then at another part of the lake, well away from 

the island. I noticed that the ice had reached the island where Elsa had felt safe. So, I 

reasoned that she was probably just hiding out, where she felt safer. And she probably 

returned to do some fishing at some point early in the day, and then she left as soon as her 

hunger had been satisfied. I never did see her in her hiding place, but she returned to the 

island when it got warmer and the ice receded. 

 

Elsa was frequently joined by many other birds, even on the coldest days. Canada geese, 

mallards, and goldeneye ducks were frequent visitors to the spa of open water at Frank 

Lake. In March many gulls came to the area—initially, there were California gulls, 

followed by ring-billed gulls. Then in early April, another pelican arrived. And, soon after 

that, many more pelicans came. I continued to visit Elsa. My visits were made easier 

because the gate was unlocked at the beginning of April. I identified Elsa from time to 

time. Then, toward the end of April, I lost track of her, since the hundreds of other 

pelicans made her hard to find.  

 

There was an Avian Influenza outbreak, which began to kill some of the birds at Frank 

Lake and many other areas in Alberta and elsewhere. I asked anyone who saw a dead 

pelican to tell me if they saw a mating bump on the dead pelican’s bill. All of them had 

mating bumps, which Elsa hadn’t had. So, if Elsa hadn’t succumbed to the flu, where 

might she have gone? She had been able to fly better and better through the winter. 

There’s no way of knowing for sure, but I’ve imagined that she left with some of the 

other pelicans to go to a nesting colony. 

 

I take photos whenever I see pelicans at Frank Lake. But I’ve not spotted Elsa since 

April. 

 

I wrote many stories over the winter describing my visits and how Elsa was doing. And I 

took many photos. Several members of Alberta Birds encouraged me to collect and 

preserve those memories. I decided to do that with this compilation of my posts about 

Elsa through the winter. Initially, I thought that I would place this collection of stories 

and photos on my website. I might write more about Elsa, pelicans, or other birds at 

Frank Lake. But I thought that this compilation of my Facebook posts about Elsa would 

be a good starting point, and it should bring back some memories for members of 

Facebook/Alberta Birds. 

 

John Reasbeck 

July 2022 
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November 20, 2021 
 

I went to Frank Lake this afternoon. The weather app on my iPhone caused me to think 

twice about it, but I went anyway. In High River, it was 1 degree and the wind was said to 

be 26 km/hr. There were two other vehicles parked in front of the locked gate when I arrived. 

Making sure I was well covered up, I went through the pedestrian gate. Two people were 

walking toward me on the gravel road. I asked them whether they had seen any birds. They 

said that they had seen a cormorant and a swan—but not much else. 

 

I walked up the road toward the pull-off parking for the water pipeline inflow area. I 

expected that there would be open water down from the pipeline. It took me about 20 

minutes. Thankfully, the wind was at my back. After I had arrived at the pull-off area, I 

walked west across the field in the direction of the inflow. 

 

I could see two birds: an American White Pelican and a Double-crested Cormorant. They 

were standing side by side at the tip of land just before the island. Normally, according to 

The Atlas of Breeding Birds of Alberta, there are minimal if any reports of pelicans after 

October in Alberta. A few cormorants, on the other hand, are sometimes seen in November. 

I took a photo of the two birds, and I’ve attached it to this post. 

 

I took quite a few photos, even though it was bitterly cold. I’ll post more later. 
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November 20, 2021 
 

As I mentioned in a previous post, I went to Frank Lake this afternoon. The gate is locked, 

as it has been since the beginning of hunting season in September. So, I parked my car and 

walked in. It was cold, but not too bad—walking in—walking out was a different story, but 

I’ll get to that in another post. 

 

When I arrived at the pull-off parking area (when we were able to drive in), I walked across 

to the pipeline inflow stream, where I knew that there would be open water. I was surprised 

to see an American White Pelican and a Double-crested Cormorant standing side by side 

on the point of land just off the island. I posted a photo of them in a previous post. 

 

Pelicans should have all gone south by now. I wondered if the pelican I saw was the same 

one that had an injured wing, and had over-wintered last winter. The cormorant that had 

been standing with the pelican suddenly went over toward another cormorant that appeared 

to have a wing problem—since the bird kept flapping a wing. Later, I saw four cormorants 

swimming in the water. I don’t know if they included the other two or not. 

 

I soon found out that the pelican could fly, because he abruptly flew a circuit over the basin. 

I didn’t see him take off, because I was watching the cormorants. I didn’t notice that the 

pelican was having any difficulty flying. I’ve attached the first photo I took of the pelican 

in the air. I think the backdrop of the setting sun and the clouds made a pretty picture. 
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Comment  

 

Here's a photo of the pelican flying over the four cormorants.  
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November 20, 2021 
 

In two previous posts, I showed an American White Pelican that I saw at Frank Lake today. 

I wondered if the pelican could fly, because no other pelicans were around. However, I saw 

him make a circuit around the basin—seemingly, he was OK. I posted a photo from that 

flight. While I was watching (and freezing  ), I saw him make a second flight. I've 

attached a photo of the pelican just taking off from the water on his second flight. He didn't 

look like he was having too much trouble flying. Although some of my photos show the 

right wingtip folded under somewhat awkwardly.  

 

Walking back from the pull-off parking area, I was terribly cold. The freezing wind was 

directly in my face all of the way. Next time, I’ll wear something that pulls down over my 

face—I have two balaclavas, and I don’t know why I didn’t take one of them! But it was 

great to be out at Frank Lake again anyway. And I enjoyed seeing the pelican and 

cormorants, that I thought had all gone by now. 
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November 26, 2021 
 

I went to Frank Lake this afternoon in order to see if the American White Pelican is still 

there. On my way to the island, on the west side of Frank Lake, I spotted Greg Wagner. 

He’s the Caretaker for the Frank Lake IBA (Important Bird Area). I asked him if the pelican 

is still there, and he said yes. I could see something white on top of the island at the southern 

tip. That’s where the pelican is, Greg said. I asked him if he thinks that the pelican is the 

same one that overwintered last year. Greg said that he thinks so. He said that he had seen 

one cormorant swimming in the lake as well. I didn’t see the cormorant while I was there.  

 

I spent quite a bit of time on the shore just across the water from the pelican. The pelican 

didn’t move much while I was there. Jeanne Burnham has suggested that a good name for 

the pelican would be Elsa, from the movie Frozen. That sounds fitting to me. Elsa made it 

through one winter; hopefully she can do it again. I didn’t ask Greg whether he thinks that 

the pelican is male or female. Greg said something else about the pelican also. The pelican 

is not in need of being rescued. There are lots of fish in the open water. And, with the water 

pipeline continuing to flow into Frank Lake, open water will be maintained. And, while 

Greg didn’t say anything about cold tolerance, birds can apparently withstand cold 

temperatures by various means. 

 

I’ve attached a cropped photo of Elsa on the southern tip of the island. She’s relatively safe 

from predators there, and she has easy access to food. I’ll post another photo as a 

comment—the full photo before the close crop—the sun was just starting to go down. 

 

 
  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/100007295651567/?__cft__%5B0%5D=AZWtxJD8k7q1lcPwiYmlO04QDaFOqPVqArIYZbrq0or_GcLdmHz4ZeDQwl8187PmNs0hl85ojAkap-JiaQBOcmmlrLDOhfyTznRCzpbEW1JyuR36gQaMasy3pDBaVSONNmhU90gvesg1lt_clS5BS0w0&__tn__=-%5DK-R
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Comment 

 

Here's my full photo of the apparently overwintering pelican on the island at Frank Lake, 

with the setting sun behind, prior to cropping it for my post above. 
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November 27, 2021 
 

On Nov. 20, I posted a photo of an American White Pelican and a Double-crested 

Cormorant standing side by side. They were standing at the south end of the point of land 

just across from the island on the west side of Frank Lake. After I took that photo, the 

cormorant walked over to another cormorant that was partially hidden--it looked like the 

second one was having a wing problem, because the bird kept flapping one wing. When 

the pelican was alone, I took a few more photos while the pelican was standing there. I 

haven't posted any of the standing ones yet, however. 

 

From the photos I took of that pelican that afternoon, it is evident that the pelican is able to 

fly. Indeed, the pelican took two short flights. I posted some of my shots of those flights. 

When I spoke with Greg Wagner at Frank Lake yesterday, he said that he thinks the pelican 

is the same one that overwintered at Frank Lake last winter. Jeanne Burnham and I 

discussed whether the pelican last winter could fly, and she showed me a photo that proves 

that it could fly--just not very high or very well. The pelican appeared to me to be flying 

much better now than last winter. 

As I mentioned in my last post, Jeanne Burnham said that she likes to think of the pelican 

as "Elsa"--from the movie Frozen. I like that name as well, and I noticed that quite a few 

other members like that name too. We don't know whether Elsa is male or female, but Sue 

Sargent said that she had found that the name Elsa could be used for either gender. 

 

I've attached one of my Nov. 20 photos of Elsa standing at the point of land just across 

from the island on the west side of Frank Lake; she was looking a little windblown--I was 

feeling quite windblown myself at that time     . 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/100007295651567/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXdvH4zV8v5l96X_MYs8j9rPDzOPQCVreL4xNGKlcs4Lpxjh_o43wJ7TpVHIdiQqcLNO0WFMGH7cqUQvzO2kpmc2-VF6FVT4UtZPm1sfij9eUMdpzFu3Ijmx83MNxQ7YbZsvm_iS1kv9tYQMywUirll&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/100007295651567/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXdvH4zV8v5l96X_MYs8j9rPDzOPQCVreL4xNGKlcs4Lpxjh_o43wJ7TpVHIdiQqcLNO0WFMGH7cqUQvzO2kpmc2-VF6FVT4UtZPm1sfij9eUMdpzFu3Ijmx83MNxQ7YbZsvm_iS1kv9tYQMywUirll&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/755550993/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXdvH4zV8v5l96X_MYs8j9rPDzOPQCVreL4xNGKlcs4Lpxjh_o43wJ7TpVHIdiQqcLNO0WFMGH7cqUQvzO2kpmc2-VF6FVT4UtZPm1sfij9eUMdpzFu3Ijmx83MNxQ7YbZsvm_iS1kv9tYQMywUirll&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/755550993/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXdvH4zV8v5l96X_MYs8j9rPDzOPQCVreL4xNGKlcs4Lpxjh_o43wJ7TpVHIdiQqcLNO0WFMGH7cqUQvzO2kpmc2-VF6FVT4UtZPm1sfij9eUMdpzFu3Ijmx83MNxQ7YbZsvm_iS1kv9tYQMywUirll&__tn__=-%5dK-R
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Comment 

 

I've posted a few photos of Elsa flying from eight days ago. Here's another one, also from 

the same day--it was her second flight while I was there. She seemed to labour a bit in order 

to take off, but after she was airborne, she seemed to be flying OK.  
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November 30, 2021 
 

I’m certainly getting a little exercise     . Once again, I walked into Frank Lake from the 

gate yesterday (Nov. 29) afternoon. I spotted Elsa, the overwintering American White 

Pelican, standing at the north end of the island—instead of at the south end where I saw 

her on my previous two visits, on Nov. 26 and 28. There was a Double-crested Cormorant 

standing on a rock just below her. I knew that the cormorant was in the vicinity, because 

other visitors had told me. But I hadn’t seen it since Nov. 20, when I saw the cormorant 

flapping a wing rather aimlessly. So, I have confirmed that Elsa has company. Since 

pelicans and cormorants fish together, and since they often hang out together, the cormorant 

is appropriate company also. 

 

When I visit Elsa, I usually stand on the shore. But since she was in a different place today, 

I thought that I would walk on the other side of the inflow to a point of land nearer the 

island to get a better view. I was still quite a distance from both the cormorant and Elsa. 

But both of them decided to leave as I came closer. The cormorant jumped into the water 

and tried to fly, but it could not. So, it swam northwest of the island to do some diving. Elsa 

stretched her wings. Then she jumped and sort of half flew into the water. After that she 

made a running takeoff. She took many steps in the water, and she looked like she was 

straining a lot. But, she did finally get up. She didn't fly very high or far. She flew around 

the island to the southeast. And then she came down into the water about half way between 

the island and the shore. She wasn’t fishing; it just seemed that she wanted to swim for a 

while. She kept edging closer to where I was standing. When I went away from the point, 

she came quite close—she seemed to be curious about me. 

  

I took lots of photos of Elsa (as you might expect     ). I've attached one of them showing 

Elsa swimming—with a wavy reflection that I like. 
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Comment 

 

Here's a photo of Elsa about to fly to the water on the other side of the island.  
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November 30, 2021 
 

As I mentioned in my post early this morning, I walked into Frank Lake again yesterday. 

My primary purpose, of course, was to check on Elsa, the overwintering pelican. As I said 

in my post, Elsa was in a different location than she was on my previous two visits. She 

was at the north end of the island on the west side. And, for the first time, I could see the 

cormorant clearly. He was just down from Elsa, standing on a rock. I wasn’t able to get 

any particularly good photos of the cormorant yesterday. It’s difficult in the late afternoon 

to take good photos of a dark subject. But, I’ll post one of the better ones I took. Notice 

that the cormorant has one wing up and one down. The one that’s not raised would seem 

to be the bad one. I watched him try to fly but he is not able to do that. 

 

Before I post my photo of the cormorant, I’d just like to comment on naming him (or her). 

In case you haven’t read Lori Dudley Lyons’ reply to my last post, or my reply to her, she 

offered the name “Olaf”, which sounds like a good name. She says that Olaf is “cheerful 

and supportive”, and his “greatest dream is to experience Summer.” After doing some 

searching on the web, I came up with a name to consider also: “Sam.” The movie, Casa-

blanca, features a piano player named Sam, who provides music for the customers in Rick’s 

Café Américain. In the movie, there’s a scene in which Ilsa, played by Ingrid Bergman, 

implores Sam to play “As Time Goes By.” Rick, who owns the café, is played by Humph-

rey Bogart. Rick and Ilsa used to be together. Do you suppose that there’s a Rick in Elsa’s 

life, who migrated with the other pelicans? Maybe her Rick will return next year. 

 

I’ve attached one of my photos of the cormorant from yesterday. 

 

 
  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/1575400704/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXilW_8x6-EjxcZZLDZBO_j1BW2DWjmD1ukjZJn9i9aPqLXuiYl4qrprjqoRKO8YcM_9Ldv--6373t8L20l8rr17V8wNcPRkmnKwrwChtEdjXIPvJkRFPYWOY1NzdGK0iNEp_yPiGq4N6_X_bZJVdKI&__tn__=-%5dK-R
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December 1, 2021 
 

Since I had to go to an appointment in Calgary at 3:30pm, I left for Frank Lake a little 

earlier than I usually do. I began walking in around 11:45, so I was standing on the shore 

on the west side around 12:15. I had been meaning to go out earlier anyway, because I 

wondered if Elsa, the American White Pelican, and Sam, the Double-crested Cormorant, 

would be doing something different than they had been doing on my previous visits. 

 

As I was crossing the field, in front of the pipeline, I could see that Elsa was standing on 

top of the island on the southern tip. On my previous visit, she was on the northern tip. As 

before, Sam was just down from Elsa at the water level. Since he can’t fly, he probably 

feels a bit vulnerable being up on top with Elsa. And, I think that she likes being slightly 

up from the water, so that she can jump off and fly if that should be necessary. 

 

I wasn’t very close before Sam started to swim away. I don’t think that he’s as comfortable 

with my presence as Elsa appears to be. Thankfully, before he left the island, I was able to 

take some decent shots of Elsa and Sam in the same photo—even though they were quite 

far apart—I’ll post one later. 

 

Elsa was very active today—but she remained on the tip of the island. Mostly, she was 

standing, but sometimes she was crouched a little. The previous time I visited, she made a 

brief flight. She also swam quite a bit. But today she seemed satisfied with preening and 

stretching on top of the island. At one point, she stretched her wings out fully. That’s al-

ways so impressive when a pelican shows the nine foot wingspan that they have. The photo 

of Elsa that I’m attaching today doesn’t show her wings fully extended, but it’s the one I 

like the best. 

 

One of these days, I’m going to get some good shots of Sam—but it wasn’t to be today. 
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Comment 

 

Here's a photo showing Sam on the left at water level, and Elsa on top of the island on the 

right. 

 

 
 

 

Comment 

 

When pelicans flap their wings, sometimes they look like they're directing an orchestra--

when I looked at one of my photos from yesterday afternoon, I was reminded of that. 
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Comment 

 

As I mentioned in my post, Sam, the cormorant, swam away as I was arriving at my shore 

viewing location at Frank Lake. Here's my best photo of Sam, just before he left the island. 

 

 
 

 

Comment 

 

Here's another shot of Elsa. She seems to be looking quite bored. 
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December 2, 2021 
 

A major vulnerability with both pelicans and cormorants, when they overwinter in 

Alberta, appears to be their feet. However, if their bodies function like those of ducks, 

they have a heat exchange system that helps to protect their feet from getting too cold. 

The arterial system of ducks keeps “the feet supplied with just enough blood to provide 

tissues with food and oxygen, and just warm enough to avoid frostbite.” And “by limiting 

the temperature difference between the feet and the ice [or other cold surfaces], heat loss 

is greatly reduced.” I read the preceding information at https://askanaturalist.com/why-

don%E2%80%99t-ducks%E2%80.../. 

  

Overwintering, of course, is helped by the open water that exists at Frank Lake—due to 

the pipeline inflow. While the air temperature will get to be way below 0, the water 

temperature will be 0 or higher. In addition to the higher temperature of the open water, 

Elsa and Sam are readily able to obtain fish. It’ll be tough, to be sure, but hopefully 

they’ll be able to pull it off. 

  

I didn’t visit Frank Lake today, but I do have a photo of Elsa from yesterday that I’ll post. 

She appears to be looking right at me, as she frequently does. 

 

 
  

https://askanaturalist.com/why-don%E2%80%99t-ducks%E2%80%99-feet-freeze/?fbclid=IwAR24OGiKaowKeSmjzswu1141NhSEX-mYvA991UQGaomxpZnC_gPjmaZWPPg
https://askanaturalist.com/why-don%E2%80%99t-ducks%E2%80%99-feet-freeze/?fbclid=IwAR24OGiKaowKeSmjzswu1141NhSEX-mYvA991UQGaomxpZnC_gPjmaZWPPg
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Here's a profile shot of Elsa. I took it a few minutes prior to the photo I posted initially. 
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December 3, 2021 

 
I mentioned, after my visit to Frank Lake on Nov. 29, when I went to see Elsa and Sam, 

the overwintering pelican and cormorant, that Elsa swam toward me when I started to 

leave. I took several photos then. However, the first time I saw those photos was this 

morning! 

 

I had been taking both RAW and JPEG photos simultaneously that afternoon. So each 

click of my shutter resulted in the memory card storage of three times the usual amount 

of space (a RAW image is twice as large as a JPEG one). I didn’t take any more photos 

than I usually do. But, it wasn’t until I checked to see that I had cleared my main memory 

card this morning, that I found that the card had been filled, and my photos had over-

flowed to my second card. What a serendipitous discovery! On my second card, I had 

stored the photos of Elsa when she had come the closest to me ever! I should have real-

ized that at the time I looked at my photos that evening, but I was a bit bushed from my 

visit that day.  

 

I haven’t decided whether I’ll go to Frank Lake or not today, but I can certainly show you 

a new photo from Nov. 29! As always, the one I’ve attached to this post is the one I like 

the best. Elsa is standing in some shallow water just off the point of land opposite their 

island hangout. Note the drooping feather on her right wing; that's the wing that has ap-

peared to give her problems when she decides to fly. 
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December 4, 2021 
 

As I’ve mentioned in prior posts, Greg Wagner is the Caretaker for the Frank Lake IBA 

(Important Bird Area). When I first went to visit the overwintering American White 

Pelican and Double-crested Cormorant at Frank Lake on Nov. 20, I saw Greg and I spoke 

with him. He’s regularly monitoring the situation with the injured birds. He told me at 

that time that he didn't advocate any rescue attempts. 

 

Greg and I are members of a group called Albertabird within the groups.io facility. The 

way Albertabird works is as follows: Any member of the group can send messages to 

everyone else in the group by just sending email to the main group address. Photos may 

be included.  

Several members who have commented on my posts about Elsa and Sam have wondered 

if a rescue attempt could and should be made for them. I saw a message that Greg sent to 

all of the Albertabird members. I hope that Greg won’t mind if I quote his message: 

 

“Last year, many people thought that the pelican should be rescued. I argued against that 

because I felt that the open water around the sewage outfall, coupled with the high 

Prussian Carp population in the lake would allow the bird to survive the winter at Frank 

Lake. I also feared that the bird could be stressed or injured during a rescue attempt. I 

believe that this is probably the best course for both the pelican and cormorant this year. 

However, water levels in the lake are much lower this year and may affect the amount of 

open water available. Therefore, habitat conditions should be monitored over the course 

of the winter, and if required, a rescue effort could be conducted.” 

  

Greg goes to Frank Lake regularly. He’s assessing the situation very closely. I decided to 

visit Elsa and Sam also, because I thought that our Facebook Alberta Birds members 

would like to know how the overwintering birds are doing. I’ve taken a lot of pictures, 

and I’ve sent many of them to Greg. And, of course, I’ve shared some of my photos in 

Facebook. With the weather turning colder, and with snow having fallen, I haven’t 

walked into Frank Lake since Dec. 1. I intend to resume visiting when the weather 

becomes somewhat better. 

 

Until I can get some updated photos, I’ll send a few of my older ones of Elsa and Sam. I 

don’t have many of Sam, because he always seems to keep his distance. But Elsa has no 

qualms about staying put and even coming near when I visit. I’ve attached a photo from 

Dec. 1, when Elsa was standing on the southern tip of the island where she and Sam 

spend much of their time—when they’re not swimming and fishing      . 
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December 7. 2021 
 

Don Whittaker and I enjoyed a superb winter afternoon at Frank Lake today. There was a 

little mist coming off the lake, but that only added to the charm of our outing. We noticed 

that there's more ice on the portion of the lake that plays host to Elsa and Sam, the over-

wintering American White Pelican and Double-crested Cormorant. But there's still plenty 

of open water due to the fast-flowing effluent from the pipeline.  

 

As we walked from the gate to the path across the field, we could see Elsa and Sam. They 

were swimming close to each other near the north end of the island. When we started to 

walk across the field, Elsa swam toward us, and Sam swam away from us to stand on the 

ice--he stayed there all the while we were taking photos. Elsa, on the other hand. spent a 

lot of time in the water close to the piece of land opposite the north end of the island--and 

directly across from us. She was quite active: preening, exercising her wings, standing up, 

and scrunching down. At one point, without any hint that we saw, she suddenly took off 

and flew low past the island on the east side. Then she swam back and forth the length of 

the island--occasionally, she would inspect us as she swam by--she didn't seem to be fearful 

of our presence in the slightest. 

 

I struggled with choosing a photo to show everyone. Don Whittaker and I took a lot of 

pictures. The one I've selected is one that I almost missed. I mentioned that Elsa suddenly 

took to the air. That was right in front of us! And we were both shooting with 500mm 

lenses (that are really 750mm effective focal length, due to our cameras' 1.5X crop factor). 

So, there she was right in front of us, moving fast. I managed to fit her into a couple of 

frames--in one of them just barely--that is the photo that I've attached. Normally, I wouldn't 

post such a photo, with Elsa's bill almost touching the frame. But, I think the photo shows 

that she's able to move pretty well in her current winter home. We stayed for about two 

hours, then we reluctantly bid adieu to Elsa and Sam. 

 

 
 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/793280310/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX9txzlcXYsiePVaK1hv83IUcnThQ49ETeTTseeg48vZmy48xdr1RCqGKofQ79AnZ3pIir_yqIShwyVex_yv6nS_dgQA97CmiMC2UeA2F9xtDnAif5-7ocA2P0VD2ROmC6ZH3gFJHomr-DS3_CKrUZe&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/793280310/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX9txzlcXYsiePVaK1hv83IUcnThQ49ETeTTseeg48vZmy48xdr1RCqGKofQ79AnZ3pIir_yqIShwyVex_yv6nS_dgQA97CmiMC2UeA2F9xtDnAif5-7ocA2P0VD2ROmC6ZH3gFJHomr-DS3_CKrUZe&__tn__=-%5dK-R
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Here's Elsa checking us out as she swims by the island. 
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Here’s Elsa doing some wing flapping. 
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December 9, 2021 
 

As I mentioned in my post on Dec. 4, Greg Wagner, who is the Caretaker of the Frank 

Lake IBA (Important Bird Area), has stated that he feels that a rescue attempt of Elsa and 

Sam, the overwintering American White Pelican and Double-crested Cormorant, should 

not be attempted at this time. His reasoning is that the birds have open water and fish, and 

they should be able to survive the winter. And the birds could be injured and/or stressed 

by an attempted rescue. He is monitoring the birds and their environment regularly, how-

ever, and he will initiate a rescue attempt if he thinks that one should be made. 

 

As you also know, if you’ve been following my posts, I’ve been making frequent walks 

into Frank Lake since Nov. 20. My last one was on Dec. 7 with Don Whittaker. I in-

tended to visit Elsa and Sam yesterday, but I found, after I parked at the gate, that the 

wind and slippery road surface seemed to be too hazardous. I’m going to go there tomor-

row, since the weather forecast is quite favourable—and I’ll be sure to wear my Ice Bugs 

boots that my wife bought me—they’re supposed to aid footing on slippery surfaces.  

 

I’ve never been able to get a good photo of Sam and Elsa together, because Sam always 

goes away. I have many photos of Elsa, because she comes relatively close—she appears 

to have become used to my visits. I decided to make a composite photo, from two photos 

I took on my last visit, showing both Sam and Elsa. I tried to adjust their relative sizes in 

the composite, so that Elsa appears to be about twice the length of Sam—she’s also about 

four times his weight. Sam is standing on ice, and Elsa is standing in water by the ice. 

 

 
  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/793280310/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXYKbSx9P1pNKMipAmWxI7-oym85Vdk5B1zgZviqG-SpK-h4966jRERBFOsfDz_3Rm3JHa8-WUJSzTBvhRX2CjMVb8qZQtRxHpd1qjdO7F1oSEPaKh1eZyFicSrshyfX-K4OFLowFcTOZrsRiI5JBv1&__tn__=-%5dK-R
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Here's a photo I took of Elsa and Sam. I took the photo with my 500mm lens (that's really 

750mm, with the crop factor), so they're much farther apart than they appear to be in the 

photo. Also, Sam is not quite in focus--I tried; I think my aperture was about f/25. Maybe 

Sam, like Elsa, will become used to my visits some time. 
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I took an iPhone photo of Elsa with the mountains in the background. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

And here's a photo of Sam against the mountains. The sun was lower then. 
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December 9, 2021 
 

Don Whittaker and I have so many photos of Elsa, an American White Pelican, 

from our visit to Frank Lake on Dec. 7. When she saw us on the shore, she swam 

very close to us. Her companion, Sam, a Double-crested Cormorant, went away 

from us onto the ice farther west in the basin. Elsa was very active, and enabled us 

to get many photos—it was like an Elsa modelling shoot . 

 

While she was standing across from us, Elsa flapped her wings a lot. She had a 

short flight while we were there also. I posted a shot yesterday of Elsa flying by 

on that flight. I decided to post another photo from Dec. 7 of Elsa, exercising her 

wings. 
 

 
  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/793280310/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVEFPtgUhnBenMRuyEKiR8ui52CBiqA2qpNAYWHlBxLaxJImWF_-vDeyBrZUzNFPo75y1wqmCK6N-wTe4cRo6uQb5IekVhi1iPANrTPHJasddte03OPbJT17czFnd-gIIFkCCuqKThU7LIXb9tLtKSS&__tn__=-%5dK-R
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December 11, 2021 
 

I arrived at the Frank Lake gate at around 1pm yesterday (since it’s now past midnight as 

I write this). I bundled up well, because it was starting to get a bit chilly. As I mentioned I 

would, I was wearing my ice gripping boots. The road into Frank Lake did not seem 

nearly as slippery as it was two days ago, but it was still comforting to know that I was 

well shod. I had my usual Nikon camera, but with a smaller lens, fastened to a body har-

ness. And I had my Sony travel camera, which has a zoom lens, attached to the harness as 

well—I was hoping to get a decent photo of both Elsa and Sam, the overwintering Ameri-

can White Pelican and Double-crested Cormorant, together. 

  

As I left the road to cross the field, to go to the island that Elsa and Sam use as their base, 

I could see that Elsa was hunkered down on top of the north tip of the island. Sam was 

standing at the other end of the island. I stopped and took some photos of Elsa. Then I 

moved down the shore to get some photos of Sam. Sam decided to walk up the island a 

bit. Then I lost him. I think that what he did was to swim on the other side of the island to 

the north tip; the island is still surrounded by open water. When I saw him next, he was 

standing just out of the water not too far from Elsa. 

  

Elsa wasn’t moving much, but I saw her move around a little, and she seemed to be OK. 

The photo I’ve selected shows both Elsa and Sam with the mountains in the background; 

maybe it’s just my imagination, but it seems like Sam is trying to urge Elsa to get up to 

go fishing with him. Throughout the summer, cormorants regularly fish with pelicans. 

Normally, cormorants eat about 1 lb. of fish per day. And pelicans eat about 4 lbs. of fish 

per day. No doubt they’re both eating less than that with their inactivity. 

 

I don’t know whether Elsa and Sam went fishing or not, but I decided that I would leave. 

The temperature was just below zero, and the wind was 21 km/h (both readings were 

from High River, since there are no readings for Frank Lake). I saw Greg Wagner on my 

way out. He keeps checking on Elsa and Sam. He still thinks that the best course right 

now is just to let them be. 
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Here's a close-up photo of Elsa at the north end of the island. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

And here's a close-up of Sam at the south end of the island. 
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December 12, 2021 
 

I went to Frank Lake this afternoon to see Elsa and Sam, the overwintering American 

White Pelican and Double-crested Cormorant. Since the gate was locked for hunting 

season, starting in early September, I needed to walk in on the snow-covered gravel 

road—as I’ve been doing every few days since Nov. 20. After walking about 20 minutes, 

I followed a path across a field, in order to get to the effluent/water pipeline and 

eventually to the shore across from the island used by Elsa and Sam. As I was walking 

across the field, I spotted Elsa at the south end of the island. Since there is open water all 

around the island, they’re quite safe from terrestrial predators there. 

 

I took some photos of Elsa as I got closer. Then, when I was standing on the shore 

directly opposite Elsa, I took quite a few more photos. I remained there for a while. Elsa 

turned toward me a few times, but she didn’t get up. She did reposition her head a few 

times. As she always does, when she’s lying down on the raised rock surface of the 

island, she had her feet tucked into her feathers. And her neck was pulled into her body. 

In that position, it’s like she’s wearing a feather comforter. That reminds me of something 

I read yesterday on the following website: 

http://www.adirondackwildlife.org/GreatHornedOwls.htm . I had been looking for 

information on Great Horned Owls, because I had seen one the previous day. The 

information that I found pertained not only to that non-migratory bird species, but it’s 

also relevant for any species of bird that overwinters. Here’s a quote from that website: 

 

“Birds do not migrate because of colder winter weather. In fact, feathers are much more 

effective insulators than mammalian fur, and when combined with the internal heat 

generated by their higher metabolism, birds are better equipped to withstand cold weather 

than mammals are. What drives birds to warmer climates is the lack of food available to 

them in the winter.” 

 

So, Elsa and Sam are wearing their insulation; all they need is food, of which there is 

plenty—in the open water down from the pipeline. 

 

The photo I want to share today, shows Elsa trying to keep as warm as possible on top of 

the island. She had her head turned slightly toward me. She didn’t stand up all of the time 

I watched her. But she did move her head and neck a bit. Sam wasn’t visible today. I 

suspect that he was on the other side of the island. 

 

http://www.adirondackwildlife.org/GreatHornedOwls.htm?fbclid=IwAR3cpFh3bFcstasEAteEIf1J3KxPOlNlbJuvjWY5j2Jr34ME5xCQL4QZVU0
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Here's another shot of Elsa all snuggled into her feathers. 
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December 14, 2021 
 

I changed my profile and cover photos today. Also, I gave everyone a brief story 

on my timeline about Elsa and Sam, the overwintering pelican and cormorant at 

Frank Lake.  

 

I haven't visited Elsa and Sam since Dec. 12. As you know, if you've seen my 

posts, I only saw Elsa that day. And she was hunkered down keeping warm on top 

of the island. Karyn Lee reported that she had been there earlier in the day on 

Dec. 12, and she saw Elsa take one flight, and then swim back and forth beside 

the island. She said that she was very active. She didn't say anything about Sam. 

  

I didn't go to Frank Lake today, but I might go tomorrow. I hope that I'll be able 

to see Sam as well as Elsa. 

  

I have another photo of Elsa that I want to share. I took it on Dec. 7, which is the 

last time that I saw Elsa fly. In my photo, Elsa is just about to take off for a short 

flight from north of the island to just south of the island--the incident seems to be 

very similar to the time that Karyn Lee saw her fly on Sunday. 
 

 
  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/709815576/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVoY0qtK2uZdfmItrbQSr9L_HO5hoWr2GY2bsjZx_Sj5Ej7hsCdiPC-dqP-Xn6jTvDGL-CB8nAuqEPPo0B9HsVesh-GUEEU0hnn3UbbzxpCBt77-ZbEj0mgA_JXB7MVXEnbDTm5TrVodGED88uY4v1_&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/709815576/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVoY0qtK2uZdfmItrbQSr9L_HO5hoWr2GY2bsjZx_Sj5Ej7hsCdiPC-dqP-Xn6jTvDGL-CB8nAuqEPPo0B9HsVesh-GUEEU0hnn3UbbzxpCBt77-ZbEj0mgA_JXB7MVXEnbDTm5TrVodGED88uY4v1_&__tn__=-%5dK-R
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I took this photo of Elsa a couple of seconds after the one I posted above. She had just 

managed to attain lift off. Notice the water splash down from her right wing. It must have 

dipped a little as she strained to get into the air. The right wing is the one that she has had 

trouble with. 
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December 15, 2021 
 

I’m going to have to find some solution to keeping my hands sufficiently warm when I'm 

at Frank Lake in temperatures like we had today. When I walked in today, I had no prob-

lem with any part of my body except my hands. I was wearing gloves (which was proba-

bly my first mistake) with finger and thumb tips that open. It doesn’t work very well 

when I try to make camera settings and take photos with my gloves on. That’s why I was 

wearing gloves with fingertips that open. However, it was so cold today that I could not 

have my fingers exposed for very long. I think I need to find warm mitts with easy open-

ings—so that I can quickly shoot and then thaw my fingers. 

 

I didn’t stay opposite the island very long, but I wanted to check up on Elsa, the overwin-

tering pelican. I wanted to assess how I think she looks, and I wanted to bring back a few 

photos. She seemed to be fine. She wasn’t being very active. She was lying down at the 

north end of the island—with her feet tucked into her feathers. Initially, she had her neck 

pulled way into her body. But several times she raised her neck up and looked around—

seemingly being very perky. When I left, she had pulled her head back into her body. 

 

I haven’t mentioned Sam, the cormorant, yet. On the way into Frank Lake, I met Greg 

Wagner, the Caretaker of Frank Lake—I think he goes there every day—I certainly see 

him almost every time I go. He said that he had not seen “the cormorant” at all in the past 

two days. I told him that he had been sighted last Sunday, and Greg said that he was 

aware of his presence then. Now, however, he fears the worst. He thinks that he is no 

longer alive—but he hadn’t yet spotted his body. When I arrived at the island, I looked 

carefully on both tips of the island as well as all over the top of the island. I looked in the 

water around the island as well. I couldn’t see on the other side of the island, however. I 

suspect that Greg is correct about Sam’s demise, unfortunately. 

 

Extremely sad news. I thought that Sam hadn’t been doing nearly as well as Elsa, because 

I had never seen him lying down and snuggled into his feathers like Elsa.  

I’ve attached a photo of Elsa, where she is looking very alert. With this being her second 

winter, I have a good feeling about her ability to withstand whatever the weather holds in 

store. 
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December 18, 2021 
 

There was a bit of a break in the weather today at Frank Lake. I thought that If I were to 

leave right after our breakfast (which we always have late in the morning ), then I 

would catch the best part of the day for the weather. The temperature was to be around -3 

or so just after noon. And the wind was only around 10 kph. Another reason for going 

early is that there was a wind advisory, for later in the afternoon, for the possibility of 

wind velocity as high as 90 kph! I definitely didn’t want to be out in that! And some final 

encouragement was that the temperature was due to start dropping in the early afternoon. 

So, I bundled up in my usual garb, and headed to Frank Lake. 

 

I had just pulled up to park in front of the gate at Frank Lake around 12:30, when I saw a 

vehicle coming up the access road. It stopped right beside my car. There were two 

women. The driver asked me “Are you John Reasbeck?” I confirmed that I am indeed. 

She said that her name is Kathryn. She made some very nice comments about my Alberta 

Birds posts about Elsa and Sam, and I thanked her. She could see that I was just about to 

walk in and see Elsa, and she said that she didn’t think that she would want to do that . 

I said something like “I understand.” Nice chat! I’m sorry, I didn’t get the name of the 

second woman. They went on their way, and I did likewise. 

 

I was nearing the water/effluent pipeline, across the field, when a number of mallards 

flew up. They had been gathered down by the inflow (or outflow, depending on your 

point of view )—the water is undoubtedly warmer there than it is downstream; so Elsa 

and the mallards have a spa that they can take advantage of; that’s where the fish come in 

for Elsa also—from the Highwood River. I took some photos as the mallards flew. They 

were going toward Elsa—she was lying down in her usual resting position on the north 

tip of the island. The mallards looked like they were going to join some other mallards in 

the west—just off the ice. I think maybe there were around 25 or so mallards in the area, 

because I spotted some southeast of the island also. So, Elsa has a little company. I 

looked carefully on and around the island, and in the water, but I saw no sign of Sam. So, 

unfortunately, I would have to think that Greg Wagner is correct in thinking that he’s no 

longer part of the scene . 

 

Anyway, this is getting much longer than I intended. Elsa looked well. She looked bright, 

and relatively comfortable. She was moving around a little, but she didn’t stand up while 

I was there. As I mentioned, I’m attaching a photo of the mallards flying past Elsa to join 

some other mallards. I’ve certainly taken many photos of mallards in the winter, but I’ve 

never had a photo of them before where a pelican was included. 
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Here's a photo of Elsa on the island today. She's looking very well! 
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December 19, 2021 
 

Yesterday, at Frank Lake, I took some iPhone shots of Elsa, the overwintering pelican. I 

often use my iPhone, as a wide-angle camera, so that I can remember the way a scene 

looked--even if the images aren't as sharp as with my Nikon camera. I've attached one of 

those shots. In the photo, Elsa has assumed her tucked in-snuggle position, so that she can 

get as warm as possible. Even though she's resting, she always seems to be looking 

around for any possible danger. From her slightly-elevated perch, if she had to, she could 

jump down and fly very quickly. 
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December 19, 2021 
 

Here's a close-up photo of Elsa, the overwintering pelican, from yesterday at Frank Lake. 

She's resting, she's trying to keep as warm as possible, and she's seemingly well aware of 

her surroundings. 
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December 22, 2021 
 

Elsa Report   

 

I’m pleased to report that Elsa, the overwintering American White Pelican at Frank Lake, 

is doing fine! When I first arrived at Frank Lake today, I saw Elsa lying down at the north 

edge of the island she’s been using as a base. At that point, she’s able to see around her 

for almost 360°. She can see if anything is on the piece of land to the north—just across 

some open water. She can view the small strip of open water to the northwest of her—

with a large stretch of ice to the south, west, and northwest of the open water. And she 

can scan the large expanse of open water off the entire east side of the island. She regu-

larly turns her head also so that she can look south over the length of the island. About 

the only area that she’s not able to see is directly south of the island where mallards like 

to gather—I think there were about 25 of them there today—swimming and dabbling in 

the water and walking or resting on the ice.  

 

By comparison with recent weather, and certainly in contrast with the expected frigid 

weather coming over Christmas and several days beyond that, today it was quite balmy. I 

half expected that Elsa might take a flight around the island, as I’ve seen her do a few 

times in the past month. Unfortunately, she didn’t fly. But she got up soon after I started 

watching her today, and she stretched and flapped her wings. I was able to get a few pho-

tos of that session for you. I’ve attached one of my photos with the setting sun in the 

background. Elsa seemed to be in good spirits today! 
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December 23, 2021 
 

Elsa Report Addendum   

 

I noted a couple of items, which I haven’t yet mentioned, on my visit to see Elsa at Frank 

Lake yesterday. I spoke with a photographer named Mike at the pipeline inflow. He had 

positioned himself there so that he could photograph any critter that came to that location. 

He said that a few weeks ago he saw Elsa make a long flight over the observation blind 

and back to the open water by the island. I didn’t ask him for photos, however, because I 

had just gotten back from taking photos of Elsa, and it was getting dark. Mike likes to go 

to the pipeline for photos, so when I see him next, I’ll ask him if he would send me any 

photos of Elsa flying (or fishing). And I’ll ask him if he would mind if I were to post one 

or two.  

 

The other item, along the same line, is my encounter with a Frank Lake regular 

photographer named Russ, as I was walking back to my car. He mentioned that he had 

seen Elsa catching fish. He wasn’t sure that he had been able to get any good photos 

though. I asked him if he would send me some photos if he finds that he has some. Again, 

when/if I get them, I’ll post the photos if Russ says that it’s OK to do that.  

 

I keep looking at the weather forecasts for High River for the next week and hoping that 

they’ll somehow magically improve. I’m not as tough as Elsa, but I’ll try to get over to 

see her as often as I can.  

 

I picked out a few more photos from yesterday that I’ll post here. 
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Here's another photo of Elsa just after she had done her wing exercises. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

And here's another photo of Elsa, as she settled in for the evening. 
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December 25, 2021 
 

Merry Christmas to all Alberta Birds Elsa watchers! 

 

I appreciate the encouragement that so many of our members have provided for 

Elsa to do well, and for me to continue to give everyone news about her! 

 

Since Nov. 20, I’ve been frequently dropping by to see her at Frank Lake. She is 

an oddity, in that American White Pelicans are not supposed to be there right 

now. The other pelicans that were at Frank Lake in the summer and fall (approxi-

mately 700 of them!) have long since migrated. It has been evident that Elsa can 

fly (much better than she could when she had her first overwintering experience 

last winter!), but it seems that she still doesn’t sufficiently trust her flying ability 

in order to be able to fly long distances. So, she opted again to remain behind. We 

all hope that her experiences last winter will enable her to make it through to 

spring once more—when she will again be joined by other pelicans. 

 

Until I can say that Elsa’s overwintering has been successful, I will continue to re-

port, as frequently as possible, on Elsa’s state: that she appears to have enough 

food; that her feathers seem to be giving her sufficient warmth; and that her pro-

tective island base is still enabling her to evade predators 

. 

I’ve attached one of my photos from the first time I visited Elsa on Nov. 20. She 

flew quite high and a considerable distance at that time. Since then, I’ve seen her 

make several flights, but they’ve all been of much shorter height and duration. It 

could be that she was having a good look around on Nov. 20 in order to be sure 

that the spot she chose is the best place for her to remain. She evidently decided 

that Frank Lake is a reasonable place in which to spend another winter. And what 

she needs to do now is to eat, exercise, stay warm, rest, and remain vigilant—and 

wait for her friends to return. 

 

I have not forgotten about Sam, the Double-crested Cormorant, that also had fly-

ing problems. He too remained at Frank Lake for a period of time. I felt very sad 

when it seemed that he wasn’t being seen any longer at Frank Lake. Every time I 

go to see Elsa, I search on and near the island. But I’ve not been able to locate 

him.  
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December 28, 2021 
 

Elsa Report  

 

I walked in to see Elsa, the overwintering pelican, at Frank Lake this afternoon. I hadn’t 

been there since Dec. 22. I’ve been averaging a visit every three or four days. But, with 

the cold weather and Christmas, I delayed my next visit a bit. 

  

Santa was good to me, in that I got a few cold weather items to help me in my treks into 

Frank Lake. My old mitts with open fingers are OK in the fall, but not in winter deep 

freeze temperatures. I now have heavy knit mitts with open fingers, I also have some re-

ally heavy mitts for when the going is tougher. And I have a hand warmer—that’s actu-

ally too warm, even on the low setting—I think I’m supposed to keep it in its bag, instead 

of using it directly on my fingers. But, all I needed today were the woolen mitts, since it 

was a “balmy” -18, with a wind chill of -23. That’s still cold, but it was no doubt very 

welcome by Elsa, in comparison with the record setting low on Boxing Day in High 

River of -33.7— with a wind chill that we probably don’t want to think about. 

 

I’m showing “relieved smiley” faces above, because that’s how I felt when I first saw 

Elsa today. I figured that she would still be OK, since she had to put up with severe win-

try conditions last year too. But, all the same, I was glad when I found her swimming be-

side the island today. She had some company: there were 18 or so mallards near her. Elsa 

remained in the water all of the time I was there. She swam along the east side of the is-

land. And then she swam toward the pipeline. I stayed back a bit because I didn’t want to 

dissuade her from getting any fish that might be coming into Frank Lake. Also, I assumed 

that the warmer water by the outflow would probably feel good, and I wanted her to be 

able to enjoy it. After a few minutes, she turned around and swam back.  

 

The photo that I’ve attached shows Elsa swimming by me heading for the island. I’m 

glad that she decided to do that, because I was able to get some better photos than I had 

up until then. Looking good, Elsa ! 
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December 31, 2021 
 

The Wild Bird Store, in their January 2022 Newsletter, published an article about Elsa, 

the overwintering American White Pelican at Frank Lake. They included a photo of Elsa 

that I took on Nov. 26. The Wild Bird Store reported discussions that Brian Keating had, 

concerning Elsa, her predicament, and her environment, with Chris Fisher and Greg 

Wagner. I took a photo of the article, and I've attached it to this post. 
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Here's my original photo of Elsa that was published in the newsletter. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

My photo in the article shows her just trying to keep warm. Here's another photo of Elsa 

three days later on Nov. 29. She was up and not really looking sad at all. It's too bad that 

she has a wing problem, but she's trying to make the best of an unfortunate situation. 
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January 1, 2022 
 

Finding Elsa  

 

Mostly, I stayed home from November 2020 to March 2021. I didn't feel comfortable go-

ing anywhere with Covid on the loose. I hadn’t posted at all in Facebook during that time. 

 

On March 19, I made a quick trip to Frank Lake. The gate had just been unlocked that 

day. I saw Ring-billed Gulls, California Gulls, and Canada Geese. I didn’t stay long, and 

I didn’t take many photos. 

 

Two days later, I went to Frank Lake again. I noticed that someone had put up a sign with 

the title “ABOUT THE PELICAN.” An injured pelican was apparently overwintering 

there, because it couldn’t fly well enough to migrate. I saw an American White Pelican 

lying down on the south edge of the island. In the summer and fall, about two hundred 

pelicans had often gathered on that island. I hoped that the pelican would get up so that I 

could be assured that it was OK, but it stayed lying down. Two geese were standing be-

side it. 

 

I took a picture of the geese and the pelican. That was my first photo of the pelican that 

we now know as Elsa. I’ve attached it to this post. 

 

So, if 2022 is like 2021, then Elsa will have much better weather and a lot of company in 

about 2 1/2 months. Hang in there, Elsa! You have a sizable cheering squad on the side-

lines! It won't be long until spring!  
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Here's a photo of the sign that I saw posted at the pipeline inflow at Frank Lake on March 

21. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

Notice that the right wing tip of the pelican on the sign above is dipping into the water. I 

took a photo on Nov. 29 showing that Elsa also dips her right wing tip into the water 

sometimes. I've attached that photo. 
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January 2, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

The Weather app on my iPhone is forecasting colder temperatures in High River for the 

next six days. That location is as close as I can get to what it will be like in Frank Lake. 

Today the temperature was just below zero, but there was a very brisk wind. At one time 

during the day it was 45 kph. When I was there today, it was around 16 kph. 

  

After parking my car at the Frank Lake gate, I fixed my camera to my chest harness. Alt-

hough the sun had ducked behind a cloud, it seemed nice enough that I wondered whether 

I needed my parka. I decided to wear it anyway—and, later, I was very glad that I had it. 

After I donned my additional gear, I was off through the pedestrian access and down the 

road.  

 

The sun was shining a little, but the temperature was starting to drop some. It was late in 

the day, so I figured that Elsa (the overwintering American White Pelican, for those who 

don’t read my posts regularly) would probably be hunkered down on the island. And, 

that’s exactly where I found her. The only other birds I saw in the area were five Mal-

lards. There was still open water going from the pipeline inflow to past the island. I took 

some photos from different angles. Elsa was in what I think of as her warming and rest-

ing period. She always seems to have an eye out for possible danger too. I was happy to 

see Elsa looking well. 

 

On my return walk, I was somewhat alarmed to see a Bald Eagle. The eagle flew in the 

direction of the mallards and landed on the ice. Elsa must have had a good view of the ea-

gle, but I wondered whether the mallards knew it was there. 

 

I’ve attached one of my photos of Elsa. The first one of her in 2022. Happy New Year, 

Elsa! 
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January 6, 2022 
 

Elsa History  

 

The first time I went to Frank Lake in 2021 was on Mar. 19. I saw California Gulls, Ring-

billed Gulls, Canada Geese, and an American White Pelican. The pelican seemed like an 

odd sighting—I didn’t know that one was overwintering. I didn’t post anything on 

Facebook. As a matter of fact, I hadn’t posted anything since the previous year in 

November. Since I had no desire to go out anywhere, I hadn’t been taking many photos--

except in our backyard. And I was contemplating taking an online course in the new year, 

so I just decided to stop posting for a while. 

 

The next time I went to Frank Lake was on Mar. 21. A sign had been posted in front of 

the pipeline outflow saying that a pelican was overwintering there because it had been 

injured and couldn’t migrate. I later found out that Greg Wagner, the Caretaker for Frank 

Lake, had posted that sign. I paid more attention to the pelican on that visit, because of 

the sign. 

 

I sent a photo of the sign to my daughter, who used to work at CBC 1010 in Calgary. She 

thought that it might be of interest to the CBC, so she sent my photo of the sign to The 

Homestretch. As it turned out, the CBC was indeed sufficiently interested in the story that 

they alerted Brian Keating, and he discussed the pelican with Chris Fisher and Greg 

Wagner. In addition, he and his wife made a visit to Frank Lake to find the pelican. His 

story went on the air on Apr. 12. In addition to being on the air, the story was posted on 

the web on Apr. 13 at the following link: https://www.cbc.ca/.../brian-keating-injured-

pelican.... 

 

In Brian Keating’s story, he reported that the pelican had a buddy. I looked through my 

photos in that period, and I found that "the buddy" must have arrived between Apr. 2 and 

Apr. 6. He or she was sporting a bump on the top of his/her bill—that’s called a nuptial 

tubercle. It indicates that a pelican is an adult and is ready to mate. The pelican that we’ve 

been calling Elsa didn’t have one of those. I guess that she was either too young, or other 

things had been paramount in her overwintering life—like staying alive . 

 

I’ve attached a photo, which I took on Apr. 6, showing Elsa and the first pelican that 

arrived to accompany her after her long winter last year (Elsa is the pelican on the left). 

After that, not too many days passed by until there were many more pelicans—as well as 

many more birds of various species. The gulls in my photo are primarily California Gulls, 

but there were some Ring-billed Gulls too. At that time, there were several hundred gulls 

there--Elsa hadn't lacked company for some time! 

 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cbc.ca%2Fnews%2Fcanada%2Fcalgary%2Fbrian-keating-injured-pelican-alberta-1.5985769%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3jcT-lhOXvfmX4TetAL3Hg-j8U4MO8IO_csxPtJ0OK3dq421RTtDixy2E&h=AT2EiidCyzMl7V_Etwluqy55HRwNWQLvtn7rAbSOZxmHrDh_XCskX4smYLBBZXN56oe06Qb39woBp3lBaSsMzEQz8SC7rMqcSnz0Gv7nW1N9qWKFXVE1Z9SgWBuVH8xO15RehkIsAkjZPGf656cN&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT3aSOicDCoNn8a9mAvSrTrwcK99vL-Wtttt_eogZmYZvTcqUEjWGVaqJjY7B-D4VqLni1-IBWfw9K-19KgR7goTkHlfE9QPpkBapbF6oz883mqenO6SUEIaeVYMQ2d5j-0vY03gTGI3x1Gs-chs2YoVxBnAbPS_l0Y
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cbc.ca%2Fnews%2Fcanada%2Fcalgary%2Fbrian-keating-injured-pelican-alberta-1.5985769%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3jcT-lhOXvfmX4TetAL3Hg-j8U4MO8IO_csxPtJ0OK3dq421RTtDixy2E&h=AT2EiidCyzMl7V_Etwluqy55HRwNWQLvtn7rAbSOZxmHrDh_XCskX4smYLBBZXN56oe06Qb39woBp3lBaSsMzEQz8SC7rMqcSnz0Gv7nW1N9qWKFXVE1Z9SgWBuVH8xO15RehkIsAkjZPGf656cN&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT3aSOicDCoNn8a9mAvSrTrwcK99vL-Wtttt_eogZmYZvTcqUEjWGVaqJjY7B-D4VqLni1-IBWfw9K-19KgR7goTkHlfE9QPpkBapbF6oz883mqenO6SUEIaeVYMQ2d5j-0vY03gTGI3x1Gs-chs2YoVxBnAbPS_l0Y
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January 10, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

Yesterday (Sunday) afternoon, for all of the time I was there, Elsa was hunkered down on 

the north end of the island at Frank Lake. Elsa, of course, for those readers who might 

have missed my previous posts, is an overwintering American White Pelican. She can fly 

a bit, but not well enough to migrate. 

 

Elsa seems to be doing fine. No doubt, she will welcome the warmer weather that we’re 

about to get at Frank Lake. Maybe she’ll be inclined to swim and stretch her wings a bit. 

I’ve seen her fly on three previous visits, and she did well—just not very high or far.  

 

Elsa had seven ducks for company yesterday. There were three Common Goldeneyes and 

four Mallards. The mallards kept their distance, but one of the goldeneyes came close 

enough for some photos—I’ll put one in the comments. 
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Here's a photo of one of the three male Common Goldeneye ducks that I saw at Frank 

Lake yesterday. 
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January 11, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

No doubt Elsa, the overwintering American White Pelican at Frank Lake, enjoyed the 

warmer temperatures today. When I was there this afternoon, the temperature was 6. 

However, the wind was quite severe. As I walked along the gravel road from the gate, I 

could feel the wind blowing slightly behind me from the west. Another visitor was walk-

ing toward me, and he kept stopping, and then he walked backwards for a bit. We chatted 

briefly. He looked quite windblown. When I arrived at the field path, I checked my 

weather app; it indicated that the wind was 32 km/hr in High River 

. 

I was happy to find that some of the snow in the field had either melted or been tromped 

down by other visitors as they crossed the field toward the water pipeline. I was still 

happy to have brought my walking poles, however. As I walked, I could see Elsa in the 

distance, in her familiar position on the north point of the island. I went down to the shore 

just across from her and took a few photos.  

 

I thought that Elsa looked quite a bit more interested in what was going on in her domain 

today. She often looked in the direction of three Common Goldeneye drakes that were in 

the northwest diving and swimming. They were too far away to get any good pictures 

though. From time to time, Elsa turned her head from one side to the other, as she always 

does, to make sure that she’s aware of her surroundings. I remained across from her on 

the shore for about ¾ of an hour. I thought that she looked quite good today. Her right 

wing tip, which is the one that appears to have been injured before last winter, was tucked 

nicely into her feathers. 

 

I’ve attached a shot of Elsa, which I’ve cropped with some of the lower part of the island. 

Generally, I thought that Elsa didn’t look nearly as cold as she did on my last visit. She's 

just keeping warm, eating, staying alert, and waiting this thing through. Maybe next time 

I go, I’ll get myself together early enough in the day so that I can see what Elsa is up to in 

the morning.  
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January 13, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

I saw Donna Glawson's report today that she saw Elsa, the overwintering pelican, both 

swimming and flying at Frank Lake this afternoon! She said that Elsa flew four or five 

times! Unfortunately, she didn't take any photos, but she said that she did have a video. 

She was apparently having difficulty posting it, however. 

 

I have a photo of Elsa that I took on my visit two days ago that I'd like to share. I took a 

second camera with a wide angle lens with me then, and one of my images shows Elsa 

with three Common Goldeneyes that were swimming and diving near her. I thought that 

you might find it interesting. 

 

I'll be going to see Elsa tomorrow. So, if she's not too tired out from her multiple flights 

today, maybe I'll be able to bring you back some in flight photos. 

 

 
 

  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/640727822/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVrDC-q08TPXrfa9eQHxh9a9vXzU0qAZmEUwi0_NKdLnunZmSGNh751LvEhjNDTbhUvzZD7bJjCh0msuMLBOIkTA1TYC3hIjqCadOAFy9-0IaYCzWwVQWXNtTn-LDQw-kK02Wo1omUWb9lSeTjACdAD&__tn__=-%5dK-R
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Here's another photo from my visit to see Elsa on Jan. 11. I caught two of the goldeneyes 

flying. They went around the island and landed to the south of it. It wasn't too much later 

that they flew back to rejoin the other goldeneye near Elsa. 

 

 
 
Comment 

 

Elsa seems to be looking at me in this photo. She regularly scans around herself to see 

what's going on. I took this photo on Jan. 11 also. 
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January 14, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

Elsa, the overwintering pelican, was quite active at Frank Lake today! When I saw her 

first, she was stretching and flapping her wings just off the point of land across from her 

usual hunkering down spot on top of the island—just downstream from the treated efflu-

ent/water pipeline. I think that she was greeting the improved temperatures with a great 

deal of enthusiasm.  

 

Elsa made one short flight while I was there. She flew just above the water for the length 

of the island. She didn’t seem to have any trouble at all getting up in the air. After she 

landed in the water, she made a leisurely swim back to where she had started from—

across from the north tip of the island. 

 

I noticed in some of my photos that Elsa has a large bare spot on the back of her neck. I 

sent photos to Greg Wagner, asking him if he thinks that the spot is anything to worry 

about. Other than that, Elsa seemed to be in good health and spirits; she was just enjoying 

the pause in the cold weather. I looked on the Weather Network for a 14-day forecast for 

High River. Except for one day, which will still not be too bad, they say that the mild 

temperatures will likely continue until at least Jan. 28.  

 

So, keep up your flying and swimming, Elsa! April, and your pelican friends, will be here 

soon!  
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Here's another photo of Elsa swimming back to her hangout spot for the afternoon. 

 

 
 
Comment 

 

Here's a photo of Elsa flapping her wings today. 
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Here's looking at you, Elsa! 
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January 16, 2022 
 

Elsa Report   

 

Elsa, the overwintering pelican, had more company than usual today at Frank Lake. 

South of the island, there were two Canada Geese and a Common Goldeneye. North of 

the island, there were two Common Goldeneyes. And, due to the continuing mild 

weather, there were quite a few human visitors. When I parked in front of the gate, my 

car was vehicle #6. Not all of the people were there to see Elsa. Some visitors seemed to 

be just enjoying a walk. And I saw a few fishing near the pipeline. 

 

I met Greg Wagner, the Caretaker for Frank Lake, as I was walking in. He had not picked 

up my email yet, so I described the grey and pink spot on the back of Elsa’s neck. Greg 

said that he would look at my photos later. Greg was somewhat alarmed when he saw 

two people walking toward where he had seen Elsa—standing in the water across from 

her usual resting place on the island. Evidently, Elsa saw the people coming and had 

moved to just off the shore east of the island.  

 

As I was walking toward the shore, I saw Elsa starting to swim back toward the island. 

When I got to the shore, I took a few photos. When she arrived at the island, she stretched 

and flapped her wings, and then she got up on the island and started to walk toward her 

usual perch on top of the island. Before she settled down to rest and snuggle, she opened 

her bill wide as Jennil Modar has already shown in another post. So, I’ll post another 

shot, which is decidedly more subdued. I’ll post a few more photos as comments. 

 

I should mention that Donna Glawson came by to say hi while I was watching Elsa. It 

was nice to meet you, Donna! 

 

  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/100001044302872/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVsCa3bxIMpOKQOTc95PRm1c0aXhHEwyoQxAlP8SjnG1o0n6LTXKkhkXGxIGHzXRFYklgJ7392VwSeOzjMKf_IK1XhVWrOz9uhkuT0PBZJzTdGu82EblVzdCTgoIJcvFvVa0EXKTaKN4QL_fKWX3cTM&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/640727822/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVsCa3bxIMpOKQOTc95PRm1c0aXhHEwyoQxAlP8SjnG1o0n6LTXKkhkXGxIGHzXRFYklgJ7392VwSeOzjMKf_IK1XhVWrOz9uhkuT0PBZJzTdGu82EblVzdCTgoIJcvFvVa0EXKTaKN4QL_fKWX3cTM&__tn__=-%5dK-R
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Here's another photo of Elsa before she stepped onto the island. When she flaps forward 

like she's doing, I think she looks like she's directing an orchestra or a choir . 

 

 
 
Comment 

 

Elsa opened her wings to help get on top of the island. Here she is with her wings still 

open after she had arrived at her usual perch. 
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Here's Elsa, just before she stepped onto the island this afternoon. 

 

 
 
Comment 

 

Here's how Elsa looked as she swam from just off the shore, east of the island, to the 

island. 
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January 17, 2022 
 

Elsa Windows Wallpaper  

 

Since I’ve been visiting her so much over the past two months, I decided that I would like 

to see Elsa, the overwintering pelican, when I turn on my PC. If anyone would like to use 

the wallpaper that I created, I’ve attached it to this post. I took the photo yesterday at 

Frank Lake. Please use it if you wish. And, of course, if you want to share it with friends, 

please feel free to do so. The resolution of the file is 2200X1238 pixels, which provides a 

16:9 aspect ratio, so the photo will fit nicely on a normal TV-aspect monitor. I intend to 

provide additional wallpaper, as Elsa’s winter trial at Frank Lake continues. I’m thinking 

that it might be nice to have February, March, and April wallpaper—after that, Elsa will 

have become just one of the many pelicans at Frank Lake. 

 

*UPDATE* 

In order to be able to get my original high resolution wallpaper photo, it's necessary for 

me to store a copy somewhere other than Facebook--since Facebook doesn't allow 

images to be downloaded with their original resolutions. Therefore, I've created a photo 

album called Alberta Birds Wallpaper in Google Photos. I've set up access for everyone 

from a link that I was provided. Here's the link: 

 

https://photos.app.goo.gl/hFNArBXgwtpffftJA 

I've only put the photo that I attached to this post in the album.  

 

Click on the photo, choose More Options (the three vertical dots on the right), and then 

select Download/Save File/OK. The wallpaper file should then be downloaded to the 

Downloads folder on your PC.  

 

And, when I've created the Elsa wallpaper files for February, March, and April, then I'll 

put them in the album also. 

 

This is an experiment. I hope that it works! 

 

Second Update  

 

I made more wallpaper files with Elsa for January. I used aspect ratios for iPads and 

iPhones. I made both landscape and portrait versions. I tried to access them in Google 

Photos with my iDevices, but I had some trouble getting at the downloads. So, I switched 

to Dropbox, which is another cloud sharing facility.  

Here’s a link to the Dropbox folder with all of the wallpaper files:  

 

https://www.dropbox.com/.../AACGYYCo1ZnBWvQHpzmwwyLba... 

 

Please let me know if anyone has any difficulty accessing the files. 

 

Thanks! 

https://photos.app.goo.gl/hFNArBXgwtpffftJA?fbclid=IwAR1i0dF-a1kszH7RXGNNBmAU5noru3x6OuAhC8OsKCUixi3bVJVSG3u4mdw
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/noiezmww7oo95dn/AACGYYCo1ZnBWvQHpzmwwyLba?dl=0&fbclid=IwAR1Id_Q_S3rF7mpaIzioiIPCqEWWAbnfI-j1W0CpaoHj1kNLU9HRBS7R850
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January 19, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

The wind chill was probably about -20 when I visited Elsa, the overwintering pelican, at 

Frank Lake this afternoon. She has been in far worse conditions this winter. Although to-

morrow is supposed to be a warmer day, I was most anxious to see how Elsa looked after 

the past few colder days and nights.  

 

I found her crouched down in the water just off the point of land opposite the north tip of 

the island. She remained hunkered down all of the while I was there today. She looked 

fine; she just wasn’t moving much. What seems to happen is that Elsa likes to stand in the 

water at that location to rest and to get some of the warm water that comes from the pipe-

line. I’ve never seen her stay there when it starts to get dark, because she probably feels 

that being on top of the island is a safer place to be at night. 

 

It was not possible for me to get any reasonable photos of Elsa today, because there was a 

mist just off the water that was being blown beside the island and crossing right in front 

of her. This photographer was freezing his fingers too. So, I failed to get any updated 

photos to show you. I looked at some of my recent photos, where there was no mist, good 

light, and Elsa’s position and location were about the same as they were today. I found a 

suitable photo from Jan. 14, which I’ll attach to this post. She was in her standard resting 

and warming snuggle in the water just across from the island—as she was today. 

 

I counted lots of company for Elsa today. There were 11 Common Goldeneyes. Several 

times a few of them swam very close to Elsa. I don’t know if they were just being fasci-

nated by the big white bird, or whether they were trying to encourage her to get up and do 

some fishing, so that they could have some of the fish that might fall from her bill.  
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January 22, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

I paid a visit to Elsa, the overwintering pelican, at noon today. She was standing just off 

the water about halfway down the east side of the island at Frank Lake. It seemed like a 

strange place for her to be. Then I saw something that I hadn’t seen before. Someone had 

driven a truck onto the ice south of the island. I saw a man and two kids. It looked and 

sounded like the man was cutting a hole in the ice in order to do some fishing. Elsa was 

watching them very carefully. The man pulled up a chair and the kids played on the ice. 

They stayed for a while. Elsa decided that it was safe to go back to the island. 

 

Elsa settled in on her island perch. Suddenly, Elsa decided to get down from her perch. I 

saw the reason. The man and the kids were driving in Elsa’s direction on the west side of 

the island. They stopped just across the water and ice northwest of the island. The man 

carried an ice hole driller to a spot on the ice. Meanwhile, Elsa had flown down to water 

level. The man drilled a hole in the ice and set up his fishing apparatus. Elsa decided that 

she didn’t want to be anywhere close to that action, and she swam and flew over to some 

goldeneyes that were swimming in the southeast corner. 

 

Eventually, the man decided to give up the ice fishing and they left. They disappeared 

driving southeast on the ice. Elsa decided that the coast was clear, and she started to swim 

back just off the east side of the island. Then she went back to her perch. 

 

When I first saw the ice fisherman, I sent an email to Greg Wagner. I sent two more 

emails when I saw the truck driving west of the island. I spoke with my wife. She called 

Ducks Unlimited and left a voice message. If I haven’t heard anything by tomorrow, I’ll 

try to find out who else I could call. It could be that the man had authorization to be out 

there. But, maybe not also. In any case, Elsa seemed to be a bit unnerved by the goings-

on. 

 

I don’t think that there’s any cause for worry, because now that I know what happened, I 

can do something about it. As soon as I’ve learned more, I’ll let everyone know. 

 

I’ve attached a photo of Elsa as she was about to settle back on her perch on the island. 
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Here's a photo of Elsa watching the truck with the ice fisherman. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

Here's Elsa as she swam by me going to her perch on the island. 
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January 24, 2022 
 

☞Elsa Recent Visit☜   

 

My last visit to see Elsa, the overwintering pelican, was on Jan. 22. I intend to go again 

later this week. 

 

I was looking on the Weather Network, and I found that the temperatures in High River 

should be similar to those that Elsa enjoys now at Frank Lake until about the end of Janu-

ary. Unfortunately, the temperatures will then dip a little—but nothing as severe as those 

that she has already shown that she can handle well. 

 

The photo of Elsa that I’ve attached shows her spreading her wings to give herself some 

assistance and stability as she comes down from the top of the island. She spreads her 

wings when she goes up to the top of the island as well. She may not be flying much, but 

I’ve noticed that she regularly relies on her wings. I did see her fly low to the water for a 

short distance on my visit. I keep hoping, as I’m sure that we all are, that Elsa will some 

day be able to fly as well as other pelicans. It would be so fantastic if she could migrate 

with the others in the fall! 

 

So, here’s my photo from Jan. 22 of Elsa coming down to the water level from her usual 

platform on the north tip of the island. 
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Here's a photo of Elsa that I took just after the one I posted originally. It might have a 

caption "Wheee"! Both of her feet are clearly visible. 

 

 
 
Comment 

 

Her injured wing appears to be the one on her right side. However, if she wants to extend 

both of her wings fully, she can do that. See my attached photo from Jan. 16. 
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The Caretaker for Frank Lake posted a sign at Frank Lake last winter. I’ll attach a photo 

of it to this comment. I have discussed Elsa with him several times, and he still feels the 

same way. Further, he added that any rescue attempt could result in stress to her and 

possibly further injury. 
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January 26, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

Elsa, the overwintering pelican, flew higher and longer today than I’ve seen her fly since 

November. Yes, our Elsa! She had been standing in the water southeast of the island at 

Frank Lake. There were about 12 Common Goldeneyes in the water to the west of her. I 

saw a Bald Eagle flying after another goldeneye. The goldeneye landed in the water near 

Elsa. And the eagle landed on the ice somewhat farther away. Elsa decided to swim to-

ward the group of 12 goldeneyes. 

 

Suddenly, all of the goldeneyes and Elsa took flight together. They hadn’t gone very far 

when the goldeneyes formed a tight group and flew past the island to the northwest. Elsa 

flew fairly low initially by herself. And then she gained a lot of altitude. She went up to 

around 300 feet. She flew way up over the island and toward the mountains. She soon 

turned, after she had left Frank Lake, and then she flew back to the lake--past the south-

ern tip of the island and down to where she had been before the eagle landed. 

 

The eagle then seemed to decide that dinner was going to have to wait a while, and it 

flew way to the north. Meanwhile, Elsa seemed to be happy standing in the water where I 

first saw her today. 

 

The group of goldeneyes has been at Frank Lake the last few times that I’ve visited. And 

I’ve seen them flying together many times. But today was the first time that I saw Elsa 

taking flight with them. Maybe my imagination is running wild, but it almost seemed that 

Elsa was trying to send the eagle a message with her flight: “I am no sitting duck pelican, 

and my wings can carry me quickly to wherever I wish!” 
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Here's another photo of Elsa on her great flight today. 
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January 29, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

I was asked by Helen Pike, of the CBC, if she would be able to interview me on camera 

at Frank Lake—to talk about Elsa, the overwintering pelican, and me, one of her 

unofficial Alberta Birds reporters. I agreed, of course, and today was the day. We met at 

the gate at Frank Lake at noon. 

 

It was a very pleasant afternoon, and we had no trouble at all with the temperature, the 

wind, or the footing. Helen had a backpack with a large video camera, and a tripod. I felt 

a little guilty with my light camera load—but she seemed to be doing quite well. 

 

As we approached the shore, just down from the pipeline, we could see Elsa flying over 

the ice south of the island. She landed and decided to go for a swim toward the island. 

When she got to the island, she walked up to the south tip and used her wings to help her 

to get to the top. The photo I’ve attached shows Elsa just as she had gained her perch. I 

thought that I had caught her in a very balletic pose—showing those wonderful wings, 

that seem to be getting better and better. She hasn’t been on the south tip of the island 

very much in the recent past. I wondered if the fact that the Bald Eagle that was here 

recently had anything to do with her positioning—the eagle was standing on the ice in the 

south when I was here before. I took a few photos. Elsa was quite active today. She flew 

twice while we were there. 

 

Then Helen and I got into the principal reason that we were visiting Elsa today. She had 

her video camera set up, and we had an interview. Helen asked questions about various 

aspects of my Frank Lake/Elsa experience. I hope that I provided appropriate answers. I 

was talking so much that my lips were getting quite dry—and I had not taken a water 

bottle with me; I tried licking my lips a lot off camera. Anyway, I was very happy to tell 

Helen something about how I had decided to drop in on Elsa from time to time. I 

appreciated having the opportunity to tell my story! 

 

I understood from Helen that our interview will be on CBC Calgary TV tonight at 11:30 

pm. 
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Here's a photo of Elsa flying this afternoon. 
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January 30, 2022 
 

Elsa Interview Addendum  

 

Helen Pike, the CBC reporter who interviewed me yesterday at Frank Lake, sent me a 

link to a beautifully written article that she wrote about the interview. It’s at the following 

link: https://www.cbc.ca/.../elsa-the-pelican-southern-alberta.... 

 

I was very grateful and happy to do the interview. But I was a bit sad when I saw it on 

CBC Calgary TV last night, because Helen had evidently needed to trim the footage 

drastically. I had expected that she would have to do a lot of trimming—we talked for 15 

minutes or so. However, many of the points, which I had hoped would have been 

included, had not made it. One of the main ones that bothered me was when I advised 

people who may wish to see Elsa not to get too close to her. She needs to have everyone 

respect her space. Well, when Helen put together the article at the above link, she really 

outdid herself! Everything is there! I was very happy to read her article! Thank you very 

much, Helen! 

 

I've attached an in flight photo of Elsa that I took yesterday. It was during her second 

flight. She was flying to the south tip of the island. The flight was particularly interesting 

to me, because it looked like she was doing pin-point landing practice. Notice that her tail 

feathers are flared, her wings are spread, her feet have been lowered, and she is trying to 

land at a specific spot on the island--which she did! 

 

If anyone has not been able to see the interview on TV yet, I’ve provided a link (there are 

three ads initially, and the interview is at 14:10): 

https://www.cbc.ca/player/play/1997749315813 

 

UPDATE UPDATE UPDATE UPDATE UPDATE UPDATE UPDATE 

 

Please Note: I changed the original link to the CBC video above, because it was not a 

permanent link. The latest one should work and, hopefully, will continue to work!  

 

  

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/calgary/elsa-the-pelican-southern-alberta-frank-lake-1.6333028?fbclid=IwAR10s7aMz4gJpd9WHmhGdGXeJKS1juB8apkJ0BiK93JItr2GGbHx6YYqWGI
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cbc.ca%2Fplayer%2Fplay%2F1997749315813%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1nguuv3_Mxyhj2ptFjzx7w0qD2Z-DxmEcrzf-1wNVFYlqjx7aIoJsTw-E&h=AT2ojNrpvuUHGIOCRJeIrubbCc5JEPi82OvU-bMEffQYpgJZ641TJyQBhnsV3FJecthQJZbz35lmZb6MnQBgvpmRzDFTq9UoEsk8PJsOe5Gu1lStCuT9nylYhwCIDz5X-UlgnT_bVdPCbKIzuxsa&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT2ytJmpf84IEnGMa2FEHvdD9hIMHPqotRV0vt4JxtgWfLJJyLsx_hSGZht_dS1QkrcAm_9d7DtqVe5cm7flW9yGBxHvxMxxaPN9f9u4Sct9V6hyyDMIslA6lA_KdYL41hkjL-OXMg9FOzV2933s1lrnrO0pBzi6984
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February 1, 2022 
 

Elsa Windows Wallpaper for February  

 

As I did on Jan. 17, I have prepared Elsa wallpaper files. I made them for all of the aspect 

ratios that I did before, and I named them accordingly. All of the files for this month are 

based on the photo that I posted on the day of the Frank Lake CBC TV interview, on Jan. 

29. 

 

I’ve stored all of the files in the same Dropbox folder that I used last month. Therefore, 

the same link that I provided before will still work. However, I’ve provided the Dropbox 

folder link below as well: 

Alberta_Birds_Wallpaper 

 

The photo that I’ve attached to this post is the wallpaper version for PCs (16:9 aspect 

ratio). You’ll need to go to the Dropbox folder if you would like to have the high res file 

for PCs, iPads, or iPhones. 

 

I look forward to going out to see Elsa, on everyone’s behalf, in the next few days! 

 

 
  

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.dropbox.com%2Fsh%2Fnoiezmww7oo95dn%2FAACGYYCo1ZnBWvQHpzmwwyLba%3Fdl%3D0%26fbclid%3DIwAR2UJeGZvA5AaYazi-6ubZL1lme9Y05agvrQzn9W8xJbkPcM19riYJcl6vs&h=AT2KUfbgI-8ZUsLuY_X54Ph2pQE7GkWmCTSZtSZrsSOS6Dz9a9IWPIwcmnuZKlB01UAAbwfKh-H3sJQ-q4WoxlO6zOYGO3oguuysjBnzSmfDkt5Mac78E5EkJYnZPbAbc1nGSuG_vg5jrSd5DkuZ&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT1owCsqtd39GDuixQBTwCxFuKNOalLSCceZScDINCq8MTiIsKkOY_8M9QIO1n5no_1ESnK_3OeTrQMyhCxByt0bk1z7C88dZjTMNVIOBpK5GxDMSfmNlAe8lbzo_PZBwowZGLZrqZyngZ0P7vgOlsPJ0eqpPML48Pc
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February 3, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

My first opportunity in February to go to Frank Lake to visit Elsa, the overwintering peli-

can, was on Feb. 2. According to my weather app, it looked to be darned cold in High 

River that day. So, I stayed home, right? Wrong! I got in my car and headed to Frank 

Lake. How bad could it be after all? I parked in front of the gate, and I opened the car 

door. Woow, the cold took my breath away! Nevertheless, I was there, so I thought that 

I’d try to make the best of it. I put on my parka and balaclava, grabbed my two-layer 

mitts and walking poles, strapped on my camera, and I was off. It only took about 200 m 

past the gate, with -30 wind chill blowing directly in my face, for me to decide that it was 

a bad idea. I went back to my car. Elsa, keep hunkering down! I’ll be back—another day! 

 

Today looked to be not too bad at all. I drove to Frank Lake in the early afternoon. I was 

getting ready to walk in when Birthe Parker walked over to me. Ours were the only vehi-

cles there. Birthe had written a lovely piece about Elsa and me in Instagram a few days 

ago. I thanked her very much at the time. Today, she handed me a longer story that she 

had written and printed: “Elsa, a Story of Survival—Frank Lake, Alberta.” Just wonder-

ful! I hadn’t read it when Birthe was there, but I’ve read it now at home. Thank you very 

much, Birthe! 

 

I’m always careful as I walk toward the pipeline inflow across the field. If Elsa or any of 

her duck friends are there, I don’t want to scare them. Well, they saw me before I saw 

them. The ducks flew away, and Elsa swam toward the island. I stayed back, but they 

were all on their way. I kept walking toward the shore across from the island. Elsa swam 

for a while near the north end of the island. The ducks (about 20 mallards and golden-

eyes, I think) had gathered in the water south of the island. Suddenly, Elsa decided to fly. 

I only had my 500 mm lens today, so it was difficult to keep up with her. After she went 

past, she flew down to the water near the ducks. The photo that I’ve attached shows Elsa 

just about to land in the water. She eventually swam to the south tip of the island, walked 

to the upper level, and then hopped and flew up. After that she settled into her usual 

warming and resting snuggle. 

 

There was another vehicle beside my car when I walked back to the gate. A woman and 

her two very young kids were getting ready to walk in to see Elsa. She said that her name 

is Morgan. I wondered if she’s an Alberta Birds member. No, she said. But she had read 

about Elsa in the CBC article, and she was taking her kids in to see her. It wasn’t bitterly 

cold like yesterday, but with a wind chill of -17, it still wasn’t very warm. I told Morgan 

where I last saw Elsa, and I wished them well. They went in, with Morgan carrying the 

younger child, and the older one walking by her side. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/718144664/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWdXZATshrrCYiBM0a5xUnWoqp5yUTjrGrlGilF63diah0cty5-fps2fBFqUpFE2FyT4knLBqfC-5GOwg0llIBAEfwhFvpia38HnLgZxz7Nj1S7e0q9ios0rpx05nkRX6P9xBt407YGpn5PifGtmnxO&__tn__=-%5dK-R
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Here's a photo of Elsa walking toward the south tip of the island. 
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Here's Elsa on top of the island. 
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Here's a photo of Elsa at the beginning of her flight today. 
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February 7, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

I dropped by Frank Lake to see Elsa, the overwintering pelican, this afternoon. The tem-

perature in High River was 12 when I was there. There was some wind though—my 

weather app said it was 26 km/hr. I met Martha Wilson as I was walking across the field. 

She said that she had seen Elsa flying this afternoon, and she looked fine. 

 

Elsa had evidently decided to get settled on the island, however, by the time that I came. I 

saw her on the top of the south tip of the island. She was snuggled into her feathers quite 

thoroughly. I couldn’t see her bill at all. I stood on the shore for about two hours, but she 

only moved her head a bit, and she never changed her position. It looked like she was 

more relaxed than I have ever seen her. 

 

While I was on the shore, Donna Glawson and her husband, John, came over. I enjoyed 

chatting with them for some time. Donna and John have been coming quite frequently to 

see Elsa. 

 

There were four Common Goldeneyes in the open water at Frank Lake. They were swim-

ming and diving. And they flew a few times. They’re not pelican company, but I think 

that Elsa enjoys having them around. On many occasions, I’ve seen her swim over to the 

goldeneyes that were there that day.  

 

I don’t have much in the way of photos today. But I’ll share a couple of them. The main 

one I’ll post shows Elsa in almost the same position that I saw her in originally today. 

As I was walking back to my car, Jill (Isaac Vale) came over to meet me. It was very nice 

to meet you, Jill! 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/576450877/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWEEb-mqkF3LkvxCarS-2i-JxzvNxtnnyTlqX5UCQ8I7Uy9HNJ4IX-6BVd2UbIUs-LS8BUZVyLqSFE-mTMP1EzFA68jak-j0KmaSfS367IE5lwCB8r7au3yL8TUq8yHOXlBLXonPCunGRaYtGly03BG&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/640727822/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWEEb-mqkF3LkvxCarS-2i-JxzvNxtnnyTlqX5UCQ8I7Uy9HNJ4IX-6BVd2UbIUs-LS8BUZVyLqSFE-mTMP1EzFA68jak-j0KmaSfS367IE5lwCB8r7au3yL8TUq8yHOXlBLXonPCunGRaYtGly03BG&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/100001374081739/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWEEb-mqkF3LkvxCarS-2i-JxzvNxtnnyTlqX5UCQ8I7Uy9HNJ4IX-6BVd2UbIUs-LS8BUZVyLqSFE-mTMP1EzFA68jak-j0KmaSfS367IE5lwCB8r7au3yL8TUq8yHOXlBLXonPCunGRaYtGly03BG&__tn__=-%5dK-R
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Here's a view of the island at Frank Lake. Elsa is way down on the left. 
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February 9, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

Elsa, the overwintering pelican, was enjoying the warmer temperatures at Frank Lake 

yesterday (February 8 ). There was a little wind sometimes while I was there, in the early 

afternoon, but mostly it was a very pleasant day. 

 

I found Elsa in her usual hunkered down position, but in an unusual location. Her head 

was out and she was scanning her neighbourhood from time to time. She was on the point 

of land across from the north tip of the island. Generally, when she rests, she’s either on 

the north or the south tip of the island. Goldeneyes were in the water, swimming and div-

ing, as they almost always have been in the last few months. I counted 13 of them. But, I 

later found that there were at least 17; that’s how many of them flew away together when 

one of the two Bald Eagles got too close to them. 

 

Elsa didn’t seem to be trying to warm up; it seemed like she was just resting. It was evi-

dent that she was not bothered by my presence on the shore. But I noticed on two occa-

sions, when other visitors came to the shore, that she stood up. Seemingly, when she was 

satisfied that they were no threat, she settled down again. Four visitors came by while I 

was standing on the shore: Susan and Mike Kelly, and Dave and Alice Clark. There were 

several other visitors who were walking around up from the shore. 

 

The two eagles that I mentioned before were standing on the ice south of the island most 

of the time. I think that they were hoping that the goldeneyes would fly near them. At one 

point, I saw one of the eagles flying after the other. I thought that they were just being 

friendly. However, when I looked at my photos later, I saw that one of the eagles had 

caught a fish; I guess the other eagle thought that it would be a good idea to share.  

 

I’ve attached a photo of Elsa standing up and stretching her wings. I think that was proba-

bly one of the times that other visitors came to the shore. I noticed that the spots on the 

back of her neck might be looking a little better than they have been. 
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Here's a photo of the 17 Common Goldeneyes that flew when one of the Bald Eagles got 

too close to them. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

Here's one of the eagles with a fish, and the other eagle is right behind. 
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Here's another photo of Elsa with the glistening ice behind her. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

And here's one more photo of Elsa. 
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February 11, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

I visited Elsa, the overwintering pelican, today. I went a bit earlier than usual, in the hope 

of catching her fishing. I was happy to see Donna Glawson and John arriving at the Frank 

Lake gate parking area. We started walking in together. They got sidetracked along the 

way, however, because they were attracted to some approaching dogs and their owners 

on the gravel road. 

 

As I approached the pipeline from the field, I could see that Elsa was on the south tip of 

the island. She was standing up facing south. Although I was too far away, I took a cou-

ple of pictures.  

 

Then I made my way down the path to the shore opposite Elsa. By that time, she was all 

snuggled in on top of the rock. The wind had become quite significant. My weather app 

showed that at High River the wind was 27 km/hr. So, even though the temperature was 

around 0, it felt much colder. I was glad that I had grabbed my balaclava and parka. 

Donna and John soon arrived near me. 

There were five Canada Geese in the water and on the ice southeast of the island. They 

abruptly flew away—but not far. They came right back to where they had been. I guess 

that they felt the need to have a quick look around the lake. But they evidently decided 

that where they had been was where they ought to be. Later, another pair joined them. 

 

There are usually Common Goldeneye ducks at Frank Lake in the open water near the is-

land. But I hadn’t seen any today. As I was thinking about them, out of the east, 12 gold-

eneyes appeared. They banked around and landed in the water on the west side of the is-

land. 

 

Donna, John, and I were there for well over an hour, but Elsa seemed to have gotten too 

comfortable to move much. She looked good—all fluffed up, with her feather duvet giv-

ing her protection from the blustery wind. The three of us decided that it was time for us 

to get out of the wind as well. We bid adieu to Elsa. 

 

I’ve attached one of my photos of Elsa—she looked like she was wondering, since we 

had a choice, why we were all standing there on the shore for so long in the cold wind. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/640727822/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUA9S5VpS5KVXIStHMe1fwdj3MVLe4dzUQ9aqxOhBri3Ca19ZKP4b11JLyhCS3C2s_gXssF72csnFjChaaKBndJ_umeNAG4t6fnWBX0jDAkK9CiyQr0xmWGoe7l0FyXuyGE3IPenx8Q68vmqokkyeHf&__tn__=-%5dK-R
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February 13, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

Today, when I visited Elsa, the overwintering pelican, at Frank Lake, I saw lots of Elsa 

watchers north of the island. It looked like they were being quite respectful though. I’ve 

attached a photo I took when I was by the pipeline. Elsa is at the left edge of my photo on 

the island. There are a few Canada Geese in the water also. I saw more geese today than I 

had seen before at Frank Lake this year—I think there were around sixty of them. Most 

of them were gathered way to the southeast of the island. There were about 10 Common 

Goldeneyes and one Common Merganser also. To be sure, Elsa was not alone on this Su-

per Bowl Sunday. 

 

As I walked down to the shore, Elsa made her way to the south tip of the island. When 

she arrived there, she hunkered down and stayed that way. I’ve attached a couple of my 

photos in the comments. 

 

There were a few Canada Goose pairs swimming near the island and walking on the is-

land. It looked like they were beginning to scout out appropriate places for nesting. I 

don’t think that the island is going to be viewed as a good place to nest next month, how-

ever—since most likely there will be many California Gulls on the island; and they like 

to try to steal goose eggs. 

 

And I’ve placed a few more photos of Canada Goose pairs swimming near the island. 
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Here's a photo of one of the many Canada Goose pairs that I saw today. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

I took a photo of Elsa when she had just arrived at the south tip of the island. She was 

quite far away at the time. There's a goldeneye in the water below. 
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On this Super Bowl Sunday, I like to think about this photo as showing Elsa all curled up 

in a "super ball". 
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Here's a photo of Elsa with a Canada Goose pair. 
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There was a lot of hissing and honking going on as the Canada Goose pairs were 

swimming and walking around. 
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February 15, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

I went to visit Elsa, the overwintering pelican, at Frank Lake today. I didn’t see her ini-

tially. Something I did see disturbed me. There was a guy on the point across from the 

north tip of the island sitting down with his camera and tripod. There was little that he 

could take a picture of except a few goldeneyes and some Canada geese. Elsa had gone 

down to the south tip of the island, and I doubted that she would venture anywhere near 

the guy with the camera. On other occasions, I’ve seen people walking down to where the 

guy was sitting. When they do that, Elsa simply goes somewhere else—typically to the 

south point of the island. 

 

I sent an email to Greg Wagner, the Caretaker for Frank Lake, tonight. I asked him if it 

would be possible to place a sign on the other side of the pipeline requesting that people 

not walk on that side (i.e., west of the pipeline) while Elsa is trying to survive the winter. 

It seems reasonable to me, because if people do walk there, they are not going to get a 

good view of Elsa—she’s just going to go somewhere else. The shore down from the 

pipeline, across the water east of the island, is a long, perfectly good vantage point, and 

Elsa doesn’t seem to feel threatened. 

 

After the guy with the camera left today, Elsa flew southeast of the island. And then she 

swam beside the island to the location where the guy had been sitting. She went up on the 

land and settled down. She looked quite contented. 

 

I’ve attached a photo of Elsa leaving the south tip of the island on her flight this after-

noon. 
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Here's a photo of Elsa flying this afternoon. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

Here's a photo of Elsa swimming this afternoon. 
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And here's Elsa just down from where the guy with the camera was sitting--after he left. 
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February 18, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

When I checked my iPhone weather app, it indicated that the temperature was -6 in High 

River, with a 23 km/hr wind—giving a wind chill of -13. It didn’t seem like it should be 

too bad. I’ve been out in much worse conditions at Frank Lake. So, I decided to visit 

Elsa, the over wintering pelican. 

 

I don’t know whether conditions had changed, by the time I parked my car in front of the 

locked gate, but it felt bone-chillingly cooooold when I opened my car door! I grabbed 

my balaclava and parka, and I put on my two-layer mitts. 

 

Except for the wind blowing directly in my face, the walk in wasn’t too bad. When I walk 

across the field, I always scan the area for Elsa, so that I don’t startle her. I saw her just 

down from the pipeline. She was standing in the water with a Canada Goose pair. The 

river and effluent streams from the pipeline at Frank Lake are a little warmer than the wa-

ter downstream. Even a little warmth is no doubt very welcome by the water birds. 

 

I remained up from the shore on one of the paths, and I took a few pictures. I was unable 

to leave my fingers uncovered for more than a few minutes. Elsa appeared to be fine, and 

she didn’t seem to be concerned at all that I was there. The geese decided that they would 

fly toward a gathering of about 50-60 other geese farther downstream near the two is-

lands. There was no point to my staying there, because I didn’t want to disturb Elsa and 

“the goose gang” any further. I hoped that I had a few photos that I could show you, but I 

wasn’t sure that was the case—since sometimes I couldn’t see through my viewfinder; 

and checking my shots was out of the question. 

 

I’ve attached a photo of Elsa warming her “tootsies” in the comparatively warm water. In 

the comments, I’ll put a shot of Elsa and the Canada Goose pair before they flew. 
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Here's a photo of Elsa and a pair of Canada Geese. 
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February 20, 2022 
 

A Proposed Sign to Help Elsa  

 

As I mentioned in a previous post, I asked the Caretaker for Frank Lake about the instal-

lation of a sign about respecting Elsa’s space. He replied that he thinks that a sign might 

help. In order to get permission to have a sign, I sent the following note to Ducks Unlim-

ited Canada, the owner of the land at the Frank Lake Conservation Area: 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

To: Ducks Unlimited Canada 

Re: The overwintering pelican at Frank Lake 

I have been regularly monitoring and taking photos of the overwintering pelican at Frank 

Lake since November 20, 2021. I post photos and commentary in Facebook for the Al-

berta Birds group. 

We have taken to referring to the pelican as Elsa and her gender as female. I've noticed 

that visitors to Frank Lake, who wish to get a better look at Elsa, sometimes try to walk 

too close to her. This action causes Elsa to fly to the south end of the second island, 

where she cannot take advantage of the warmer water, and the fishing is not as good. She 

might get somewhat stressed also, when people get too close. I think that It would be 

preferable if visitors would give Elsa more space. 

I've asked Greg Wagner, the Caretaker for Frank Lake, about putting up a sign to try to 

encourage visitors to stay somewhat away from Elsa. He said "I think a sign might help 

limit people getting too close." Last winter, Liz Soria placed a sign by the pipeline, to tell 

visitors about the pelican, and to mention that it was being monitored. I would like to 

have a sign this year, so that Elsa might have a better chance to survive the winter. 

Would Ducks Unlimited mind if we were to place a sign by the pipeline requesting that 

visitors not get too close to Elsa? I propose something like "Please Respect The Pelican's 

Space." 

It would be great if people would refrain from walking on the north island entirely, and 

only walk on the shore east of the second island. But I would rather propose a sign that 

has a positive message and is not overly complex. 

If a sign would be acceptable, please let me know if you have any guidelines for its con-

struction and installation. 

I look forward to your early reply. 

Thank you, 

John Reasbeck 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

I’ve attached a photo of a possible sign that we might consider using. Please let me know 

if anyone has any ideas about making and installing a suitable sign—such as no picture, 

different wording, larger letters etc. Also, do you think that a sign would indeed be a 

good idea? The sign that I would get printed, from my photo, would take about a week or 

two to get (from Costco) and would be 16” X 20”; obviously, we would then need to 

make it weatherproof, mount it, and install it properly. Maybe it would be better if some-

one were to paint a sign. If anyone would like to help, that would be great—I don’t know 

much about sign construction or installation. 
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February 24, 2022 
 

Signs for Elsa  

 

I haven’t visited Elsa lately, but I have been somewhat busy on Elsa’s behalf. 

As I said four days ago, I asked Ducks Unlimited for permission to place a sign or signs 

at Frank Lake by the pipeline outflow. I ended up making three signs. The Ducks Unlim-

ited rep said that they are all OK, but he wanted me to add a statement in large letters at 

the top of one of the signs: “Please Do Not Disturb the Pelican”. I did that. The other 

signs advise visitors where to avoid walking and where to walk for the best views of Elsa 

and the other birds near the islands. Ducks Unlimited gave me permission to install all of 

the signs at the pipeline outflow. 

I sent an email to Leigh Lambert at Signmasters. Leigh is very responsive and sent me 

various questions and concerns immediately. I’m quite in over my head about sign 

mounting, utility line marking, and other considerations. If anyone with appropriate ex-

pertise in this area would care to lend a hand, I would appreciate it.  

I’ve attached a photo of the first sign that will be installed. 

By the way, I changed my profile photo to that of a kitty that used to live with us. Dear 

Sammi left us, unfortunately, in 2005. The reason that I changed my photo is that there 

has been a lot of scamming going on. It turns out, from analysis that I’ve done, that the 

problems don’t have anything to do with hacking Facebook accounts. Rather, they stem 

from unscrupulous people impersonating Facebook accounts in Instagram. There is one 

of me, complete with my former profile photo. I’ve reported it five times. The scammers 

harvest the names of friends if their names aren’t protected (mine are now), and then they 

proceed to try to scam them from the impersonated account using Facebook Messenger. 
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February 26, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

It was a lovely afternoon yesterday at Frank Lake. I was there with Jack Sluys, who has 

been helping me with the installation of the signs that are being made. We visited Elsa, of 

course, but we also wanted to decide where we could place the signs about Elsa when we 

get them from Signmasters—which should be next week. 

 

Elsa was snuggled into her feathers on the south tip of her island abode. She stayed in 

that position all of the time that we watched from the shore. Jack and I took a few photos, 

trying to do justice to the great light--and showing Elsa, of course. I'll attach one of my 

photos--notice the pelican footprints leading to Elsa's spot. 

 

We observed, as we were leaving, that the ice had crept to the island on the west side. We 

also saw that a fisherman was walking over the ice toward the island. Even though Elsa 

had appeared to be dozing, she was well aware of the ice presence. I have a photo of her 

standing and looking directly toward the person on the ice—I’ll put that photo in the 

comments. We were not too concerned, because we had spoken with the fisherman when 

he was at the pipeline, and he was well aware of Elsa being at the other end of the island. 

Elsa decided that he was not a threat, and she went back to snuggle in her feathers again. 

 

There were about 35 water birds northeast of the island—there was a mix of Canada 

Geese, a couple of mallards, and a few goldeneyes. I’ll put an in flight photo of one of the 

goldeneyes in the comments. 

 

 
  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/100008439221967/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXybYKqRL-QkFENXE-sUYy_RHO7TKWGNSCZqYl-dM_4CvKupr0dcu4US3h7nIyGuVw2UiATDRfvFtyiEBbUWkdqEDJIFqef_MZKgtZvLRhbCwfEYvqUzRWOHuHN1s27x8g7wawvagtygA08hVOrWsa-&__tn__=-%5dK-R
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Here's my photo of Elsa, standing up and looking at the fisherman who was walking 

across the ice. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

And here's a photo of one of the goldeneyes flying northwest of the island. 
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February 28. 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

Although the temperature was about 7 degrees above zero yesterday (Sunday) at Frank 

Lake, the wind was quite high; my weather app said that it was 40 km/hr in High River. I 

walked in anyway, clutching my walking poles to help me over the field and down to the 

shore. 

 

Elsa had been up on the south tip of the island. But she decided to get down and swim up-

stream in the direction of the pipeline. The wind didn’t seem to bother her much, alt-

hough she had to tack into it like a sailboat at times. I went back up to the path to give her 

some space. Elsa had decided to do some fishing at the outflow. I noticed that she was 

making good use of her pouch—she had it expanded more than I had ever seen. I don’t 

know whether she got any fish or not, but she was being very persistent. I didn’t stay too 

long because the wind was making it difficult for me to hold my camera steady. I’ve at-

tached one of my photos. 

 

I noticed a post and some wire in the water just down from the pipeline. I’ll try to find out 

if someone would be able to get that material out of there. Hopefully, I’ll get the signs I 

designed next week, so that Jack Sluys and I can put them up. 

 

 
  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/100008439221967/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZV9cg2eJqAd9zvaA-GGy8NNy1PlXBkIqwqVtt3D4b8f4LVhUapspVuxMx_TDngwj1-qjuTiSiEWq0uUA0f8406pFMkfuoPDyYdKHegs8ZmtW0xl-ceIgoMHLNJxAN9SLhuNOrRhyDh9vgMRZz6tHpbM&__tn__=-%5dK-R
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February 28, 2022 
 

Elsa Windows and iDevice Wallpaper for March  

 

As I’ve done in the previous two months, I’ve prepared wallpaper files of Elsa using 

different aspect ratios. I’ve placed the high res versions in my Dropbox folder as before. 

The files can be found at the following link: 

 

Alberta_Birds_Wallpaper 

 

I’ve included two sets this month. One set is based on a photo of Elsa standing--I used 

that photo on one of the signs that Jack Sluys and I will be installing at Frank Lake. The 

other set shows Elsa flying. I took both of the photos on Feb. 15/22. I’ve attached a small 

version of the inflight PC wallpaper file—I’ve left enough room on the left of both PC 

wallpaper files so that the same photo could be used for a Zoom background on a PC. 

 

April will be the last month that I will make these files. If anyone has any suggestions for 

photos of Elsa, or if there are other aspect ratios that you would like, please let me know. 

 

 
 

  

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.dropbox.com%2Fsh%2Fnoiezmww7oo95dn%2FAACGYYCo1ZnBWvQHpzmwwyLba%3Fdl%3D0%26fbclid%3DIwAR2V6HCgwcY2rqCtGy-YSMSAAJolaKRLBFmbiUeuxZXGQuJh0cCGQeOgqn0&h=AT0wqDHkw8OUP8ccRYK0NkYk1D6Z3N6QjVp2cEV84Lcz-wrY1ujaniuZZp1m0F5hZlbveXD5FP_8reP7qPgnS2M5RQsv1TGmNuwSBNaQpylNu6kbGoeh1uEqChR7gHwtCB2Iu8ZSFiXm5vWVEfKz&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT0zV5vstDk9VSeFEFdyqMk7GeYUS5aHUMNYjVmbBbCmQ41poL_qln2H1sZaTvKV2hyLzDrhxi4hzX7UpxhXKRRe1UQDqV9Y0JyM-krd6c-EmZmP_KSRya3osCrews4OHTyyvyF0dI21g-iXyovIv1m-fWWV1akFs40
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Here's the other 16:9 aspect ratio version. 
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March 2, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

A lot of melting was going on at Frank Lake. There were quite a few puddles and muddy 

patches on the gravel road as I walked in yesterday afternoon. There was still quite a bit 

of ice on the paths over the field, however. I saw Canada Geese in several areas on the 

lake: to the north and south of the island (which really is an island again ). I made a 

rough count of the geese, and I think that there were about 250. There was incessant 

honking, as you might imagine. 

 

Elsa was on top of the south end of the island. She was snuggled down, but not entirely—

because I could still see her head and bill. The shore opposite the island was wet and 

muddy. The temperature was 9 degrees with a pleasant bit of breeze. 

 

Suddenly, almost all of the geese north of the island took to the air. Then most of the 

geese in the south did the same. The reason for the flights became evident: a Bald Eagle 

was flying over the lake from the east, about 200 feet above the island. Elsa stayed down 

for a minute or so. Then she raised herself up to have a look around. She abruptly flew 

west. She flew toward some clouds—higher than I had seen her fly before. After she had 

been up for 30-40 seconds, she circled around and came back southeast of the island. 

Then she flew lower as she approached the island and landed approximately where she 

had begun her flight. I wondered whether had she decided that she was better in the air 

with the eagle around; and, while she was up, she could satisfy herself that the eagle had 

gone somewhere else. 

 

Meanwhile, the geese seemed to feel that the coast was clear, and they started to return. 

Over a span of about 15-20 minutes they flew back from various directions. As they 

landed, the honking resumed. Elsa returned as well, and she seemed to have been calmed. 

 

I was reading a bit about Bald Eagles and the maximum weight that they can fly with. 

The website https://www.forestwildlife.org/how-much-weight-can-an.../ states that on the 

average an eagle can carry only about 3-4 lbs. Therefore, they’re reluctant to attack large 

birds like Canada Geese or American White Pelicans. They would rather pick on smaller 

birds like ducks, gulls, or shorebirds. But, I don’t blame Elsa and the geese for not 

wanting to make themselves available.  

 

I’ve attached a photo of Elsa just before she flew. I’ll provide five more photos of her in 

the comments: they’re progressive glimpses of Elsa as she seemingly satisfied herself that 

the eagle was no longer a threat, landed back on the island, and then walked back to a 

good hunkering down spot. 

 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.forestwildlife.org%2Fhow-much-weight-can-an-eagle-carry%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR39r4bFhlw4FLxzhM6tXC_vW7iWDmY9EesKqxCVD1LPW6v_Ab4nd1nDJFo&h=AT3Xc94wkTdcDJwIjGdwaBQG2H1rVL5UEv2G1R9f5iDq7kOcPy0W_SwnbB2dnmjwN7Pt5PFXDH8-X0t0Nk0RWyydSsR-H27Hdxph_wVRkZ5o7vF1Yzy_o1bjJ6I0unlJzYEMxzyB_1b49GJW7Dsl&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT2kuVEeHFtcFKR9OC-yTh-3AMOfOZwsNOEi4LE-PHT6d320J-Kd3-2_dmrwCwC1qRxPjBqhv5Iqa93vGNS3_IKGFIXDbIsyngD_GFxiPpQd46Z0mD4FrLCEzgc2C19R_xteT4qMJW2sRFiIZVO0UmL2P9nGAXb-03k
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Here’s Elsa just after she had taken to the air. 
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And here’s a photo of Elsa flying high over the lake. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

Seemingly, satisfied that the eagle had gone, Elsa circled back to the island. 
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Here’s a photo of Elsa just after she had landed back on the island. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

This photo shows Elsa walking to a good spot for hunkering down again on the island. 
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March 5, 2022 
 

Elsa Report   

 
Today was Elsa sign installation day at Frank Lake. Leigh Lambert, of Signmasters, said 

some time ago that she would manufacture the signs that I designed and donate them. She 

did that--very quickly. And they’re wonderful! I received them by expedited Canada Post 

on Friday—complete with all manner of screws, bolts, and washers. 

 

Jack Sluys has been working with me on this effort. I contacted him right away after the 

signs had arrived. He had already completed making the sign mounts that he thought 

would work well. He sent me a photo. They looked great! We decided that we would get 

together at noon today and get the signs up. Reflecting on our meeting, I decided that it 

might be nice for Jack to do the initial sign mounting at home, if he wanted to do that, ra-

ther than having to do everything today. So, we met, and I gave him the signs. 

 

Jack had the signs leaning against the Frank Lake gate when I arrived today. He had fas-

tened 2X4s to the sign mounts for ease of installation on the posts—and so that the signs 

would have good visibility. Jack had brought along a sled that he used to transport his 

tools, his camera, and the signs. 

 

We made our way down the road and across the field. On the way, we could see Elsa 

standing up on the south tip of the island. Elsa had a lot of company today: about 100 

Canada Geese, and a few Common Goldeneyes. When we arrived at the pipeline, Jack 

went into action. Using power drills, he made two holes in each 2X4 and fastened each of 

them to posts above the pipeline using 6” wood screws. So slick! He finished in hardly 

any time at all! 

 

What a pleasure it was to work on this project with two such capable professionals as 

Leigh Lambert and Jack Sluys! Thank you very much, Leigh and Jack! Thank you also to 

all of our members who commented on my post in which I suggested having signs; I con-

sidered all of your very helpful suggestions in my designs. So many members wanted to 

donate, and I thank you all for that too--but such donations are not needed. And, finally, 

thank you to Kade McCormick, of Ducks Unlimited, for your wording suggestion, and 

for permission to erect the signs. I’ll attach a photo of the centre sign to this post. Then 

I'll attach photos of the two surrounding signs in comments. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/100000308966639/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX7Zm69AKhpVppOvH9Hy6rCWoOql3cRy62OoBqwvJ0Dv2eCn9fOpwtzWxKSpNqWc4-xPRlniVzfITxVSG0Qfw2f2p2zzmt5AU-7ev2r_g931EK6IE7_8_kcC2EaqYzbSIXzAMR6NDJL8iV0pBErgOYc&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/100008439221967/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX7Zm69AKhpVppOvH9Hy6rCWoOql3cRy62OoBqwvJ0Dv2eCn9fOpwtzWxKSpNqWc4-xPRlniVzfITxVSG0Qfw2f2p2zzmt5AU-7ev2r_g931EK6IE7_8_kcC2EaqYzbSIXzAMR6NDJL8iV0pBErgOYc&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/100000308966639/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX7Zm69AKhpVppOvH9Hy6rCWoOql3cRy62OoBqwvJ0Dv2eCn9fOpwtzWxKSpNqWc4-xPRlniVzfITxVSG0Qfw2f2p2zzmt5AU-7ev2r_g931EK6IE7_8_kcC2EaqYzbSIXzAMR6NDJL8iV0pBErgOYc&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/100008439221967/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX7Zm69AKhpVppOvH9Hy6rCWoOql3cRy62OoBqwvJ0Dv2eCn9fOpwtzWxKSpNqWc4-xPRlniVzfITxVSG0Qfw2f2p2zzmt5AU-7ev2r_g931EK6IE7_8_kcC2EaqYzbSIXzAMR6NDJL8iV0pBErgOYc&__tn__=-%5dK-R
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This sign was installed to the left of the first sign. 
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And this sign was installed to the right of the first sign. 
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March 6, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 
Yesterday, at Frank Lake, after Jack Sluys and I had installed the signs (please see my 

previous post) that Leigh Lambert had prepared for us, we went down to the shore to see 

how Elsa was doing. She had been standing up as we approached the pipeline with the 

signs. But now she was down in her resting position at the south tip of the island. 

The temperature was around 0 degrees, and there was hardly any wind. Occasionally, the 

sun would peak around the clouds. The water in the lake was quite still. It was a very 

pleasant afternoon. 

 

Abruptly, catching both Jack and me off guard, Elsa decided that she would make a brief 

flight. She flew east from the island toward us, and then she headed in the direction of the 

power towers north of the island. She was flying at about the same height as the towers, 

but she was not in any danger of hitting any of the cables. She circled around in the west 

and flew down to the water southeast of the island. I took some photos as she was flying 

and landing. It’s very impressive when you see a pelican land in the water. They take full 

advantage of their 9-foot wingspan, and they tilt up their totipalmate feet (having web-

bing that connects all four of their toes) to land in the water like an amphibious airplane 

on its pontoons. I’ve attached a photo I took just as Elsa landed. 

 

After landing, Elsa swam to the island, past the dozens of Canada Geese and a few Com-

mon Goldeneyes that were enjoying the mild winter day. She went onto the island, and 

she walked and flapped her way to just below the tip of the upper level of the island. 

Then she made a wing-aided jump to the top, looked around, and settled down—appar-

ently satisfied that everything was in order in her domain. 

 

 
 

  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/100008439221967/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXrZvIgHPNOuYLorG3CkIUUocpxPXjwxtdnyx6fr96_JdnFJdOiGR2qVRtwe8_l2VT8TmDN-CR56yCOHkUL4xk3n2PlPFfAXjZ_Rm5uyb8XguzOe9dp8cDj7l6FpdsjNWVCLjnvi6oaNu351c2qy7at&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/100000308966639/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXrZvIgHPNOuYLorG3CkIUUocpxPXjwxtdnyx6fr96_JdnFJdOiGR2qVRtwe8_l2VT8TmDN-CR56yCOHkUL4xk3n2PlPFfAXjZ_Rm5uyb8XguzOe9dp8cDj7l6FpdsjNWVCLjnvi6oaNu351c2qy7at&__tn__=-%5dK-R
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Here's a photo of Elsa as she was coming down to land in the water. 
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March 9, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 
I don’t have a photo of Elsa from my visit to Frank Lake today. Instead, I’ll attach a 

photo of Elsa from our sign installation day last Saturday. 

 

So, why is there no photo from today? It’s because I didn’t see Elsa today. Greg Wagner 

told me yesterday that Elsa was not there. And Jack Sluys confirmed that later. 

 

I was at Frank Lake for 2 ½ hours today, and I looked carefully everywhere around the 

island that Elsa usually rests on. No Elsa. Not even so much as a white feather that I 

could see. I talked with both Greg and Jack. Here’s what we think is going on: 

1. We don’t think that anything terrible has necessarily happened to Elsa. 

2. We think that Elsa is using a strategy that got her through the previous winter (re-

membered by Greg). 

3. Last winter, on a few days, Elsa decided to hide during the day. 

4. Then, at night, she would return to the island. 

5. The reason that she might be using that same behaviour this winter is that the ice 

has advanced to the south end of the island. 

6. Since she may be feeling unsafe during the day, when a predator could walk 

across the ice, she hides. 

7. Then, under cover of darkness, she returns to her winter home on the island. 

Jack and I will continue to go to Frank Lake during the day, from time to time—espe-

cially when it gets warmer and the ice recedes, and there’s water all around the island. 

We suspect that when the island seems to be safe again, Elsa will return to remain there 

during the day. 

 

Maybe we’re wrong. Maybe she has just found another place where there’s open water 

and fish. Or, maybe something unthinkable happened. But, we’re hoping for the best. 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/1352417880/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZU70VJTa_jlk1JNzRO8sn5RnBZWz7fc0wa5T9vDc_sWIRPuo1MOobMjsP_x_QLd8k6erMvGfZn7Z_fZS8MEUpIH9geLGTTBML1N8HUgqRMVs7H3ZGrkVpHBVdg2kv8rMKjBfIaRA2_86r3RpAgK-vc-&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/100008439221967/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZU70VJTa_jlk1JNzRO8sn5RnBZWz7fc0wa5T9vDc_sWIRPuo1MOobMjsP_x_QLd8k6erMvGfZn7Z_fZS8MEUpIH9geLGTTBML1N8HUgqRMVs7H3ZGrkVpHBVdg2kv8rMKjBfIaRA2_86r3RpAgK-vc-&__tn__=-%5dK-R
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March 12, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  
 
Elsa is back! As we suspected, it would seem that she had just been hiding for a few days. 

She looks well fed, so she was probably flying back every day, perhaps at dusk, to have 

fish. She probably remained on her island for the night. Then she would return to her se-

cret hiding place (maybe after breakfast ), where she spent the day. Thus, if there were 

any coyotes, that came across the ice during the day, when the ice was touching the is-

land, she could not be found. All of the foregoing is conjecture, because no one saw her 

during the day, and no one saw her coming or going. 

 

As I noted, in a previous post, I was at Frank Lake for 2 ½ hours on Mar. 9. I searched 

everywhere along both islands from the shore. And, I walked up to the observation blind 

and looked around there as well. On Mar. 11, Greg Wagner and Jack Sluys were doing 

some work on the east side of the lake. They said that they would have a look there. They 

didn’t see Elsa. 

 

I had planned to go to Frank Lake today. I was just having breakfast when I received a 

text message from Greg Wagner at 9:42am. He informed me that Elsa is back! I got ready 

to leave right away, and I was out at Frank Lake by 11:30. Renee Carrier saw me as I 

parked. She had just been across the field to see Elsa. She said that she saw her fishing. 

The road in has started to get a bit messy. That probably means that the gate will not be 

unlocked for a while. Ducks Unlimited doesn’t like to unlock the gate when it’s all wet 

and muddy, because the gravel road deteriorates badly. 

 

As I crossed the field, I could see around 300 Canada Geese. Initially, I didn’t see Elsa 

anywhere. But Renee said that she had seen her go to the island that’s closest to the pipe-

line. So, I looked for her there. She was at the southern most tip, in her usual resting posi-

tion. I walked to the shore and took a few photos. The geese were honking non-stop. 

They were in many places in the lake basin. There were some Common Goldeneyes and 

Mallards there too. And, for the first time this year, I saw two California Gulls. Spring is 

starting to happen! 

 

Once again, I spent 2 ½ hours on the shore. I would have liked to get a photo of Elsa 

swimming, flying, or even standing. But she was content to just hunker down. And, re-

ally, I didn’t mind that at all, because after not seeing Elsa for a week, it was wonderful 

to be able to see her once again! While I was there, Don Whittaker and Val came by. It 

was great to have their company. They stayed for a bit after I left. 

 

I’ve attached one of my photos of our Elsa—back from her secret hiding place! With the 

warmer weather, maybe she won’t feel the need to hide again—and her friends should be 

joining her in a few weeks. Looking good, Elsa! Hang in there!  

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/1352417880/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUx817tnUpAtbL000C9cAKGNo6CgSe_iASZHP7kWzKkaufsjXy4xlNCqKah5qOZcPE8Xuisea4rTvsdDLaepsGO5VOS5qaHdvLD9FpfEVM29_MCtjresT8r-860vurwtqfiLKgd7tojVFwLvQfOZ6U9&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/100008439221967/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUx817tnUpAtbL000C9cAKGNo6CgSe_iASZHP7kWzKkaufsjXy4xlNCqKah5qOZcPE8Xuisea4rTvsdDLaepsGO5VOS5qaHdvLD9FpfEVM29_MCtjresT8r-860vurwtqfiLKgd7tojVFwLvQfOZ6U9&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/641225628/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUx817tnUpAtbL000C9cAKGNo6CgSe_iASZHP7kWzKkaufsjXy4xlNCqKah5qOZcPE8Xuisea4rTvsdDLaepsGO5VOS5qaHdvLD9FpfEVM29_MCtjresT8r-860vurwtqfiLKgd7tojVFwLvQfOZ6U9&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/793280310/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUx817tnUpAtbL000C9cAKGNo6CgSe_iASZHP7kWzKkaufsjXy4xlNCqKah5qOZcPE8Xuisea4rTvsdDLaepsGO5VOS5qaHdvLD9FpfEVM29_MCtjresT8r-860vurwtqfiLKgd7tojVFwLvQfOZ6U9&__tn__=-%5dK-R
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Comment 

 

This is what the overall scene looked like. There were many more geese and a few ducks 

in different places. 
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Comment 

 

Elsa seems to be quite comfortable in this photo. She looked like she was feeling very 

safe and happy to be back. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

A Common Goldeneye is a small diving duck. The males are black and white. The female 

has a brown head. I'll attach a photo I took yesterday of a male flying over Frank Lake. 
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Comment 

 

A California Gull is a fairly large gull with red and black on the tip of its lower bill and a 

dark eye. I'll attach a photo I took yesterday at Frank Lake. 
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March 15, 2022 
 

𝛑 Elsa Report 𝛑 

 
Since yesterday was Pi Day (3.14), I thought that I would use the symbol for the Greek 

letter pi in my heading . 

 

I tried to get up early (for me) yesterday morning, so that I could be at Frank Lake at a 

good time to catch Elsa being somewhat active. Even though I was there before noon, 

Elsa had already hunkered down on the south tip of the island. 

 

Frank Lake is starting to come very much alive with birds. In addition to our American 

White Pelican, there must have been over 500 Canada Geese, probably 50 ducks of vari-

ous kinds, about 30 California Gulls, and a Bald Eagle. 

 

Elsa looked like she was trying to ignore the honking, quacking, shrieking, and other con-

fusion. Mostly, she was all covered up with feathers—even her bill—for all of the time I 

was standing on the shore. 

 

The geese had assembled in many groups and pairs. They swam about and most of them 

left eventually—probably to get some food in a nearby farm field. At one point, in a 

group that had about 20 geese, two males (presumably) decided to square off. The other 

geese clustered around the pair as though it were a schoolyard confrontation. There was 

lots of splashing and wing flapping. 

 

The gulls were flying around and fishing—mostly not very effectively. Although I saw 

two gulls get fish. One of them managed to swallow its fish, although it looked like the 

fish wouldn’t fit in its throat. The other successful gull didn’t even try to swallow the 

large fish that it caught. 

 

The eagle perched on some rocks near about 30 geese. They didn’t seem nervous at all. 

There were no ducks near the eagle—they make a point of staying well away. The eagle 

decided to fly past Elsa to north of the island. The gulls could pick up fishing pointers 

from the eagle. It flew low and suddenly dove into the water. It came up with a good size 

fish, which it carried to the ice and ate. 

 

The photo I’ve attached shows Elsa being quite alert as the eagle flew past. Just as the ea-

gle is not terribly interested in geese, because of their size, so a pelican can also feel rela-

tively safe. Nevertheless, when an eagle flies near her, Elsa takes notice. 
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Comment 

 
Here's the way Elsa was most of the time I was standing on the shore. I happened to catch 

two geese flying by her in this shot. 
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Comment 

 
Here's a California Gull and a fish that looked to be too large--but it managed to swallow 

it. 

 

 
 
Comment 

 

And here's the eagle with its catch. 
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Comment 

 
This photo shows Elsa in a slightly different resting position than in my comment above. 

 

 
 
Comment 

 

The geese yesterday didn't seem to be too concerned. 
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Comment 

 

I saw many pintails also. 
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March 16, 2022 

 

Elsa Report  

 
I parked at the Frank Lake gate just before noon today. The sky looked great. Yes, there 

were some clouds, but the sun was peeking out well. As I walked in on the gravel road, I 

was happy to find that there was hardly any mud and no snow at all. The well-worn path 

across the field was a bit wet in places, but the footing was no problem. 

 

Canada Geese were out in force—as they have been for some time. There were more 

ducks than there have been. In addition to Common Goldeneyes and Northern Pintails, 

there were some Common Mergansers. Elsa was standing up on the first island. Maybe I 

should start referring to the two islands the way they do in New Zealand—i.e. north and 

south islands—especially since the north island is really an island now, with the warmer 

weather. Elsa’s usual island is the south island, but today she was on the north island. She 

seems to do that when the weather is nice. 

 

I hadn’t even walked down to the shore when Elsa decided to jump down and go into the 

water. I stayed up on the high path, because I could see that she was going to swim up the 

channel toward the pipeline—I didn’t want to discourage her from doing that, because I 

know that she likes to fish in the channel. Elsa only swam about half way to the pipeline. 

She suddenly thrust her head under the water. She didn’t come up with anything, but she 

kept doing that, and she managed to get quite a few fish. Normally, a pelican will eat 

about 4 lbs of fish in a day. 

 

When she had finished her lunch, Elsa swam back to the south tip of the north island. All 

the while she was fishing, the geese kept up their honking. Most of the geese were in the 

water or on the ice at various places in the lake basin. Occasionally, there was a skirmish 

as some geese got too close to a pair that had decided to defend a space on the south is-

land or on the shore. There was an interesting scene on the north island. A pair of geese 

ran at a single goose that retreated quickly toward the south end where Elsa was. As the 

goose got closer, Elsa opened her bill. Then, when the goose got closer still, and didn’t 

take the hint, Elsa extended her wings and opened her bill wide. The goose quickly got 

down from the island and into the water. 

 

The photo I’ve attached shows Elsa after she had finished her fishing. She was getting 

ready to return to her spot on the south end of the north island. I’ll put another photo in 

the comments of Elsa catching a sizable fish—which required that she open her pouch 

and then drain the water—and swallow the fish, of course. I’ll put another photo in the 

comments also, which shows the confrontation with the goose on the north island. 
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Comment 

 

Here's a photo of Elsa catching a good size fish. 
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Comment 

 

And here's a photo of Elsa persuading a goose to get out of her space. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

She couldn't fly well enough to migrate last October, but her flying has dramatically im-

proved. I'll attach a photo from Mar. 1. 
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March 17, 2022 
 

Elsa and Company  

 

Since it’s St. Patrick’s Day, and since I’m not planning on going to Frank Lake today, I 

thought that I would share a few more photos from my trip yesterday. I took way too 

many photos, and I didn’t want to keep all of them just to myself. So, I’ll present my fa-

vourite overflow shot first, and then I’ll put a few more in comments. 

 

My main photo shows Elsa on her way to do some fishing. The water was nicely wavy, 

and I thought it provided an interesting reflection. 

 

Some California Gulls have paired up already at Frank Lake. As in previous years, they 

may nest on one of the islands frequented by Elsa, her pelican friends, Canada Geese, 

Ring-billed Gulls, and Double-crested Cormorants. I’ll put a photo of a pair of gulls do-

ing what I call “smoochy-smoochy.” Notice the heart shape that their necks provide. 

 

I rarely post photos of Canada Geese flying, because it’s such a frequent occurrence. 

However, the one I’ve placed in the comments provides a good look at a pair that’s going 

to join the several hundred that were already at Frank Lake yesterday. Hopefully, I’ll be 

able to get a photo of swans flying like that soon. 

 

Canada Geese fly in and out frequently at Frank Lake. For the most part, I don’t think 

that Elsa minds their company, but sometimes they fly quite close to her—as the photo 

I’ll place in comments shows. 

 

Some of the fish that Elsa scoops up are very large. My next photo in comments shows 

just such a fish, which is about to go down the hatch. It’s always intriguing the way that 

pelicans are able to instantly expand their pouches to accommodate huge volumes when 

they scoop. 

 

The next photo that I’ve provided in comments shows Elsa’s right wing a bit better than 

the one I posted yesterday as my main photo. Both shots are at a bit of a strange angle, 

and the right wing is bent a little, but I think that this one looks more normal than yester-

day’s photo. 
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Comment 

 

This photo shows a pair of California Gulls doing what I call "smoochy-smoochy" behav-

iour. 
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Here's a pair of Canada Geese flying into Frank Lake yesterday. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

Elsa is keeping her head down in this shot, when some geese flew quite close to her. 
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Comment 

 

Elsa had good fishing yesterday. This photo shows a fish in her pouch that was definitely 

worth her effort. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

And for my final comments photo from my trip to Frank Lake yesterday, here's a photo 

that I took just after the one I posted as my main photo yesterday. I think it shows her 

right wing a bit better than yesterday's shot. 
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March 18, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 
I didn’t make it out to Frank Lake until 1:50pm today. The gate was still locked—as it 

likely will be until early April. The temperature was 9 deg, and the wind was about 13 

km/hr from the south. Fairly mild, but it was still brisk enough that I wasn’t even tempted 

to leave my jacket in the car. It was cloudy, but my weather app said that there should be 

some sun later. 

 

As I started walking in, I could see a couple of visitors getting ready to come in after me. 

They were behind, but soon caught up. A man had walking poles and was not walking as 

fast as his female companion, who was ahead. Nevertheless, the two of them were mov-

ing pretty well. The road continues to be quite good, with only a little mud here and there. 

 

The two visitors were almost across the field by the time I started across. There was the 

usual honking and shrieking din from the Canada Geese and the California Gulls. Wave 

after wave of geese and ducks came and went. I declined to try to count how many there 

were. Northern Pintails, Mallards, and Common Goldeneyes seemed to be the predomi-

nant flying duck species. 

 

I located Elsa on the south tip of the north island. She had both goose and gull company 

on the island. Most of the birds that were not in the water or on the ice were on the south 

island. I wondered if Elsa was going to stay lying down for hours like she does some-

times. I didn’t go to the shore initially, because the man with the walking poles was there 

taking pictures just across from Elsa. I was able to get some good ones from the path up 

from the shore anyway. With the sun starting to come out, I wondered if it might be nice 

enough for Elsa to come down and do some fishing. 

 

Before too long the couple who had preceded me left to walk back to the road. Then I 

went down to the shore. It had gotten quite soft and mucky. The terrain was a bit deceiv-

ing too, because some parts of the shore didn’t look too bad until I took a step and sank 

into the mud. It’s a bit disconcerting to stand there taking pictures and feel yourself 

slowly sinking. But I was eventually able to find some places where it wasn’t too bad. 

 

Elsa got up and flapped her wings a little. And she eventually decided that she would 

come down and swim up the channel to do some fishing. I followed her from the high 

path. And I was able to get quite a few fishing shots—I’ll put some of them in comments; 

Elsa seems to be doing alright with her fishing. 

 

Before I post, I want to comment on the walking poles that the male visitor had. He left 

without his poles—they were leaning up against some of the heavy foliage on the shore. I 

took the poles and stuck them into some strands of wire by our signs just up from the 

pipeline. I figured that the man or his companion would return. Sure enough, as I was 

taking some photos of the gulls fishing, I could see the female visitor walking briskly 

across the field toward the pipeline. I pointed out her partner’s walking poles by the 

signs. 

 

One more thing I wanted to mention. The Bald Eagle was there too. The eagle doesn’t 

have it as easy as he/she did before though. Because there is now a defending air force 
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with the presence of the gulls. They were taking turns diving at the eagle and coming up 

from behind. The eagle went away. 

 

The shot I’ve attached to this post shows Elsa after she had returned down the channel. 

She decided to bypass the north island and go to the south one. I show her as she has just 

attained the south tip of the island. It was a great time for her to switch islands because 

the gulls and geese had gone away from her favourite place on the south tip. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

Elsa had good fishing today. I don't know how many fish are in this pouchful. 
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Comment 

 

Elsa has scooped up two or three more in this shot. 
 

 
 

Comment 

 

Here's a shot of a fish flipping around in her pouch. It didn't escape though. 
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Comment 

 

Elsa has scooped up two or three more in this shot. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

I thought that this one was quite an interesting perspective. It shows Elsa, from behind, 

doing a pouch inversion to exercise her pouch muscles. 
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Comment 

 

And here is Elsa swimming, as she is just about to start fishing. 
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March 20, 2022 
 

Elsa Extras  

 
It’s late in the day, but Happy First Day of Spring! I didn’t go to see Elsa today at Frank 

Lake. So I thought that I would post a few more of my photos from Mar. 18. 

 

When I first arrived to visit Elsa, she was resting on the south tip of the north island. 

Some California Gulls were on the island also. Quite often there are one or two gulls that 

like to be close to Elsa. There were two gulls yesterday that persisted in being only about 

six feet away from her. I’ve seen Elsa stay in her resting position for a couple of hours. It 

seemed to be too nice a day for her not to get up and do something, however. 

 

Just before 4pm, Elsa stood up and flapped her giant wings. I wondered if she was going 

to fly. She didn’t though; she was just stretching a little. Before getting down again, she 

stretched her pouch by doing a pouch inversion—as I showed in one of my photos in my 

previous post. Then she collapsed her legs and got down again. Two minutes later, a gull 

came right by her head with its bill open. She’s been buzzed before by gulls--they don't 

seem to bother her. About 10 minutes later, she decided that it was time to get up and go 

fishing. She walked to the edge of the island, and flew down to the water. Then she swam 

around the island and headed up the channel toward the pipeline—where there is particu-

larly good fishing due to a stream from the Highwood River. 

 

Elsa only fished for about 5-10 minutes—she didn’t have to fish any longer, because she 

was getting fish with almost every scoop (see my previous post for some fish scooping 

shots). When she had eaten her fill, she swam past the north island and eventually settled 

down on the south tip of the south island. 

 

The initial photo I’ve attached shows Elsa hunkered down after her wing flapping and 

pouch stretching exercises--before she went fishing. In the photo, I’m showing the gull 

that flew quite close to her. I’ll put two wing flapping photos in comments. And I’ll put a 

fourth shot of Elsa flying down to the water from the island—where she began her brief 

swim up the channel to her “fishing hole.” 
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Here's a photo of Elsa doing some wing flapping. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

This photo shows Elsa doing some more wing flapping exercising. 
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Comment 

 

This photo shows Elsa flying down to the water to begin swimming up the channel to do 

some fishing. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

Here's another photo from Mar, 18. A California Gull is showing that they can catch fish 

too--there seem to be lots of fish to go around . 
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March 22, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

It was a lovely day at Frank Lake yesterday. The temperature was 9 degrees, and it was 

sunny—and it was forecast to be sunny all afternoon. Because it was so warm, the honey 

bees were out of their nearby hives. They come out, presumably looking for nectar some-

where. That’s why I like to park near the gate. It didn’t matter yesterday; there were 

honey bees zipping around as I got out of my car. I know that they are not inclined to 

sting me, but I just hoped that I wouldn’t inadvertently shut some of them in my car. 

 

As I walked across the field, I could see Elsa on the south island. She looked like she had 

settled in for the afternoon. I imagine that she had been fishing earlier, and she had proba-

bly exercised a bit, so there was no reason to do anything but rest—and play the waiting 

game that she had been playing all winter: waiting for the cold to go away and for the 

other pelicans to return. 

 

Just as on Mar. 18, when Elsa was on the north island, there was a California Gull near 

her on the south island. Perhaps the gull was enjoying being close to such a large non-

threatening bird. Maybe it was thinking that nothing is going to attack me if I'm in this 

pelican’s company. Or, maybe the gull just wanted her spot on the island . 

 

For the first time this year, I saw swans at Frank Lake. About 20 Tundra Swans flew right 

over my head as I was standing on the shore across from Elsa. Instead of the low-pitched 

trumpeting of Trumpeter Swans, they were making a kind of high pitched squeak-honk-

ing cry. I confirmed in my photos later that some of them had distinctive yellow marks on 

their bills near their eyes. About half of them settled on the water across from the island. 

 

It was entertaining to watch a California Gull pecking pieces from a very large fish and 

then trying to get it into position for possibly swallowing it. The gull tried mightily, but it 

was not successful. Eventually, the gull left the remains—presumably, to try to find a 

smaller fish. 

 

There was an amazing number of Northern Pintail ducks flying. They seemed to be reluc-

tant to land because a Bald Eagle was circling. Occasionally, when the eagle was getting 

too close, one or more of the gulls gave chase. There were two Common Ravens flying 

also—making their deep-throated crow-like cries. And, of course, Canada Geese were 

everywhere, honking, fighting, and spreading out into possible future nesting locations. 

 

I’ve attached a photo of Elsa all hunkered down with her feet, bill, and pouch all tucked 

into her feathers—notice the tip of her bill protruding from her wing. A California Gull is 

standing by. In comments, I’ll show some of the Tundra Swans that flew in. 
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Comment 

 
Here's a photo of some of the Tundra Swans that came to Frank Lake yesterday. 
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Comment 

 

And here are some more of the Tundra Swans. 
 

 
 

Comment 

 

This is what the south island looked like yesterday. Elsa was at the extreme left tip of the 

island. 
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Comment 

 

Here’s a photo of one of the swans that I managed to catch up with as they flew overhead. 
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March 22, 2022 
 

When I visit Elsa, the overwintering American White Pelican, at Frank Lake, I report my 

observations, and I present some photos. Quite often I see things that I don’t write 

about—usually, because I will already have written quite a bit . 

On March 18, on an Elsa visit, I saw two California Gulls trying to establish rights to a 

piece of fish. It was a very small piece of fish—seemingly, not worth fighting for. But 

each determined gull had their bill firmly locked on the piece of fish. I took a few photos. 

I didn’t see which gull was able to eventually possess the piece of fish. What I did see af-

ter the competition, however, was quite astonishing. 

The fish was gone. But the gulls evidently decided that they would each acknowledge the 

other in a dance. It was almost as though they were saying to each other “I love it when 

we have a food fight.” I’ve attached a photo of what appears to be a dance—although, I 

might well have caught movements that just looked like dancing. In any case, I thought 

that the photo was intriguing. 

 

In comments, I’ll post a photo that I took just before the dancing. It shows the two com-

batants, which are presumably mates, as they each try to wrest the piece of fish from the 

other. 
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Comment 

 

Here's a photo of the two California Gulls fighting over a small piece of fish. 
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March 24, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 
We had a Chinook yesterday, so I expected that the temperature would be quite mild at 

Frank Lake when I went there. In fact, when I arrived it was 12 degrees. By the time I 

left, the temperature had climbed to 16 degrees—with a considerable wind. 

 

I could see Elsa, in her resting position, on the north island, as I walked across the field 

from the road. When I arrived down at the shore opposite Elsa, there were two other Al-

berta Birds members just down from me: Karen and Judy. We took a few pictures and 

chatted a while. 

 

While Elsa rested, I looked around at her avian company. I hadn’t noticed Northern 

Shoveler ducks before, but there were many of them here now. In addition to the Califor-

nia Gulls, the Ring-billed Gulls had arrived—they’re smaller and have only black tips on 

their bills. I’ve noted Northern Pintails before, and they were here in much greater num-

bers. And, of course, Canada Geese continued to be present. There were three Common 

Ravens touring the lake, as well as one Bald Eagle. Many swans, both Tundra and Trum-

peter (identified by their low, distinctive honking) flew over Frank Lake—but always 

quite far away. 

 

Elsa got up and flapped her wings on three occasions. On the third time, she flew to the 

water west of the north island. She swam for a while, and it looked like she was going to 

go by the island and go fishing. But, instead, she went for another flight over the south 

island and back to the water where she had been before. It appeared that she wanted to 

satisfy herself that it was safe to swim to the pipeline; then that’s where she went. 

 

Initially, Elsa tried to fish by the pipeline outflow around the boulders. She didn’t stay 

there long, however. I think that she has a difficult time scooping near the rocks. So, she 

swam down the channel a bit where the water is a little deeper, and she can use her pouch 

more effectively. It wasn’t long before she had obtained a dinner-size fish. 

 

The photo that I’ve attached to this post shows Elsa swimming downstream from the 

pipeline, where she resumed fishing. I’ll put a few more photos in the comments. 
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Comment 

 

This photo shows Elsa making a flight toward the south island. She turned around after 

that and came down to the water just off the north island--and swam to the pipeline to 

begin fishing. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

When Elsa had arrived at water where she could properly use her pouch, it wasn't very 

long before she hauled in a sizable catch--as shown in this photo. 
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Comment 

 

After Elsa had finished fishing, she dried her wings before settling back down on the 

north island. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

American white pelicans of both sexes develop a fibrous growth on their upper bill to in-

dicate sexual maturity. This is called a mating bump, as well as a nuptial tubercle and 

other names. Essentially, the growth lets other pelicans know about a pelican's mating 

readiness. Some time after the breeding season, the bump falls off. Pelicans under three 

years of age do not grow the mating bump. I've attached a photo of a pelican with a mat-

ing bump. I took it last April at Frank Lake. 
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March 27, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

I was at Frank Lake around 2:15pm yesterday. The temperature was 4 degrees and there 

was a light wind. According to my weather app, the temperature was supposed to go up 

to 9, and it was to continue to be mostly cloudy. 

 

I found Elsa resting on the north island. She got up several times in the next two hours; 

she did some stretching, but then she hunkered down again. Almost all of the time I 

watched her, there was at least one California Gull beside her. The gulls seem to be fasci-

nated by the big white bird. In addition to stretching her wings, Elsa did some pouch 

stretching, which made me think that she might do some fishing later. 

 

Elsa flew from the top of the island at about 4:15. She landed in the water and had to take 

several steps to get into the air again. But, when she was up the second time, she was able 

to fly well. She flew low to the water to the east of the south island, and she joined a 

group of gulls that were in the water. Then she went for a leisurely swim toward the north 

island, and continued up the channel to just below the pipeline. 

 

I didn’t see Elsa catch any fish. In fact, she didn’t seem to try very hard. Maybe she de-

cided that she wasn’t very hungry after all. Then she swam back all of the way to the 

south island. I left her at that point. It looked like she was going to dry herself off, and 

then go into her resting position on the top of the south island. 

 

The initial photo that I’ll attach to this post shows Elsa flying to join a group of gulls that 

were in the water. I’ll place a few more photos in the comments. I should mention that for 

the first time this year, I saw a Norther Harrier circling over the lake. They like small 

birds and rodents, so Elsa was not in any danger. I also saw many Tundra Swans on the 

ice and in the water way south of the south island. 
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Elsa is doing some pouch stretching in this photo. 
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This photo shows a California Gull with Elsa. There was almost always one by her side 

on the island. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

In this photo, I show Elsa pushing off from the water as she tried to get into the air. 
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This photo shows Elsa swimming toward the pipeline outflow to do some fishing. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

In this photo, Elsa was just down from the pipeline. 
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March 30, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

It was a lovely sunny day at Frank Lake yesterday (March 29). My weather app said that 

there was to be sun right through to sunset. The temperature when I arrived at the Frank 

Lake gate was 7 degrees. And the wind was 8 km/hr. I wore a medium-weight jacket over 

my usual heavy shirt, camera carrier harness and utility vest. 

 

There wasn’t any snow or mud on the gravel access road. I wouldn’t be surprised if 

Ducks Unlimited were to unlock the gate in a few days. As I walked in, I could see 

swans, probably Tundra, on the eastern part of the lake. There were some Canada Geese 

too. The ice has been melting a lot, and there’s ample water for them to swim in the east 

now. 

 

As I crossed the field, the familiar symphony of gulls and geese became louder. Frank 

Lake is definitely getting busy. As usual, in early spring, gulls and geese seem to be the 

dominant species. There were several varieties of ducks also; the number of Northern 

Shovelers has increased dramatically in the last few days. As before, there were many 

Tundra Swans gathered south of the south island. 

 

I spotted Elsa lying down on the north island. She seems to prefer that island over the 

south island during the day. I’m guessing that, while she probably enjoys having so much 

company, it’s kind of nice resting in a not so busy area—the south island is starting to be 

very crowded with the gulls preparing to nest. Some geese like to nest there too. Also, the 

north island is closer to the channel just down from the pipeline, where Elsa likes to fish. 

 

The photo I’ve attached shows Elsa swimming in the foaming water near the pipeline. 

She tried her luck at fishing there as well as farther down the channel. I’ll put a few other 

photos in comments. 
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Here's a photo of Elsa leaving the north island to go fishing this afternoon. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

When Elsa had finished fishing, she swam to the south island to rest for the evening. The 

photo I've attached shows her trying to get a pair of gulls to move over, because she likes 

to be right at the tip of the island. 
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The gulls moved, and Elsa was able to access her favourite evening spot. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

This photo shows Elsa swimming to the south island after fishing. 
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April 1, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

I used the unlocked emoji above, because the gate at Frank Lake was unlocked today! Af-

ter 40 visits to see Elsa, when I had to walk in, what a pleasure it was to just drive 

through the open gate to the pullout parking area, across the field from the pipeline, and 

park! Mind you, I’m not complaining too much, because I got regular exercise through 

the winter! 

 

With the great weather and open gate, Frank Lake was a very popular place today. I en-

countered a number of Frank Lake regulars and friends: Joe Harley, Don Whittaker, 

Lloyd Baird, and Doug Newman--many thanks for giving me a copy of your new book, 

"Birding-Alberta, Volume 2", Doug! In addition, there were many other visitors. 

 

Elsa was resting on the south tip of the south island. Recently, that has meant that she’s 

going to stay at that location for the night. I watched her from the shore for a while. She 

did stand up twice, but she went right back down again. I took photos on both occasions 

and I’ll share them in this post. As has been the case for some time, at least one Califor-

nia Gull was always by her side. 

 

There were some additional duck species. But mostly the birds were the same as on my 

previous visit. The gulls and geese are getting more serious about nesting. No other peli-

can has yet arrived. It's possible that we could see one very soon! 

 

I’ve attached a photo of Elsa standing up to have a look around. I’ll put a few more pho-

tos in comments. 

 

 
  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/100007404078492/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXHt3zmDBilwU2JMvBoN1AXc9x3j0Fldu1zMk_yhCgH0sHO78DpjavYE6V4RnhkX2XAl5I526upQX38alXhqCdNyXCjPdvqJoxgZO8_tUA0TwOd0FYftH0qvv1eeiJJJFUFf9-aYiFdhZJsHo59ABOS&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/793280310/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXHt3zmDBilwU2JMvBoN1AXc9x3j0Fldu1zMk_yhCgH0sHO78DpjavYE6V4RnhkX2XAl5I526upQX38alXhqCdNyXCjPdvqJoxgZO8_tUA0TwOd0FYftH0qvv1eeiJJJFUFf9-aYiFdhZJsHo59ABOS&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/744841186/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXHt3zmDBilwU2JMvBoN1AXc9x3j0Fldu1zMk_yhCgH0sHO78DpjavYE6V4RnhkX2XAl5I526upQX38alXhqCdNyXCjPdvqJoxgZO8_tUA0TwOd0FYftH0qvv1eeiJJJFUFf9-aYiFdhZJsHo59ABOS&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/635024901/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXHt3zmDBilwU2JMvBoN1AXc9x3j0Fldu1zMk_yhCgH0sHO78DpjavYE6V4RnhkX2XAl5I526upQX38alXhqCdNyXCjPdvqJoxgZO8_tUA0TwOd0FYftH0qvv1eeiJJJFUFf9-aYiFdhZJsHo59ABOS&__tn__=-%5dK-R
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Here's a photo of Elsa doing her leg stretch. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

Here's another photo of Elsa just before she hunkered down again. 
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Keep your head down, Elsa! 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

Don't wake the gulls, Elsa! 
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Canada Geese are looking for possible nesting locations at Frank Lake. In the photo I've 

attached, it looks like a pair of geese are thinking about using a small island near the 

pipeline channel. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

Do you remember my photo of the gulls apparently dancing? Here's another one I took 

today at Frank Lake. 
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April 4, 2022 
 

As I drove from the High River exit yesterday, on my way to see Elsa, the overwintering 

pelican, at Frank Lake, I encountered hundreds of swans on both sides of Hwy. 23. There 

were probably about 200 swans in a slough on my right, and the same number, if not 

more, in the fields on my left. I drove on a road through a field toward the slough. From 

the sounds that the swans made, they seemed to be mainly Trumpeter Swans. But I saw 

some Tundra Swans as well. 

 

There were many pairs of swans. I always enjoy seeing courtship displays. I managed to 

get a photo of a pair of Trumpeters telling each other how much they care . 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

Here's a photo of a pair of Trumpeter Swans flying away from the slough. 
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I thought this photo is interesting. The three swans on the left are trumpeters, while the 

one on the right is a tundra. 
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April 4, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

I drove to Frank Lake yesterday. The wind was quite brisk at times when I stood on the 

shore opposite Elsa. Even though the temperature was about 7 degrees, the 24 km/hr 

wind made it seem like winter again. I lowered the ear flaps on my hat and put my gloves 

on. 

 

For those who may not have seen my post on April 1, the gate at Frank Lake is now un-

locked—and it will remain unlocked until hunting season starts in the first week of Sep-

tember. I drove to the pullout parking by the field across from the pipeline. In the dis-

tance, I saw that Elsa was in her resting position on the south tip of the south island. I’ve 

noticed that when she is there, she is usually finished being active for the day. As before, 

when Elsa was resting, a California Gull was by her side. I really wonder if it’s always 

the same gull, and it’s just trying to be friendly. 

 

Elsa looked fine today. She continues to have bare patches on the back of her neck, and 

they’ll likely stay there until she is able to be more active after the other pelicans arrive—

which should be very soon . 

 

I noticed a Canada Goose walk over to Elsa. I wondered if Elsa was going to get up and 

tell the goose to back off—as I’ve seen her do, when a goose seemed to want her resting 

spot. But, no, the goose just wanted to honk and stick its tongue out at some bird near 

Elsa (probably another goose). Elsa was probably a bit annoyed with the close encounter, 

but she didn’t get up right away. However, it wasn’t too much after that incident that Elsa 

decided to stand up, stretch, and look around. She was up for a few minutes. That was the 

only time I was able to get a “non-hunkered-down” photo of Elsa today. She extended her 

impressive wings, and she cleaned herself up a bit. 

 

I’ve attached a photo of the time that Elsa stood up and stretched out her wings. In com-

ments, I’ll put a photo of Elsa and the goose that came over and stuck its tongue out at 

something. 
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Here's a photo of Elsa and the annoyed goose. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

Here's another photo of Elsa and her gull friend. 
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April 6, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

Emojis: Everything’s OK; The wind was fierce; Fishing was good; Still waiting for a pel-

ican. 

 

I saw swans again yesterday, on my way to Frank Lake to see Elsa, the overwintering 

pelican, down Hwy. 23, east of High River. I won’t take time to post any swans right 

now, however, because there was too much going on at Frank Lake. 

 

It was mostly cloudy at Frank Lake, but occasionally the sun would peek through. The 

wind was blowing a lot—the highest reading I got on my iPhone app for High River was 

35 km/hr—but I’ll bet it was higher at Frank Lake, and it was quite gusty. The tempera-

ture was 10 degrees, but I had donned my parka and my cap with ear flaps—and I was 

glad to have them! 

 

As I walked from the pipeline, toward the shore, across from the islands, I could see Elsa 

in the water with Northern Shovelers, gulls, and Canada Geese. I saw many birds flying, 

even though the wind was strong. I had gone to Frank Lake late in the afternoon, because 

the wind was forecast to be less severe then. Elsa decided to fly toward the pipeline. She 

looked like she was flying well across the wind direction. She went down to the pipeline 

area. 

 

There were many gulls, both California and Ring-billed, trying to get fish near the pipe-

line—where fish enter the lake from a Highwood River stream. The gulls would either 

hover (aided significantly by the wind) and dive, or perch on the rocks and stab. I saw 

several fish flip out of the water near the gulls. It looked like the gulls were getting a 

few—even though it took them a while. Elsa tried some scooping with her pouch some 

way down the channel from the pipeline. She didn’t catch anything. Then she swam to-

ward the pipeline, just off to one side, where the water is less turbulent. A couple of 

scoops later and she had a sizable snack. That must be a bit frustrating for the gulls when 

she can just swim up and immediately and successfully scoop—while they have to wait 

until just the right time—and then a fish they snatch might be too large to swallow—Elsa 

doesn’t care! 

 

My first photo shows Elsa flying toward the pipeline area. She flew from the water and 

had to take a few water steps to takeoff, as large birds typically need to do. I’ll post an-

other photo in a comment showing the last step that Elsa had to make before she was air-

borne. And I’ll put a few other photos in comments. 

 

It should not be too long before Elsa is joined by other pelicans . 
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Here's a photo of Elsa just getting airborne after taking her last water step. 
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This photo shows Elsa swimming toward the pipeline area. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

Elsa was almost immediately successful after she arrived at her favourite place by the 

pipeline outflow. 
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And a few seconds later, Elsa had drained the water from her pouch, and the fish went 

down the hatch. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

Here's a photo of a California Gull that managed to get a fish. 
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April 8, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

It was an enjoyable afternoon yesterday at Frank Lake. The temperature was 18 

degrees and the sun was often avoiding being behind the clouds. There was a little 

wind, but nothing that tried to sweep me off my feet—just a pleasant breeze. No 

additional pelicans had yet arrived. 

 

More visitors than usual were out. Sometimes whole families were enjoying the 

outing. Nicole Kaufmann came by, and we chatted a bit. I noticed that she was us-

ing the same camera model that I used to use. We took many shots of gulls, geese, 

ducks, and a hunkered down Elsa—although, Elsa did stand up a couple of times. 

 

I figured that Elsa would ultimately get up and be active, since she was on the 

north island; she doesn’t usually spend the night there. Unfortunately, Nicole had 

left by the time that Elsa started to be active—Elsa flew and swam—and she even 

fished; but I didn’t see her scoop up anything. At one point, after several unsuc-

cessful scoops, Elsa slapped the water very forcefully about five times with her 

wings. She didn’t seem to be taking a bath, because she wasn’t dipping under 

when she flapped. It seemed that she was trying to stir up the fish. 

 

I’ve noted in a few posts that there are often one or more gulls, usually California 

Gulls, near Elsa. I was reading and thinking about that. Gulls and pelicans both 

like fish, and they share the same habitat. Gulls only do shallow diving, and they 

don’t cause fish to swim to the water’s surface, like cormorants. But gulls seem to 

appreciate Elsa’s knack for finding fish. And, I think that Elsa thinks that gulls are 

great company. Both species seem to like sharing the other’s space. 

 

I’ve attached a photo I took yesterday afternoon with Elsa and three gulls. She 

had just slapped the water near their location, perhaps trying to get some fish to 

move to the surface. She flapped also as she stepped onto the shore with the three 

gulls. When I looked at my photo, I thought of Elsa greeting her little buddies. 

 

I’ll put three more photos from yesterday in comments: 1) Elsa slapping the wa-

ter, 2) Elsa just lifting off for a brief flight, and 3) a photo of the first cormorant 

that I’ve seen at Frank Lake this year. 
 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/100001911632737/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUdsPbj1knCaA9Rh4kKSKLaMAeNlPZLk6L3WSZ4j_qXWL767xoikxr4hgQofZaXXmV__9U6n0cF3WqGbmuVjUQWUHUqe9wHjXyK4Q_z2y7_tMI3YQR5WtIUzq1efc1ffLnVEmJ4KR40pYUt3_QbYLmQ&__tn__=-%5dK-R
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This photo shows Elsa slapping the water, seemingly hoping to stir up the fish. 
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Elsa took two short flights. I took this photo just as Elsa was lifting off from the island on 

one of her flights. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

A Double-crested Cormorant flew toward the south island. This is the first one that I’ve 

seen this year. 
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April 9, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

This is a second-hand report, but I wanted everyone to know what I know about Elsa be-

fore I go to bed. 

 

Jill (Isaac Vale) reported yesterday (Friday) afternoon, in a comment on my last Elsa Re-

port, that she had seen a new pelican with Elsa at Frank Lake! I went to Frank Lake as 

soon as I could after I read her comment. I was there about 6:15pm. The wind was ex-

tremely blustery. I looked carefully from the shore, down from the pipeline, all over the 

islands, and the surrounding water and land, but I didn’t see either Elsa or her friend. 

Just after midnight this morning, I received a message from Greg Wagner. He said that 

someone had reported seeing four pelicans at Frank Lake—but he didn’t say who re-

ported them or exactly where the pelicans were. 

 

I noticed at 1:15am this morning that Bev Rogan had made a post with a photo of two 

pelicans (presumably Elsa and a friend) at Frank Lake, on the top of the south island I 

think. See her post for a photo of the two of them hunkered down. 

 

I’m hopeful that I’ll be able to bring you a first-hand report of Elsa and a friend later to-

day . 

 

I should post a photo I guess, since I always do. No photo of Elsa or the newcomer 

though, unfortunately. The California Gulls were very active in the extremely high wind 

yesterday evening. Generally, there were about 15-20 of them, hovering over the outflow 

and perched on the rocks, trying to get fish. I assumed that the wind was churning up the 

water so that the fish were visible—or maybe they just liked the wind-assisted hovering 

. I’ve attached a photo of a California Gull that snagged a large fish. 
 

 
 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/100001374081739/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVfYjGcpsBm-Ire-DO_f3FxnCRRP74F6LOT1azX3fpDTVpXhKw_CRUI7LFUss0ZAzMVB3vrT1PnJk0UwNGTIBYO9VJTQw_P90k66XdSKdG9_WGdxqcASxQ9HPubYNyjuQ0qU803PWGg2UVBK3urf36M&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/1352417880/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVfYjGcpsBm-Ire-DO_f3FxnCRRP74F6LOT1azX3fpDTVpXhKw_CRUI7LFUss0ZAzMVB3vrT1PnJk0UwNGTIBYO9VJTQw_P90k66XdSKdG9_WGdxqcASxQ9HPubYNyjuQ0qU803PWGg2UVBK3urf36M&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/689570812/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVfYjGcpsBm-Ire-DO_f3FxnCRRP74F6LOT1azX3fpDTVpXhKw_CRUI7LFUss0ZAzMVB3vrT1PnJk0UwNGTIBYO9VJTQw_P90k66XdSKdG9_WGdxqcASxQ9HPubYNyjuQ0qU803PWGg2UVBK3urf36M&__tn__=-%5dK-R
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The fish was way too big to swallow—the gull dropped it soon after I took this photo. 
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April 9, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

I was disappointed when I went to Frank Lake yesterday. I could not find either Elsa or 

the new pelican anywhere. I thought that, with the wind being so severe, perhaps they had 

just gone somewhere to be out of the wind. Maybe I should have checked the observation 

blind . Anyway, I had high hopes that I would find them at Frank Lake today. 

 

We were having strange weather today. I tried to gauge when might be a good time to go 

to Frank Lake, by looking at my iPhone weather app. It looked like around 2pm might 

not be too bad. I parked at the pullout parking that’s across the field from the pipeline at 

2:15pm. There were several vehicles there already. It was cloudy, but it wasn’t raining. 

Although, the clouds were beginning to look like it could rain at any time. 

 

As I walked past the pipeline, I saw many gulls fishing. So, maybe yesterday it wasn’t 

just the wind that had caused the gulls to be so frantic. In fact, I learned later from Jack 

Sluys that when he looked just down from the pipeline, he could see many fish flopping 

around. He said that it looked like they might be trying to get back to the pipeline—so 

there were pools of flopping fish. It has always been evident that the gulls and Elsa have 

been attracted to the pipeline—but, from Jack’s description, this situation seemed to be 

quite extraordinary today. 

 

I found Elsa on the south island near the southern tip. She was all by herself, except for 

her gull friends, in her huddled, resting position. I went down to the shore opposite Elsa, 

and I took a few photos; I was resigned to play the waiting game—that I often play when 

I visit Elsa. That’s frequently a good opportunity to look around at what else is going on. 

A Killdeer flew along the shore. Then an American Avocet flew by the island to the wa-

ter south of the island. I saw two American Coots in the water also. The Canada Geese 

were honking and the California and Ring-billed Gulls were screeching. There were 

many ducks that I didn’t try to identify or count between and around the islands—and in 

the air. I saw swans flying east, and I saw Snow Geese flying west. It’s a busy place now. 

 

As I mentioned, Jack Sluys came by to chat and take photos. Joe Bailey, Donna Glawson 

and John Glawson came by too. Occasionally, Elsa stood up and stretched and preened. I 

wondered if the new pelican was still around. Suddenly, Donna saw the new pelican fly 

in from somewhere—probably from the lake basin in the east. There he was (and I don’t 

know if he’s a male or not—just as I don’t know Elsa’s gender either). He looked about 

the same size as Elsa when he was swimming. He swam over to the tip of the island, and 

he used his wings to help him to attain the top—just as Elsa does. Elsa watched him. The 

new pelican was displaying a mating bump on his upper bill. Elsa still has none. I know 

that some people believe that only the males have mating bumps (aka nuptial tubercles). 

But actually both genders grow them. And that’s how one pelican can determine whether 

another pelican is available and interested in mating. So, I wondered whether the new-

comer would just go away, since he’s evidently ready and available, and Elsa is showing 

that she's in neither of those states. 

 

Whatever is the case, the two pelicans could still be friends. I took a few photos of the 

new pelican, with his wings open, being observed by Elsa on top of the island. One of the 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/100008439221967/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVujrRloy5PHiVkOeOFibv1HXw2YypL5R8RDDEAYEx_JyQ83wgQi8PNOhzR3ZX7iOVi9adzuwde-aYBWoTO7x3LjpV1bhmb6o_XyfCKDX1UXNsY75FZyn8qM_W9G9mTuBT8YUsCv7-goClMaEinSubs&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/100008439221967/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVujrRloy5PHiVkOeOFibv1HXw2YypL5R8RDDEAYEx_JyQ83wgQi8PNOhzR3ZX7iOVi9adzuwde-aYBWoTO7x3LjpV1bhmb6o_XyfCKDX1UXNsY75FZyn8qM_W9G9mTuBT8YUsCv7-goClMaEinSubs&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/100008439221967/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVujrRloy5PHiVkOeOFibv1HXw2YypL5R8RDDEAYEx_JyQ83wgQi8PNOhzR3ZX7iOVi9adzuwde-aYBWoTO7x3LjpV1bhmb6o_XyfCKDX1UXNsY75FZyn8qM_W9G9mTuBT8YUsCv7-goClMaEinSubs&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/1007677252/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVujrRloy5PHiVkOeOFibv1HXw2YypL5R8RDDEAYEx_JyQ83wgQi8PNOhzR3ZX7iOVi9adzuwde-aYBWoTO7x3LjpV1bhmb6o_XyfCKDX1UXNsY75FZyn8qM_W9G9mTuBT8YUsCv7-goClMaEinSubs&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/640727822/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVujrRloy5PHiVkOeOFibv1HXw2YypL5R8RDDEAYEx_JyQ83wgQi8PNOhzR3ZX7iOVi9adzuwde-aYBWoTO7x3LjpV1bhmb6o_XyfCKDX1UXNsY75FZyn8qM_W9G9mTuBT8YUsCv7-goClMaEinSubs&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/1039728538/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVujrRloy5PHiVkOeOFibv1HXw2YypL5R8RDDEAYEx_JyQ83wgQi8PNOhzR3ZX7iOVi9adzuwde-aYBWoTO7x3LjpV1bhmb6o_XyfCKDX1UXNsY75FZyn8qM_W9G9mTuBT8YUsCv7-goClMaEinSubs&__tn__=-%5dK-R
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gulls is in the photo also. If a gull could look wistful, I think the gull was doing that. I 

think that if Elsa were to go away that the gull (or gulls) might miss having her around. 

 

I’ve attached a photo showing the newcomer, Elsa, and a gull buddy. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

Here's another photo of the new pelican, Elsa, and a gull. 
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Comment 

 

I like the way that this photo shows off the newcomer's hairstyle. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

I saw my first avocet of the year at Frank Lake yesterday. Here's a photo as the avocet 

flew past. 
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April 10, 2022 
 

Elsa Windows and iDevice Wallpaper for April  

 

As I’ve done in the previous three months, I’ve prepared wallpaper files of Elsa using 

different aspect ratios. I’ve placed the high res versions in my Dropbox folder as before. 

The files can be found at the following Dropbox link: 

 

Alberta_Birds_Wallpaper 

 

I’ve provided cropped images from four of my photos this month. All of them include the 

first pelican that arrived at Frank Lake to join Elsa, as well as Elsa. I took all of the 

photos at Frank Lake on Apr. 9. In addition to the two American White Pelicans, there are 

California Gulls. 

 

There are aspect ratio versions in the Alberta_Birds_Wallpaper Dropbox link for: 

iPad(Portrait)--Elsa_Apr_iPadP, iPad(Landscape)--Elsa_Apr_iPadL, iPhone(Portrait 

Only)--Elsa_Apr_iPhone, PC(Landscape Only)--Elsa_Apr_PC, and Zoom(Landscape 

Only)--Elsa_Apr_Zoom. 

 

April is the last month that I will make these files, since I will stop posting Elsa Reports 

after April—because there should be many pelicans by May; and we will have seen Elsa 

successfully through her second winter at Frank Lake! 

 

I’ve attached the PC (16:9) version of the April wallpaper image (Elsa_Apr_PC). But, 

you’ll need to go to the above Dropbox link in order to download the high quality file. I'll 

put the remaining four wallpaper images in comments (but again you'll need to go to the 

Dropbox link above in order to download the high quality files). 

 

 
  

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/noiezmww7oo95dn/AACGYYCo1ZnBWvQHpzmwwyLba?dl=0&fbclid=IwAR2Zl3tBA1ywbWJdcLGCjRPnsvynkS9H-bv19tjC-dnfLP5VMyK-jEzKK6A
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Comment 

 

This iPad Landscape wallpaper photo has the file name: Elsa_Apr_iPadL.JPG . 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

This iPad Portrait wallpaper photo has the file name: Elsa_Apr_iPadP.JPG . 
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Comment 

 

This iPhone wallpaper photo has the file name: Elsa_Apr_iPhone.JPG . 
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Comment 

 

This Zoom wallpaper photo has the file name: Elsa_Apr_Zoom.JPG . 
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April 12, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

It was very windy when I went to Frank Lake yesterday afternoon. At 5pm, the tempera-

ture in High River was 0, and the wind was 31 km/hr from the north. I felt the need to 

don my parka and my balaclava—I was still windblown, but toasty warm . 

 

I only saw one pelican: Elsa. She was resting on the top of the south island—her usual 

done-for-the-day location. Occasionally, one or two gulls came over to her to check up on 

how she was doing—all snuggled in as she was. She poked her head up a few times, but 

otherwise she remained crouched down all of the time I was there. I thought that maybe 

the new pelican might fly in like he did when I was there two days ago—when I first saw 

him. But Elsa remained the only pelican all of the time I was observing. I wonder if the 

newcomer left Frank Lake. Maybe he decided that, since Elsa doesn’t have a mating 

bump on her bill, maybe he should continue his journey to the pelican colony to find a 

mate. Or, maybe he just went somewhere temporarily, to try to get some shelter from the 

wind. Hopefully, we’ll find out if he’s still around in the next couple of days. 

 

I noticed that there were many changes in the birds there. Instead of only two American 

Coots, as there were on my previous visit, there are now 18. I saw three American Avo-

cets instead of just one as there was before. The south island is now almost covered with 

gulls. And the north island is about half covered. There will likely be gull chicks on the 

islands by mid-May. Almost all of the Canada Geese seem to be resigned to do their nest-

ing off the islands. They were up and down the shore, seemingly trying to find suitable 

nesting locations there—so visitors, be careful as you walk around the area! I gave up try-

ing to determine the number and variety of duck species, but the main species continues 

to be Northern Shoveler—and there must have been at least 100 of them in the water near 

the islands. 

 

I’ve attached a photo of Elsa with her head up. I’ll put another photo of a snuggled Elsa, 

with two gulls by her side, in the comments. Also in the comments, I’ll put some photos 

of avocets—they’re such elegant birds! 
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Comment 

 

Here's a photo of Elsa, with two gulls seemingly checking up on how she was doing. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

Here's a photo of one of the avocets. 
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Comment 

 

Here's the above avocet with one of the two others that I saw. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

I got a brief glimpse of a Killdeer. 
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Comment 

 

You're welcome! Gulls make nests from grass, weeds, and sticks on the ground. I've at-

tached a photo of three California Gull chicks and their parents. I took the photo on June 

21/21 at Frank Lake. 
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April 14, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

I knew that it was going to be cold yesterday at Frank Lake, but I wanted to check on 

how Elsa was doing. The temperature was -8, and the wind was 24 km/hr (making a wind 

chill of -16) when I parked at the pullout parking across the field from the pipeline. It was 

definitely parka, scarf, and balaclava time! 

 

I was at Frank Lake earlier than usual yesterday. Therefore, I expected that I might see 

birds that might not be there later. As I walked toward the shore across from the south is-

land, I saw a large group of Black-necked Stilts foraging in the shallow water. I think that 

there were around 30 of them. They were the first stilts that I had seen this year at Frank 

Lake. Farther along the stream from the pipeline, I saw about the same number of Ameri-

can Avocets. American Coots were there in huge numbers. I think that there were around 

150 of them—mostly, they were much farther down the stream from the avocets. North-

ern Shovelers still appear to be the predominant duck in the channel--there were probably 

about 50 of them. Gulls and Canada Geese were in various locations and probably num-

bered 100 or more each. Snow Geese flew near the lake from various directions, and I 

saw many that were west of the lake; probably there were at least 300 of them at different 

times. 

 

On the south island, I saw dark shapes at the south end. They were Double-crested Cor-

morants. They flew to and away from the island frequently. At one point, I counted 18 of 

them standing on the island. North of the cormorants were several groups of American 

White Pelicans. Some of them flew away and returned from time to time. I saw 11 of 

them at one time on the island—one of the pelicans was Elsa—but I could only guess 

which one was her, because several of them kept their bills tucked into their wings. There 

was one pelican with a mark on the back of her neck—similar to the mark that I’ve seen 

on Elsa’s neck. There was another pelican right beside her. All of the pelicans that I saw, 

which were out of their untucked positions, had mating bumps on their bills. 

 

If indeed the pelican that I identified as Elsa really was her, then she seemed to have been 

accepted in the group. But she just wasn’t active today. There have been reports of 8-11 

pelicans at Frank Lake over the past 3-4 days. I wonder if it’s the same group of pelicans. 

They seem to be satisfied with hanging around Frank Lake for a while before carrying on 

to their mating colony. Maybe, since the fishing is good at Frank Lake, and the weather is 

not so good, they would just as soon be there as in any other place until spring really hap-

pens. 

 

The photo that I’ve attached to this post does not show Elsa, but I think that it’s one of 

the cuter shots that I took yesterday—a pelican landed back on the island and may have 

taken the pelican already on the island by surprise. I’ll put a few other photos of pelicans 

in the comments. 
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Comment 

 

I believe that the pelican in the middle of this threesome is Elsa. She kept in her snuggle 

all of the time I was watching them. 
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Comment 

 

I believe that these two are a pair. This seemed to be a pelican kiss. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

This pelican was doing a pouch exercise. 
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This pelican swam right through some foraging Black-necked Stilts. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

One of the pelicans decided to join one of the others. My imagination is probably just 

running wild, but his friend seemed to be delighted. 
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Comment 

 

These three were doing some fishing together. 
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Comment 

 

This pelican seemed to be trying to decide on the next agenda item. 
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April 16, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

Just because it’s Easter—Happy Easter, Elsa fans! 

 

I went to Frank Lake on Good Friday. My weather app said that it was -3 in High River 

and that I should expect mostly cloudy conditions. The wind was said to be from the east 

at 8 km/hr. There was hardly any wind, and I found sunshine, a pleasant blue sky, and 

fluffy white clouds--maybe that forecast was in need of updating . 

 

There was quite a sizable party of 12 people (including a few kids) at the pipeline area. 

They looked like they were intending to catch some carp. There seem to be so many carp 

in Frank Lake that I don’t believe they were going to make much of a a dent in the popu-

lation. Why they would think that it’s a good idea to take fish from all that treated efflu-

ent is beyond me. It’s been shown that neither the fish nor the effluent harms the birds, 

but I think that people might be more choosy where they fish. Maybe they didn't intend to 

consume them, but it still seemed weird. 

 

I didn’t notice as many pelicans on the top of the south island as I saw last time. I won-

dered if most of them had decided to leave. I needn’t have wondered. Suddenly, out of 

the east, a squadron of pelicans appeared, gliding toward the island. What a majestic 

sight! They made one pass over the island, and then six of them prepared to land, as if 

they were VTOL (vertical take-off and landing) aircraft settling down on an aircraft car-

rier. The ones that didn’t prepare to land initially, circled and then landed as well. Their 

landings caused the gulls on the island to have a certain amount of heads-up concern. I 

counted the pelicans on the island, and I found that there were 13—one of which, hope-

fully, was Elsa. 

 

I imagine that the incoming pelicans had formed a fishing party on the east side of the 

lake. That was their favourite fishing location last year, when Frank Lake hosted 700 pel-

icans, and their 500 cormorant fishing buddies. If they didn’t deplete the carp population 

significantly, then I don’t think that the 12 fishing people I saw earlier are going to pro-

vide much competition. 

 

I wanted to find Elsa among the pelicans. I looked carefully through the viewfinder of my 

500mm lens-equipped camera. Every pelican I inspected had a mating bump (or nuptial 

tubercle). I have never seen Elsa with one. Maybe she’s still too young? I don’t know. 

But, for now, it has been a useful identifying feature. I did notice that there were three 

pelicans hunkered down together—with their bills tucked into their wings. I took many 

photos of the pelicans as I watched, hoping to see something later. 

 

When I got home and examined my photos, it was quite clear that one of the formerly 

hunkered down pelicans had been in fact Elsa—and I had many shots of her. I’ve at-

tached a photo that shows Elsa flapping her wings in front of some gulls. Maybe that’s all 

I need to do in the future in order to pick out Elsa: look for a pelican that has many gulls 

nearby. It was as though the gulls had enjoyed Elsa’s company since they had arrived at 

Frank Lake, and they still like to be close to the friendly big white bird. 

 

I’ll put a few other photos in the comments also. 
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Comment 

 

Six members of the pelican fishing party preparing to land on the island. 
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Here's one of the members of the pelican fishing party landing on the island. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

This photo shows Elsa just noticing that the fishing party was landing on the island. 
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Elsa walked out to the line of pelicans and flapped her wings. I took this shot around the 

same time as the one I posted originally. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

Here are all of the 13 pelicans on the island. Elsa is the fourth one from the right. 
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April 19, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

The main purpose of my trip to Frank Lake yesterday was to meet with Renee Carrier and 

Leslie Bogula LaVigne. They wanted to present a picture of Elsa to me—to express their 

appreciation for my Elsa Reports over the winter. When I saw the painting that Renee had 

created, I struggled for words. I had given her two of my photos, and Renee had used one 

of them as a reference. Her painting shows Elsa readying her magnificent wings for a 

flight. I was overwhelmed that they would wish to give me such a wonderful gift. Thank 

you very much, Renee and Leslie! Carolyn Harley and Joe Harley came by as we were 

meeting. Carolyn took some photos and videos of the three of us. She has posted them in 

Alberta Birds. Thank you, Carolyn! 

 

Renee, Leslie, and I went to the pipeline area after that. We enjoyed seeing and photo-

graphing the pelicans and the many other species of birds that have come to Frank Lake. 

Yesterday, the area was very popular with visitors. Some people had to park in front of 

the observation blind and walk back, since the pullout parking across from the pipeline 

was packed. It was uplifting to see so many people out experiencing the birds at Frank 

Lake. 

 

Mostly, I watched the pelicans. I love their antics. And I always try to pick out Elsa 

among all of the other pelicans. In addition, I try to count how many pelicans there were. 

With so many of them swimming, flying, resting, and preening, it was difficult to settle 

on a number. I eventually decided to estimate that there were about 40 pelicans. That’s 

about three times the number of pelicans that I saw on my previous visit! 

 

Many of the pelicans were on the south island. The ones that were resting usually had 

their bills tucked into their feathers—in the manner that I’ve often seen Elsa do. When 

they are like that, it’s not possible to tell if one of those large white bodies is Elsa or not, 

because I can’t see whether there’s a mating bump on their upper bills. And, even the 

ones that revealed their bills, moved around so much that it was difficult to identify Elsa. 

My strategy for finding her was to take as many photos as possible, in all of the different 

pelican areas, and then look carefully at my photos at home. 

 

I was successful today. I found several photos that include Elsa that I'll share. They will 

all be in the comments on this day though, because my main attached photo has to be of 

my treasured painting of Elsa from Renee and Leslie. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/641225628/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXN7xe1jBRbt6jESVs-Pp-tBA3k5WpA-sPwoLAIwEZyjYCsPFpRfUbk0m8XFWDVdaEvKpLjpWL4R2Cd6VMVaz0ZYfYLtUbMk_7EgqaFhSGYOTx3DP8bon9DLeHmjVuDtbyYCvm7nvysy8yyH26j-7A8&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/704428102/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXN7xe1jBRbt6jESVs-Pp-tBA3k5WpA-sPwoLAIwEZyjYCsPFpRfUbk0m8XFWDVdaEvKpLjpWL4R2Cd6VMVaz0ZYfYLtUbMk_7EgqaFhSGYOTx3DP8bon9DLeHmjVuDtbyYCvm7nvysy8yyH26j-7A8&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/545131784/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXN7xe1jBRbt6jESVs-Pp-tBA3k5WpA-sPwoLAIwEZyjYCsPFpRfUbk0m8XFWDVdaEvKpLjpWL4R2Cd6VMVaz0ZYfYLtUbMk_7EgqaFhSGYOTx3DP8bon9DLeHmjVuDtbyYCvm7nvysy8yyH26j-7A8&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/100007404078492/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXN7xe1jBRbt6jESVs-Pp-tBA3k5WpA-sPwoLAIwEZyjYCsPFpRfUbk0m8XFWDVdaEvKpLjpWL4R2Cd6VMVaz0ZYfYLtUbMk_7EgqaFhSGYOTx3DP8bon9DLeHmjVuDtbyYCvm7nvysy8yyH26j-7A8&__tn__=-%5dK-R
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Here’s a photo of Elsa, mating bump or not, seemingly trying to catch the eye of the big 

guy near her—I think that he’s already taken though, Elsa! 
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Here’s a photo of Elsa on the extreme left, with some friends, watching one of the peli-

cans coming back to the island. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

Here’s a photo of Elsa and a gull buddy with some other pelicans on the south island. 
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Comment 

 

This photo doesn’t show Elsa. These two pelicans, evidently a pair, were part of a fishing 

gang. They decided to pause for a bit. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

I caught this pelican taking a bath after fishing. 
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April 22, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

I went to Frank Lake on Wednesday to see Elsa—and the many other pelicans and spe-

cies of birds that have arrived there. The weather cooperated well: it was 4 degrees, 

sunny with some clouds, and the wind was 13 km/hr from the northeast. 

There were a few pelicans on the south island. And there were a few flying in different 

directions. I saw a gang of about 20 pelicans fishing south of the south island. I assumed 

that the rest of the pelicans were off fishing somewhere else. I tried to find Elsa through 

my camera lenses, but I failed. As usual, though, I took many photos of pelicans, hoping 

to find her later. I try to remember to bring my binoculars, but I always forget. Maybe an 

“Elsa spotter” will join me sometime . 

 

There were many visitors on Wednesday. One person I spoke with said that he had seen 

many pelicans on the east side of the lake. This year, I’ve only visited the west side, 

which is where the pipeline is. It makes sense that the pelicans would want to go to the 

east side, because there is little ice now (even with our spring/winter conditions). And 

that’s where the pelicans last year preferred to fish. So, after taking a goodly number of 

photos, I drove over to the observation blind parking area. 

 

I saw a long line of white birds at the eastern edge of the lake. I thought that they might 

be pelicans initially. However, after I scanned them with my camera lens, it looked like 

they were actually Snow Geese. Earlier I had seen two huge flocks (about 200 or more 

each) of Snow Geese flying, but I lost track of where they ended up. I went into the ob-

servation blind. 

 

Mostly I saw American Coots, and ducks, in the water off the blind. I took a few photos 

and hoped that something exciting would happen. Two visitors that I had seen earlier 

came by. They must have brought good luck, because pelicans suddenly appeared around 

the marsh grass to the east of the blind. And there were many—maybe 50 or so. They 

were doing gang fishing. And they kept coming. The two visitors and I were then treated 

to ringside seats as the fishing gang swam tightly together going west right in front of us. 

Some flew up front to get better scooping possibilities. And a few decided to fly toward 

the south island. 

  

Oh, I should mention that Ducks Unlimited has provided two porta potties, as they do 

every year after the gate has been unlocked. They’re just by the parking area. Thank you. 

Thank you.  

 

I’ll attach a photo of Elsa. I finally found her in a few photos. She’s continuing to look 

good. I haven’t seen her join any of the fishing gangs yet. She seems to be quite active 

visiting with others on the south island though. I’ll also put some photos of the eastern 

pelican gang and then some of the pelican flyers that were going back to the south island. 

I found the late afternoon light from the west to be very nice—the water was a pleasant 

blue, and the pelicans’ eyes were especially vivid in my photos. After having to shoot 

mostly into the sun on the west side, the lighting off the blind was a welcome change. 
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I saw Elsa standing with a fishing gang that had decided to stop for a while--she's just to 

the left of the centre. 
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This is a portion of the fishing gang that I saw from the observation blind. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

Here are two members of the fishing gang I saw from the observation blind. 
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These two pelicans were gliding together going west toward the south island. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

I was using my 300mm prime lens when this pelican flew by the observation blind—

there were actually three of them, but only one would fit in the frame. 
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April 23, 2022 
 

Avian Flu Report  

 

The reports that I’ve been sending about Elsa, the overwintering pelican, are mostly 

about happy and encouraging things, and I will continue to do that. But, I received an 

alarming email this morning from Greg Wagner, the Caretaker for the Frank Lake IBA 

(Important Bird Area). I had sent him an email, asking for information about the avian flu 

outbreak. Here are the main points that he sent to me: 

1. In the past few days, five dead birds and two dying birds were found near the 

pipeline area at Frank Lake. 

 

2. Three of the dead birds were taken to the University of Calgary for analysis. 

 

3. According to Alberta Environment and Parks, outbreaks of the avian flu have 

been noted at a large number of lakes in southern Alberta. 

 

4. Greg would like to know about any dead or dying birds (usually birds that are 

having a hard time coordinating their actions) that are found at Frank Lake—send 

any reports to Greg Wagner at [peyto601@gmail.com]. Send any photos too. 

Greg will inform Alberta Environment and Parks, and the University of Calgary. 

 

  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/1352417880/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZViVW89b1pC2iMBLk7WHW8ie_vo_Mew007QzlCG8gJIqyoW0uI9S2rc6rmM0h2r4xIpLnQq2KI54gt-mDPk5xxm10Co84moeKB2p2JSTGi2KfgE3KiRY0ZOvo1rj3frkvqar93vEj4YBJjUoy1iYT5F&__tn__=-%5dK-R
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April 24, 2022 
 

Avian Flu Report  

 

I’ve been reading about avian influenza. There is no question that it is currently a 

problem for the health of birds. And, as before, it will eventually go away—and it will 

return sometime—but that does not mean that we have to remain unhappy about the fact 

that it is here now. 

 

I’ve included below some of the websites that I found that provide what I think is useful 

information about avian influenza: 

 

· Ducks Unlimited Canada, the organization that helped to create the Frank Lake 

Conservation Area, has provided information about avian flu at the following link: 

https://www.ducks.ca/our-work/waterfowl/avian-flu-in-canada/; 

 

· The Government of Alberta website has posted the following: 

https://www.alberta.ca/avian-influenza-in-wild-birds.aspx; 

 

· The Audubon.org website has compiled the following information: 

https://www.audubon.org/.../north-american-birds-face...; 

 

· The Cornell Lab website posted: https://www.allaboutbirds.org/.../avian-influenza.../; 

· The Government of Canada website has provided: https://www.canada.ca/.../avian-

influenza-bird-flu.html, 

 

· and at: https://www.canada.ca/.../avian-influenza-wild-birds.html. 

 

The outbreak of the avian influenza virus is not fair to Elsa, the pelican that survived 

overwintering at Frank Lake for two winters, and it’s not fair to any of the other birds at 

Frank Lake or elsewhere. The birds, and we birdwatchers and bird photographers, have to 

do the best we can until the virus dissipates. If you look at all of the birds that are out 

there, it’s evident that over the years birds have survived very well—and they will 

continue to do so. 

 

I’ve attached a photo of a White-faced Ibis that I saw at Frank Lake yesterday. I intend 

the photo to represent the way things were with the birds that capture our attention, and 

the way that they’ll be again. 

 

https://www.ducks.ca/our-work/waterfowl/avian-flu-in-canada/?fbclid=IwAR0y-7o4C4BX9outkSlfRlMozp9pYmcwVfoPu9Gz581MGSQPM-DPhCE3Ue0
https://www.alberta.ca/avian-influenza-in-wild-birds.aspx?fbclid=IwAR37Bk1ECVypSa3jxDKa5nVEBZdR45W122kr6jmuOhR_acTQzWVh7zVrhvs
https://www.audubon.org/news/north-american-birds-face-their-own-pandemic-latest-bout-avian-flu?fbclid=IwAR3ZvbdLgwu0ivMWGNLev8z7FyDawsHEXVJpeMz3Qusk_PZxn4r0pbAw-UA
https://www.allaboutbirds.org/news/avian-influenza-outbreak-should-you-take-down-your-bird-feeders/?fbclid=IwAR3ZvbdLgwu0ivMWGNLev8z7FyDawsHEXVJpeMz3Qusk_PZxn4r0pbAw-UA
https://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/services/healthy-living/your-health/diseases/avian-influenza-bird-flu.html?fbclid=IwAR1tJbnWYhLPwKJoK1XrBzE6cER-9540-OLEaWcVM7dSv38st-7JZ3gFCCk
https://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/services/healthy-living/your-health/diseases/avian-influenza-bird-flu.html?fbclid=IwAR1tJbnWYhLPwKJoK1XrBzE6cER-9540-OLEaWcVM7dSv38st-7JZ3gFCCk
https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/migratory-game-bird-hunting/avian-influenza-wild-birds.html?fbclid=IwAR3rhfUF_EMTEUdb7byLqOlUPb_n0E-kkdo81f8KolrwsCOwym8KBr9oC_U
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April 25, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

I’ve looked through all of my photos from my visit to Frank Lake on Saturday, and I ha-

ven’t been able to find Elsa. I did notice that there were two resting pelicans on the top of 

the south island. I could even see their eyes. But, I couldn’t see their bills. 

 

Unfortunately, there have been two reports of dead pelicans at Frank Lake. I saw one of 

the pelicans, and I reported it to Greg Wagner. The pelican had a mating bump; therefore, 

it wasn’t Elsa. I’ve asked Greg whether the other pelican had a mating bump, if he 

knows. Apparently, the second pelican was found in the northeast. I’ve not seen Elsa 

leave the south island since the migrating pelicans have arrived. I’ll be going to Frank 

Lake later today, so I’ll have a good look around—and this time, I’ll remember to take 

my binoculars—in fact, I’m not going to write another line in this post until I’ve put my 

binoculars in my camera bag!  

 

There were many pelican fishing gangs on Saturday. It’s interesting seeing them working 

the lake. Generally, there are about 20-30 pelicans in a gang. Sometimes, a few mini-

gangs will splinter off and work by themselves. Cormorants are always hanging around to 

see what they can get. They assist the pelicans too by diving and chasing the fish up to 

the surface for the waiting pelicans. 

 

For the first time this year at Frank Lake, I saw White-faced Ibises and Yellow-headed 

Blackbirds. I saw three of each species in front of the observation blind. Martha Wilson 

was taking some photos with me, and she saw a Western Grebe south of the blind. An 

amusing event happened while we were taking pictures. I saw a large white bird that was 

some distance from the nearest pelican fishing gang. I said, “Look, Martha, a pelican is 

all by itself.” And then, after I looked more closely, I said, “That pelican is a swan, Mar-

tha (I think that she already knew that)!”  

 

I’ve been working with Marlene Walsh and Renee Carrier on an Elsa calendar for 2023. 

We hope, as we all do, that Elsa is able to migrate south this year with the other pelicans. 

However, we thought that we would like to make a calendar with her images, in order to 

honour and remember her second overwintering experience. We’re using a few of my 

photos, and photos of Renee’s drawings and paintings. We thought that we would try to 

raise some money to donate to Ducks Unlimited Canada—specifically to assist in the 

support of their Frank Lake Conservation Area. We’ve designed and created a first ver-

sion of the calendar, but we don’t have the printed proof yet. 

 

The photo that I’ve attached shows one of the pelicans in a fishing party. I’ll put two 

more fishing party photos in the comments. I’ll put photos of a Yellow-headed Blackbird 

and a White-faced Ibis in the comments also. And I’ve added a photo of some Snow 

Geese. We saw a few hundred of them fly down to the lake. When there are a huge num-

ber of Snow Geese, one of their collective names is a blizzard. However, since we only 

saw a few hundred, I guess they were a squall.  

 

*UPDATE* 

Martha Wilson alerted me that Xiaodong Che posted a photo of Elsa that she took on Sat-

urday at Frank Lake.  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/576450877/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWeAya2udHfBAwiHUmYmeqSPXHfPuO9ZXQyARKwKTUQZTWD1hvtJj49xZCuUTnfpFcoNpu_vj4vIB8yesrhfdt-vHCe8gWGRCfANewR6hyVgBY-ljTm_D2Mixfpd3JMNCeKs0JF1TeAXyisKQcMwIQ7&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/620155824/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWeAya2udHfBAwiHUmYmeqSPXHfPuO9ZXQyARKwKTUQZTWD1hvtJj49xZCuUTnfpFcoNpu_vj4vIB8yesrhfdt-vHCe8gWGRCfANewR6hyVgBY-ljTm_D2Mixfpd3JMNCeKs0JF1TeAXyisKQcMwIQ7&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/641225628/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWeAya2udHfBAwiHUmYmeqSPXHfPuO9ZXQyARKwKTUQZTWD1hvtJj49xZCuUTnfpFcoNpu_vj4vIB8yesrhfdt-vHCe8gWGRCfANewR6hyVgBY-ljTm_D2Mixfpd3JMNCeKs0JF1TeAXyisKQcMwIQ7&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/662490488/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWeAya2udHfBAwiHUmYmeqSPXHfPuO9ZXQyARKwKTUQZTWD1hvtJj49xZCuUTnfpFcoNpu_vj4vIB8yesrhfdt-vHCe8gWGRCfANewR6hyVgBY-ljTm_D2Mixfpd3JMNCeKs0JF1TeAXyisKQcMwIQ7&__tn__=-%5dK-R
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I saw this pelican fishing party from the observation blind. 
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This photo shows a fishing mini-gang of pelicans. 
 

 
 

Comment 

 

Here’s one of the White-faced Ibises that we saw in front of the observation blind. I re-

member that this was a favourite foraging location for two of these birds last year. 
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The male Yellow-headed Blackbirds always arrive at Frank Lake before the females. 

They get their territories established and then try to entice the females when they arrive. 

 

 
Comment 

 

This photo shows a few of the Snow Geese that flew to the lake. 
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April 26, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

This is not a very satisfactory Elsa Report, because I didn’t see Elsa when I was at Frank 

Lake yesterday. And the last photo that I’ve seen of her was taken by Xiaodong Che on 

Saturday. Sadly, there have been some dead pelicans found at Frank Lake; as far as I 

know, all of them had mating bumps--which means that Elsa should still be out there 

somewhere. This is an extremely unfortunate time, but I’m hopeful that Elsa’s strength 

and resilience will prevail. And, for the sake of all of the birds, I’m hopeful that this prob-

lem will dissipate quickly. 

 

Greg Wagner, the Caretaker for the Frank Lake IPA (Important Bird Area) keeps advis-

ing me on the happenings at Frank Lake. Whenever he becomes aware of dead birds at 

Frank Lake, he relays that information to a person who removes the birds, so that others, 

including predators, won’t be infected. That person has sent a number of dead birds to the 

University of Calgary and to the Alberta Fish and Wildlife office in High River. 

 

I’m sorry that I don’t have more positive news to relate. But, as soon as I do, I’ll let eve-

ryone know. One encouraging thing I can report is that I looked carefully on the islands 

and all around them at Frank Lake yesterday. And I did not see any dead birds, or any 

birds that seemed as though they were having any issues with mobility. 

 

I’ll attach some bird photos that I took yesterday at Frank Lake that may help us all to 

smile a little. And I’ll put in a couple of others that I thought were interesting catches. 

My main photo shows a Ring-billed Gull pair—it probably needs a caption.  

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/662490488/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZW9CTvLqfeVIpAknCNuazFHDIzaoAeRG4LyunjKRnlqaGg2AkCWnIoyF6-L5eA7yBgId-ZXA3M3Pu9OXl5jEPomWhRUJwE2GTx4svAMXiODHlI74ZIY-Yoxzr_BNQScSx3ce_nqAfP5lNbdlJuyD6W4&__tn__=-%5dK-R
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When pelicans preen their feathers they get into amazing contortions sometimes. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

Not all pelicans are as easy going as Elsa is when it comes to gulls being near them. 
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When an avocet has to scratch an itchy spot, it does what it can do. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

This photo isn’t amusing, like the preceding ones hopefully are, but I thought that it was 

interesting--as three pelicans flew into the setting sun over the islands on the pipeline side 

yesterday evening. 
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I like this image of two avocets flying together down to the water north of the observation 

blind. 
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April 28, 2022 
 

Elsa Report  

 

This will probably be my last Elsa Report. I’ve been to Frank Lake three times since Apr. 

20, but the last time I’ve been able to identify Elsa was on Apr. 20. 

 

Elsa, the overwintering pelican, was such a tenacious, resilient, adaptable, determined, 

persevering, steadfast, and strong creature of nature (echoing many of the descriptive 

terms that Renee Carrier wrote on her lovely watercolour painting of Elsa). Elsa made the 

best she could of her lot in life. And, in so doing, she survived two long, cold winters at 

Frank Lake. 

 

I don’t know where Elsa is right now. My understanding is that she has managed to steer 

clear of the avian influenza, which has been rampaging through Alberta and many other 

areas of the world. Perhaps she was able to fly with some of the other pelicans to their 

mating colony. Maybe she and a male pelican have decided that they are right for each 

other, and they are preparing to nest. When their offspring hatches, she might well appear 

at Frank Lake, or other lakes, to assist her partner in obtaining the 150 lbs of food that 

each of their chicks will require in order to reach the point where they can be on their 

own. 

 

It has been my privilege to follow Elsa on her winter trials, so that I could report on how 

she’s doing to all of you. It has been very gratifying to read your thoughtful and heart-

warming comments that so many of you provided. And I found your reactions to my 

posts to be overwhelming and extremely supportive. Thank you everyone! In a sense, we 

were all there at Frank Lake through the winter rooting for our Elsa to triumph over ad-

versity. 

 

After today, I’ll be concentrating on compiling all of my Facebook posts and photos 

about Elsa. I hope to publish a book containing the material. Marlene Walsh, Renee Car-

rier, and I will continue to finalize a 2023 Elsa calendar. We are hopeful of finding an ap-

propriate and convenient sales outlet. We decided on that effort in order to raise money 

for Ducks Unlimited Canada, the co-creator and manager of the Frank Lake Conservation 

Area. 

 

I brought a lawn chair yesterday, to assist me in trying to take photos of all of the peli-

cans at Frank Lake. I was hopeful of picking out Elsa. Since I was sitting fairly still, I be-

came part of the shoreline. Many bird species came by: Willets, Marbled Godwits, Amer-

ican Coots, Black-necked Stilts, American Avocets, Lesser Yellowlegs, Yellow-headed 

Blackbirds, and California Gulls. 

 

I’ve attached a few photos of Elsa; I took them at various times during the past winter at 

Frank Lake. 
 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/641225628/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVMJgbQHdZ3foJdwUON2stcoJRyWgwZdW0D9GDn3cYWPHkSn1Xnk_FVN36VW9p9x5KU0N-uU0Ta1g8_ow4PGpBE-qccRT9Oie_0L0e0KhXBL8ysnU7alR5fZIYbhRu5XlQLiGSybhyiY_x5qqYFxq_g&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/620155824/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVMJgbQHdZ3foJdwUON2stcoJRyWgwZdW0D9GDn3cYWPHkSn1Xnk_FVN36VW9p9x5KU0N-uU0Ta1g8_ow4PGpBE-qccRT9Oie_0L0e0KhXBL8ysnU7alR5fZIYbhRu5XlQLiGSybhyiY_x5qqYFxq_g&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/641225628/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVMJgbQHdZ3foJdwUON2stcoJRyWgwZdW0D9GDn3cYWPHkSn1Xnk_FVN36VW9p9x5KU0N-uU0Ta1g8_ow4PGpBE-qccRT9Oie_0L0e0KhXBL8ysnU7alR5fZIYbhRu5XlQLiGSybhyiY_x5qqYFxq_g&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/641225628/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVMJgbQHdZ3foJdwUON2stcoJRyWgwZdW0D9GDn3cYWPHkSn1Xnk_FVN36VW9p9x5KU0N-uU0Ta1g8_ow4PGpBE-qccRT9Oie_0L0e0KhXBL8ysnU7alR5fZIYbhRu5XlQLiGSybhyiY_x5qqYFxq_g&__tn__=-%5dK-R
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Elsa, swimming toward her favourite fishing place near the pipeline at Frank Lake. 
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Elsa, showing her fishing prowess. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

Elsa, surveying her domain. 
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Elsa, enjoying the day. 
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Elsa, flying down to join some of the gulls near the south island. 
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Elsa, stretching out her wings. 
 

 
 

Comment 

 

Elsa, flying into the sunset. 
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May 13, 2022 

 

2023 Elsa Calendars  

 

Elsa, the pelican that just spent two winters at Frank Lake, has seemingly resumed being 

a member of her pelican colony—at least, that’s what I have imagined has become of her. 

I haven’t been aware of her succumbing to the avian influenza or having any other 

problem. 

 

Marlene Walsh, Renee Carrier, and I have finalized our 2023 Elsa Calendar. We placed an 

order for printing on May 11. We expect to receive the calendars by the end of May. We 

can easily order more, if/when they’re required. 

 

So far, three stores have agreed to sell the calendars: The Wild Bird Store in Calgary, 

Wild Birds Unlimited in Edmonton, and Backyard Birds Nature Shop in Spruce Grove. I 

understand that orders will be possible online from the third store. And mail delivery will 

be available from any of the stores if needed. The price for each calendar will be $20 for 

pickup in a store, or around $25 if mailing is requested. 100% of the amount that we 

receive from the sales, less our printing and shipping costs, will be donated to Ducks 

Unlimited Canada (DUC)—that organization is responsible for managing the Frank Lake 

Conservation Area. For those who may not know, it was through the efforts of DUC and 

their partners that the once completely dry Frank Lake was restored to be a “productive 

wetland important to hundreds of bird species” (from 

https://www.ducks.ca/places/alberta/frank-lake/). 

 

I’ve attached the calendar cover photo, and I’ll put photos for the months of January 

through April in comments. The monthly Elsa images are 8.5”X11”. They are comprised 

of photos that I took, and photos of illustrations (three paintings and a drawing) by Renee 

Carrier. 

 

We are looking forward to being able to offer everyone a 2023 Elsa calendar. We hope 

that you will enjoy it! I’ll let everyone know when the calendars have been sent to the 

outlet stores; and I will provide addresses and phone numbers for them. 

 

  

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ducks.ca%2Fplaces%2Falberta%2Ffrank-lake%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3LTk6yLglhus9iek3UAKOu7X7IsVS87SHsOlk_mUVMPbhd-nEz1ueurH0&h=AT15F6CyBVRpfqykZEgiXDHNpTk2L8Zwau1_f91QLwZ6i9lzhTiCbfqWvzEXD8wEhuNtV1hgVOmkkD4Jb-oiRN4BDhKq60W38E4EziY9DKcsng_bwpN_UykdYIP1OddExcsWkAIsE_afvY9RarLI&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT2ZpVBygfs_eVGUyv0BEhA-gG6wot_PdvzZ9faBAmbtfCzoaFBVHyVgDMUqDrCjYONsmRYf7b09Y5Ae07o6rMblDOIUutiP7uuSAt_zd_Ped3AAKALvY_88ukEP-xESDtdFzdhMhNUAmkX5UU6jXESMTJufsdsy2YQ
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This photo is the Elsa image for January. 

 

 
 
Comment 

 
This photo is the Elsa image for February. 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=3225897350988219&set=p.3225897350988219&type=3&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXoHJ1GNTroI7OM9Y5Dsa_fyh70Hs57oUbwMwjagcM9iru23wPcm7_v6AKdy-5DXY2oGd0CPLqTcHnuf7q7LQHsMJt4g4Z-6VfNY91mLZtlO1PWh0JhW50pAJ7tdDYdsYz8Jj1Ds0-6fwiv4Nqaf7Lt&__tn__=R%5d-R
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This photo is the Elsa image for March. 
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This photo is the Elsa image for April. 
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May 15, 2022 
 

I went to Frank Lake yesterday. I pulled off the road at the pipeline area parking. And I 

looked at the birds on the two islands. I didn’t see any shapes that I thought looked like 

pelicans. I drove on to the observation blind parking. 

 

I could see on the lake shore, way beyond the observation blind, that many pelicans, cor-

morants, and gulls had gathered there. That was a favourite resting place for the pelicans 

and their sidekicks last year. There were also two gangs of pelicans fishing east of the ob-

servation blind. It was difficult to be sure, because they weren’t very close, but all of the 

fishing pelicans appeared to have mating bumps (unlike our Elsa—the last time I saw her 

anyway). 

 

The fishing and resting pelicans were too far away for a good picture. But a couple of 

times a pelican flew reasonably close. I’ve attached one of those photos. I selected one 

that shows a gull as well as a pelican, so that you can see a size comparison between the 

two birds. My Sibley Guide to Birds states that Franklin's Gulls have an average length of 

14.5" and an average wingspan of 3 ft., while American White Pelicans measure 62" in 

average length and 9 ft. for their average wingspan. 

 

I’ve often seen gulls flying near pelicans. They don’t attack pelicans, as they do when 

predators fly near their nesting areas. They just seem to like flying with them. 
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May 21, 2022 
 

2023 Elsa Calendars  

 

Our order of 2023 Elsa calendars arrived yesterday! Three large boxes of calendars were 

delivered late in the morning by Canada Post. The Canada Post delivery person must 

have been thinking “Why me?”  

 

I intended to send the calendars to two stores in Edmonton and Spruce Grove by UPS to-

day. But I didn’t get the boxes ready fast enough; UPS closed at 4pm. The calendars are 

all ready to go when UPS opens again on Tuesday. However, I was able to get to The 

Wild Bird Store in Calgary before their closing. Dave greeted me enthusiastically. They 

are looking forward to selling our Elsa calendars. Here are the store details: 

 

The Wild Bird Store 

5901 – 3rd St. SE 

Calgary, AB 

Phone: 403-640-2632 

 

Kris Brown, an Alberta Birds member, is the store owner 

 

I made a display sign for the calendars that I brought to the store. I’ll attach it to this post. 

I told Dave if they discover that they’re in need of more calendars to sell, we’ll be happy 

to order more—which should arrive in about two weeks after we place the order. 

I’ll give everyone the details of the other two stores that will carry Elsa calendars after I 

send them on Tuesday. 
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May 24, 2022 
 

Elsa Calendar Update  

 

As I posted on May 13, after we had placed an order for printing our Elsa calendar, The 

Wild Bird Store in Calgary (403-640-2632) has the 2023 Elsa calendars. You may either 

go there (5901 – 3 St. SE, Calgary) to pick one up or request that they mail a calendar to 

you (I think that postage should be no more than $5 in Canada). 

 

This afternoon, I’ve sent calendars by FedEx to the other two stores that will be selling 

the calendars. Their details are as follows: 

 

Wild Birds Unlimited 

12204 – 107 Ave. NW 

Edmonton, AB  

Phone: 587-521-2473 

 

Backyard Birds Nature Shop 

15-100 King St. 

Spruce Grove, AB 

Phone: 780-948-8597 

 

The calendars should have arrived by Thursday or Friday. 

 

In my May 13 post, I included Elsa photos for the first four months (8.5” X 11” prints) in 

the calendar. I’ll attach photos for May-August to this post. The first two photos and the 

last one are photos that I took. The one for July is a photo of a drawing of Elsa done by 

Renee Carrier. 

 

Don’t worry if the stores don’t have enough calendars for everyone. We hope that we 

started with a reasonable order. But, we can easily order more. We hope that everyone 

enjoys our 2023 Elsa calendar! 
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This photo is the Elsa calendar image for June. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

This photo is the Elsa calendar image for July. It is a drawing of Elsa by Renee Carrier. 
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This photo is the Elsa calendar image for August. 
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May 26, 2022 
 

I saw an unfamiliar sandpiper yesterday at Frank Lake. I didn’t try to look it up while I 

was there, but I did take quite a few photos. It was wading and foraging near a Black-

necked Stilt. One of my photos shows the sandpiper beside the much taller bird. 

When I was going over my photos, I consulted my usual references: The Atlas of Breed-

ing Birds of Alberta, Sibley’s Guide to Birds, Birds of Alberta, and my iBird Pro iPhone 

app. It seems to be clear that the mystery sandpiper was a Stilt Sandpiper. There is no en-

try in the Atlas of Breeding Birds, because these sandpipers don’t nest in Alberta. My 

iBird Pro app states that they breed from “northeastern Alaska to northeastern Manitoba 

and northernmost Ontario.” And, they spend winters in “South America and casually 

north to Florida and southern California.” On the range map in iBird I saw that they also 

winter along the Pacific and Gulf coasts of Mexico as well as in central Mexico. The bird 

that I saw yesterday may have come from Mexico on its way to Alaska or east of there 

for nesting. 

 

My Birds of Alberta guide describes the Stilt Sandpiper as follows: “With the silhouette 

of a yellowlegs and the foraging behaviour of a dowitcher, the Stilt Sandpiper is often 

overlooked by birdwatchers.” Like other sandpipers, this bird loves water. Apparently, 

they’re the “most vegetarian of shorebirds”—although it feeds mostly on invertebrates—

by the way, I found in a Google search of “invertebrate” that 95% of animal species are 

classified as that (i.e., they lack backbones). Birds of Alberta states that there are several 

other shorebirds with longer legs [than the Stilt Sandpiper]…, but it is very deserving of 

the title in comparison with other members of the genus Calidris.” 

My attached photo shows the Stilt Sandpiper that I saw at Frank Lake. I’ll put another 

photo in comments with both a Black-necked Stilt and the Stilt Sandpiper. 

 

*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*- 

For those interested in obtaining 

a 2023 Elsa calendar, they are  

now at Wild Birds Unlimited in  

Edmonton. 

And they will be at the 

Backyard Birds Nature Shop in  

Spruce Grove later this afternoon. 

Also, they are continuing to be  

available at The Wild Bird Store in 

Calgary. 

*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*- 
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Here's a photo of a Black-necked Stilt and the Stilt Sandpiper that I saw at Frank Lake 

yesterday. 
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May 27, 2022 
 

Elsa Calendar Update  

 

We wondered, with a donation project like the Elsa calendars, whether we should have 

ordered more or fewer calendars. Mostly, we were basing our demand estimates on what 

we saw in Facebook posts. And, keeping in mind that the calendars are for 2023, after all, 

we wondered whether members would wish to buy calendars now. Well, we received our 

first indication this afternoon. The Wild Bird Store called to say that over half their calen-

dars had been sold already! That’s terrific! I’m sure that the future recipient of our dona-

tion from the sales, Ducks Unlimited Canada, would want us to say Thank You—and we 

do too! 

 

After we’ve checked with the other two stores in a few days, we’ll make another order 

for calendars. They’ll take 2-3 weeks to be delivered. So, in the meantime, the stores will 

take names and phone numbers if they run out. 

 

In other posts, I’ve included the Elsa images that we selected for the calendar months 

from January – August. In this post I’ll provide the rest of the 8.5” X 11” photos from 

September – December. I took the first three photos at Frank Lake. The last photo is of 

Renee Carrier's painting of Elsa at Frank Lake. The photo that I’ve attached initially is 

the Elsa image for September.  

 

So that prospective calendar purchasers have the information about the three stores read-

ily available, I’ve provided their details again below: 

 

The Wild Bird Store 

5901 – 3rd Street SE 

Calgary, AB 

Phone: 403-640-2632 

 

Wild Birds Unlimited 

12204 – 107th Avenue NW 

Edmonton, AB 

Phone: 587-521-2473 

 

Backyard Birds Nature Shop 

15 – 100 King Street 

Spruce Grove, AB 

Phone: 780-948-8597 
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This photo is the Elsa image for October. 
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This photo is the Elsa image for November. 
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The Elsa image for December is a photo of a watercolour painting created by Renee Car-

rier. 
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June 21, 2022 
 

I went to Frank Lake yesterday. I saw more than 100 American White Pelicans on the 

east island, downstream from the water/effluent pipeline. It seems that the pelicans have 

decided that it’s OK to gather there now, because I saw about the same number of peli-

cans on that island four days ago. They had been choosing locations east, southeast, and 

northeast of the observation blind for the previous month or so. The pelicans that are at 

Frank Lake are not nesting there; they’re just getting fish—and socializing/resting. 

 

Of course, when I see so many pelicans in one place, I can’t help but think about Elsa. As 

I did on June 16, I took many photos up and down the island. I hoped that I might be able 

to locate Elsa, when I examined my photos later. 

 

Unfortunately, I couldn’t identify Elsa. However, I did take one photo of a pelican that is 

about as close to being an Elsa doppelgänger as I’ve been able to find since I lost sight of 

her. I’ve attached that photo. Except for some details on the bill, and the smooth back of 

the pelican’s neck, the image reminds me very much of Elsa. Who knows, maybe the ac-

tivities in which Elsa has been engaging, since I lost track of her, have caused some 

changes in her bill and plumage. I particularly like the confident stance the pelican in my 

image has taken, and the attention to the pelican being paid by the gulls is reminiscent of 

her entourage when Elsa was the only pelican at Frank Lake. 

 

I’ll certainly keep looking for Elsa every time I visit Frank Lake. As well as the photo I 

took of the pelican that’s similar to Elsa, I’ll post some other pelican images from yester-

day in the comments. 
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When I was in the observation blind yesterday, eight pelicans flew by. They looked like 

they were heading for the island on the pipeline side of Frank Lake. One of them banked 

nicely, showing the full 9 ft. wingspan that white pelicans have. I've attached a photo. 
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This photo shows a few of the pelicans that were with the 100+ pelicans on the island 

down from the pipeline yesterday. Pelicans that had been fishing would fly in to join the 

group from time to time. One pelican is just arriving; it's looking for a place to land. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

Normally, pelicans don't have their pouches extended when they're flying. The one in my 

attached photo does. I used to think that pelicans always looked like that. Notice the 

curled feet also . 
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June 21, 2022 
 

Allen Kalas, of True North Stained Glass Design, creates stained glass sun catchers. He 

made one of Elsa, the overwintering pelican, in her resting position on her island at Frank 

Lake. He sent the beautiful work to me, because he said that he wanted to show his 

appreciation for the stories and photos of Elsa that I posted over the winter. Thank you 

very much, Allen! I received your exquisite sun catcher this afternoon. I have to find an 

appropriate place to hang it in order to maximize the rays of sun that catch our backyard 

windows. I took a photo of the sun catcher on a purple background with sunlight coming 

through a window. I’ve attached it to this post. 

 

 
  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/318242134926755/user/100010972415954/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWamXd5O8UxaVn49nA5fI0tyFtWzAmEfwNE4-n9RL1Erf4MTyLUmr68nOJWAdSm1JtNj6ajL4dGXNoPlVs-k8XB29y370epJ7aZnFy4dmI0CthSCUOPbzXWjbzflUkZXwNbYDj5ksyN8HpGt9olBnCQ&__tn__=-%5dK-R
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June 23, 2022 
 

I estimated that there were at least 210 American White Pelicans at Frank Lake yester-

day. I made the following estimates: 30 pelicans at the base of a power tower that most of 

the Double-crested Cormorants gather at, 80 pelicans at the base of a power tower east of 

the previous one, and 100 pelicans on the east most island on the pipeline side. 

 

When I see pelicans at Frank Lake, I always look for Elsa, the overwintering pelican. I 

haven’t been able to locate her since April 23. The way in which I look for Elsa is to take 

lots of pictures of pelicans, and then go through them carefully at home. I didn’t see Elsa 

yesterday. However, I did capture images of pelicans doing interesting things. 

 

A pelican likes to acknowledge his/her mate (perhaps, a “pelican kiss?”) by grabbing 

them by the neck or bill with their bill. As I saw yesterday, a pelican might offer his mate 

some food in his pouch too—much as pelican chicks get food from their parents’ 

pouches. I saw a male (because he’s larger) apparently offering his mate some pouch 

food. Right after that, he grabbed her by her bill with his bill. I’ll attach a photo of the 

pouch food offering to this post, and I’ll place a photo of the bill grabbing in the com-

ments. 
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Comment 

 

Here's a photo of the male grabbing his mate's bill with his bill. I took it right after the 

photo with the pouch food offering that I posted already. 
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July 2, 2022 
 

I made a composite image from three photos that I took in succession on July 1 at Frank 

Lake (you'll need to click on the attached image to see it entirely). The photos showed 

two pelicans that were flying together. The photo marked “1” is the first one, then “2”, 

and finally “3” is the last one. The pelicans were flapping synchronously, so that the 

pelican that was slightly behind and off to the side could take advantage of the extra lift 

being provided by the airflow around the wingtip of the one that was in front (from 

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/.../birds-that-fly-in...). There was something else 

happening also: the “ground effect.” When a bird (or airplane) is within a wingspan of a 

flat surface like water, the airflow around its wings hits the water and provides a 

supportive cushion of air. Therefore, in my composite image, both pelicans were near 

enough to the water so that they were both saving energy by getting free rides (from 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=luXE6T3pBYY). 

 

 
  

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/article/birds-that-fly-in-a-v-formation-use-an-amazing-trick?fbclid=IwAR3vZf_gzs0VfFP6JtrZKYplAvw5z2le5h-nSfVILoAODXokO2c5Hip1aNs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=luXE6T3pBYY&fbclid=IwAR22R1XuXh5hQTtkvbGN14UJbopYZnP3pjj3XgyT75aYke1TMEKLNclzpwk
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July 6, 2022 
 

It seems that the Elsa calendar sales are winding down. Thank you to all of our 

members who have supported our donation project! The stores that have been 

selling them went through all of their first allocation of calendars, and we ordered 

more—which were delivered to the stores some time ago. Two of the stores still 

have some stock. And the third one will soon have a few more. We don’t plan on 

ordering any more. So, anyone who still wishes to get a calendar, should contact 

one of the stores. When it seems that the sales have stopped, we’ll tally all of the 

proceeds and send a donation to Ducks Unlimited Canada. I’ll ask all of the stores 

to hang onto any excess calendars that they might have, so that they would be able 

to provide some for those members who would still like to purchase some—after 

all, they are 2023 calendars, and this is only July . 

 

So that everyone has the information about the stores handy, I’ll provide their de-

tails again below: 

 

The Wild Bird Store 

5901 – 3rd Street SE 

Calgary, AB 

Phone: 403-640-2632 

 

Wild Birds Unlimited 

12204 – 107th Avenue NW 

Edmonton, AB 

Phone: 587-521-2473 

 

Backyard Birds Nature Shop 

15 – 100 King Street 

Spruce Grove, AB 

Phone: 780-948-8597 

 

The Wild Bird Store doesn’t have any calendars left right now, but they will have 

some more soon—they’re taking names though . 

 

I was at Frank Lake yesterday. And, of course, I looked for Elsa among the peli-

cans on the island. I couldn’t find her. I couldn’t find an Elsa look-alike pelican 

either. However, taking photos of pelicans is frequently a worthwhile pursuit, 

whether I find Elsa among my photos or not. I’m continuing to imagine that Elsa 

is with her pelican colony and is trying to continue the life that she had to tempo-

rarily leave behind while she survived another Alberta winter. I’ve attached a 

photo of a pelican that was flying to the island yesterday—presumably after doing 

some fishing on the other side of the lake. And I’ll put a few more photos in the 

comments. 
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Comment 

 

Here’s a photo of a pelican doing pouch exercises beside another one that's possibly 

meditating . 
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Comment 

 

This pelican is not really an Elsa look-alike, but there are some similarities. 
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Comment 

 

This pelican just has to get its feathers straightened out. 

 

 
 

Comment 

 

This pelican is looking for a place to land. 

 

 
 


